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ABSTRACT 
In 1938 the Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia (WWF) refused to load tin 
clippings and pig-iron on the Dalfram at Port Kembla. During the early 1970s the 
New South Wales Builders Labourers' Federation (NSW BLF) refused to demolish 
buildings, destroy parkland or build high-rise buildings in some parts of Sydney. 
These unions would not allow their labour to be used for what they considered 
'destructive' purposes. This study is concerned with the issues raised by those two 
actions and begins by developing a theoretical framework in order to study the 
circumstances surrounding what became known as the 'Pig-Iron Dispute' and 'Green 
Bans". The theoretical framework was initially provided by Gerhard Beier and then 
elaborated upon by John Moses. 
This thesis then examines the political theories and movements that directly and 
mdirectly influenced these disputes, namely, Leninism, Marxism, syndicalism, the 
Industrial Workers of the World, the New Left and the Communist Party of Australia. 
The study argues that the unions vindicated a social responsibility when they 
challenged the government and the employers in the areas of foreign policy, control 
of labour and the destruction of the urban environment. It further contends that the 
NSW BLF pioneered a 'new way of thinking' about the nature of work and the trade 
union movement's relationship with the wider community. This study's main premise 
is that the NSW BLF moved beyond traditional activities and mto what Jack Mundey 
has described as "uncharted waters". 
It concludes by stating that in order for the trade union movement to develop, it must 
promote this 'new way of thinking' on social responsibility. 
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PREFACE and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
According to public perception, the Waterside Workers' Federation (WWF) and the NSW 
Builders Labourers' Federation (NSW BLF) were two of Australia's most militant 
unions. The popular press has depicted these unions as organisations that have "held the 
country to ransom" and have been run by a group of individuals whose primary interest 
was to cause disruption to Australian society to advance the cause of the communist 
movement. A study involving these two unions must by its very nature be controversial. 
The major aim of this study is to challenge the assumption that these two unions 
set out to disrupt society for their own political agendas. It will demonstrate that they 
in fact upheld a principled moral position by taking industrial action over social and 
political matters. It will be argued that both of these unions were concerned about the 
social good of society, and their actions have contributed to developing a form of trade 
unionism that is unmistakably Australian. 
The issues I am raising here have concerned the author for nearly thirty years and 
a number of interrelated paths led me to work on this study. These could be summarised 
as family influence, personal experiences, political involvement and academic interest. 
Firsdy, my family background drew me towards the study of working-class politics. My 
father, John Mallory. was a shop-assistant and a keen supporter of the Australian Labor 
Party as well as being an active unionist. He was born in Barcaldine and was influenced 
by the town's working-class heritage. My uncle, Cecil Mallory, was a waterside worker 
(ix) 
(wharfie)' who worked in every capital city in Australia and mixed with many of the 
activists and leaders of the WWF including Jim Healy and Tas Bull. During his visits 
to our home when I was young, he discussed his experiences working on the wharves all 
over Australia. These boyhood experiences had a profound influence on me. 
When I attended University in the 1960s I became politically active and developed 
an interest in participatory democracy and the rights of individuals in organisations to 
have a say in the running of these organisations. During these years I followed the 
fortunes of the NSW BLF and for me, as for so many student activists at the time, this 
union represented an organsiation that was implementing 'participatory democracy' in 
practice through its 'Green Bans' campaigns and its policy on 'limited tenure of office'. 
On leaving University and starting work as a high school teacher I became an active 
member of teacher unions and I have been a union activist for twenty-five years. This 
experience has given me an understanding of the workings of trade unions and their 
limitations. 
In the 1980s my academic studies led me to write a thesis on the introduction of 
containers to the waterfront in Australia and Great Britain.^ This experience taught me 
much about 'wharfie' history and culture. I became aware of the different activities of 
the WWF and became convinced that an academic study needed to be done concentrating 
on the political aspects of this union. However, the striking concepts of 'the social 
Throughout this thesis waterside workers will be referred to as 'wharfies'. 
Greg Mallory, "Technology and Social Change in the Stevedoring Industry: A Comparative Study 
of the Impact of Containerisation on the Workforce in Australia & Great Britain", School of 
Science, Griffith University, 1986 (Brisbane: M.Sc. dissertation, Griffith University, Brisbane, 
1986). 
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responsibility of labour' and 'limited tenure of office' developed by Jack Mundey were 
the main motivation for embarking upon this project, as these concepts appeared to link 
trade union and new left thinking. In the late 1970s I became friendly with Jack Mundey 
and heard the Builders Labourers' stories many times over a few beers and dinner. (See 
accompanying photo of WWF, NSW BLF and CPA activists on p.xiv. From left Ted 
Roach, Jack Mundey, Henry McCarthy, Harry Connell. Darcy Duggan. Taken at The 
Teachers' Club, Sussex Street, Sydney in June 1991.) This experience inspired me to 
study the NSW BLF in a formal way, in particular why they took action over issues that 
went beyond wages and conditions. I then set out on a journey to discover why these 
two unions had developed these special concerns, how they expressed them in their 
activities and what were the main influences on them. 
I would like to acknowledge the support given to me by a wide variety of people. 
Firstly, to John Moses, my original supervisor, who was prepared to accept me as a 
Ph.D. student. John, whose experience is in German labour history, has given me the 
opportunity to work in the field of labour history, and has provided essential theoretical 
stimulus. Secondly, to Tom Poole, my current supervisor, for his expert advice on 
planning this thesis and the numerous drafts he has read and criticised. I would like to 
acknowledge the contribution made by Jack Mundey and Ted Roach, 'Rebels within the 
Rebellion'.^ Without the concepts that Jack Mundey developed almost single-handedly. 
I stayed at Ted Roach's house one night and the next morning I rang Jack Mundey to organise 
a time to have a drink widi him that night. When I mentioned this to Ted he said, "Jack 
Mundey, another rebel within the rebellion", I thought this was an opportune statement as it 
seemed to summarise both their positions in the trade union movement and the 'left\ 
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this study would not have eventuated and it was Ted Roach's enthusiasm and spirit that 
gave me motivation "to get the story told". Ted died in February 1997 and I felt I had 
lost a great friend. Ted's wife, Wick, deserves special mention for the generosity and 
hospitality provided to me whenever I visited their house. 
One of the sad aspects of such a lengthy project is the death of many of the 
people interviewed before the study is completed. I would like to thank all the unionists 
and political activists who have helped me with interviews and given me advice over the 
years. Firsdy, to the wharfie comrades for assisting me in gaining an understanding of 
this great union. Nan Lane (deceased) provided me with information on the Brisbane 
waterfront and made the crucial contact with Ted Roach while Sonny Glynn gave me an 
understanding of the street theatre, film making and signage of the WWF. Other 
wharfies important to this tale are Tom Nelson (deceased), Stan Moran (deceased), Ina 
Moran (deceased), Alby Graham (deceased), Tony Hawkins, Wally Stubbings, Tas Bull 
and Ron McClean (deceased). I would like to single out Phil O'Brien who gave me his 
life-story to read in draft form and Henry McCarthy (deceased), a former wharfie and 
journalist, who was involved with the WWF and the NSW BLF. I would like to thank 
the BLF activists. Jack Mundey, Darcy Duggan, Harry Connell (deceased) and Joe 
Owens, whom 1 not only interviewed but who were drinking and eating companions on 
numerous Friday nights in Sydney. I would like to thank Nita McRae (deceased). Rocks 
resident activist, who welcomed me to her Balmain house and conducted an extremely 
long interview with me as well as the CPA activists, Laurie Aarons and Eric Aarons, 
who provided information on the relationship between the CPA, the WWF and the NSW 
BLF. 
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My family has given me great support during the life of this project. My mother, 
Mavis Mallory, has assisted me in numerous ways, including a place to live while this 
project was being undertaken. To my daughter, Emma Mallory, whose main memory 
of her father is that he is 'doing a Ph.D.', I want to thank her for her understanding of 
the difficulties encountered in this task. I also want to express my gratitude to my 
friend, companion and comrade, Shelley Greer, who has been supportive and patient with 
the time devoted to this project. Over the years she has provided me with a place of 
seclusion where I was able to write and she also provided me with companionship. 
Finally, I would like to mention the staff at the Noel Butlin Archives Centre at 
the ANU, the Mitchell Library in Sydney, the National Library in Canberra, and the 
Fryer Library at the University of Queensland who provided valuable assistance as well 
as the officials and former officials of the WWF, the NSW BLF, the Federal BLF and 
the CPA who allowed access to their materials. Mention should also be made of the staff 
at Kenmore State High School who have supported me in a variety of ways with this 
project including the Mathematics staff and in particular Darryl Clarke for the numerous 
drafts that he has read. In addition, I would like to thank Kath Wood for her excellent 
work in typing this thesis. 
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The terms, 'labour' and 'labor', are used throughout this thesis and some clarification 
needs to be made of the different spellings. In Britain, the 'u' is retained without 
(xiii) 
variation, in America the 'u' is always absent, but in Australia the movement 
Americanised its spelling around the time of Federation, hence the 'Australian Labor 
Party' and the 'Labor Council of NSW'. The spelling of 'labour' is normally used in 
the small '1' sense and the 'labour' movement denotes something wider than political 
Labor; it is shorthand for what amounts to supporters of the trade unions and/or the 
Labor Party. However, to add confusion, some Trades and Labour Councils used the 
'u' spelling, such as the Queensland Trades and Labour Council.'* This thesis will 
follow the spelling variations normally accepted in the community. 
Most of this discussion is taken from Michael Easson, ne Foundation of Labor (Sydney: Lloyd 
Ross Forum, Labor Council of New South Wales, Pluto Press, 1990), p.vi. 
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ABCE&BLF 
ACF 
ACTU 
AEU 
AJPH 
ALP 
ALR 
AMA 
AOTA 
ARU 
ASIB 
ASP 
AWU 
BHP 
BTG 
BWIU 
CPA 
CPSU 
CPUSA 
DLI 
DRAG 
GLOSSARY 
Australian Building Construction Employees & Builders Labourers 
Federation 
Australian Conservation Foundation 
Australian Council of Trade Unions 
Australian Engineering Union 
Australian Journal of Politics and History 
Australian Labor Party 
Australian Left Review 
Amalgamated Mining Association 
Australian and Overseas Transport Association 
Australian Railways' Union 
Australian Stevedoring Industry Board 
Australian Socialist Party 
Australian Workers' Union 
Broken Hill Proprietary Company 
Building Trades Group 
Building Workers' Industrial Union 
Communist Party of Australia 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
Communist Party of the United States of America 
Department of Labour and Industry 
Darlinghurst Resident Action Group 
(xvi) 
DURD 
FBI 
FCOM 
FED&FA 
FIA 
FMC 
FOSU 
GNCTU 
HUAC 
IFTU 
ISO 
IWMA 
IWW 
MAWF 
MBA 
MHR 
MLA 
MMM 
NBAC/ANU 
NSW BLF 
OBU 
P&C's 
Department of Urban and Regional Development 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Federal Committee of Management (WWF) 
Federated Engine Drivers & Firemen's Association 
Federated Ironworkers' Association 
Federal Management Committee (BLF) 
Friends of the Soviet Union 
Grand National Consolidated Trade Union 
House of Un-American Activities Committeee 
International Federation of Trade Unions 
International Socialist Organisation 
International Working Men's Association 
Industrial Workers of the World 
Movement Against War and Fascism 
Master Builders' Association 
Member of the House of Representatives 
Member of the Legislative Assembly 
Militant Minority Movement 
Noel Butlin Archives Centre/Australian 
University 
New South Wales Builders Labourers' Federation 
One Big Union 
Permanent and Casuals' Wharf Labourers' Union 
National 
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PPTU Pan Pacific Trade Union 
RAG Resident Action Group 
RAPI Royal Australian Planning Institute 
RILU Red International Labour Unions 
RRG Rocks Resident Group 
RSSA Revolutionary Socialist Students Alliance 
s e c Sydney City Council 
SCRA Sydney Cove Redevelopment Association 
SDA Students for Democratic Action 
SDS Students for a Democratic Society 
SIC Stevedoring Industry Commission 
SLP Socialist Labor Party 
SMH Sydney Morning Herald 
SPA* Socialist Party of Australia 
SPA* State Planning Authority 
SRC Students' Representative Council 
SUA Seamens' Union of Australia 
TUEL Trade Union Educational Leagues 
TWA Transport Workers' Act 
TWU Transport Workers' Union 
USA United States of America 
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
(xviii) 
UWM 
VSKCAC 
VSPC 
WIIU 
WIUA 
WRAG 
WWF 
Unemployed Workers' Movement 
Victoria Street-Kings Cross Action Committee 
Victoria Street Protest Committee 
Workers International Industrial Union 
Workers Industrial Union 
Woolloomoolloo Resident Action Group 
Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia 
SPA is used for two different organisations - to avoid confusion it will be 
clarified in the text by way of a footnote. 
INTRODUCTION 
Two isolated incidents, over thirty years apart, heralded the beginnings of 
the social responsibility of workers' movements which had a profound effect upon 
trade unions in Australia. In November 1938, Port Kembla waterside workers' 
refused to load tin clippings and pig-iron on the trampship, Dalfram. This 
incident had international repercussions, as the cargo was destined for Japan which 
was then engaged in military conflict with China. It was argued by their union, 
the Waterside Workers' Federation (WWF), that the materials would be used by 
the Japanese to manufacture ammunition for their invasion of China, and that 
Japan was considering further expansionist moves. In a meeting held in the 
Miners' Hall in Wollongong on Sunday. December 4, 1938, Ted Roach, Secretary 
of the South Coast Branch of the WWF, pointed out the reasons for the ban: 
The men of this branch would not take the responsibility of 
sending iron to Japan to be used by that country to destroy 
defenceless women and children in China. The men were 
solidly determined not to accept licences.^ Mr Menzies had 
sent his assistant Mr Lawson to cajole the men into loading 
the pig-iron, by making vague promises of seeing what could 
be done to alter the Transport Workers Act, and remedy 
some of the bad factors of the industry. The Kembla men 
were not deceived and would not lift the ban.^ 
The meeting then carried a unanimous resolution backing the protesting 
wharfies. This action of the Port Kembla wharfies not only garnered support from 
other trade unions, but from a variety of different organisations throughout 
Waterside Workers Federation members hereafter referred to as wharfies. 
The Federal Government attempted to impose a licence system on the waterfront. The 
implications of this action will be discussed in a later chapter. 
Maritime Worker, Journal of the Waterside Workers' Federation (December 1938), p.l. 
Australia."* 
In mid-1971, a telegram sent to a group of residents of the North Shore of 
Sydney, who were fighting to preserve a nearby parkland, heralded the beginning 
of the second movement. The telegram read: 
To the Battlers for Kelly's Bush 
Dear Friends, 
This union believes that social and environmental issues are matters that 
should be of concern to all citizens. 
For this reason we wish you well in your campaign. 
And further resolve: 
L.that we will not build on the land known as Kelly's Bush, 
2..that on request from the Committee, we are prepared to initiate 
Industrial Action, including interstate Industrial Action, on major 
projects being constructed by the phoney conservationist A.V, Jennings 
We wish you well. 
R. Pringle^ 
R. (Bob) Pringle was then President of the New South Wales Builders 
Labourers' Federation (NSW BLF or BLF) and the industrial actions referred to 
became known as 'Green Bans'. By June 1974, nearly fifty Green Bans were in 
operation, mainly in the Sydney metropolitan area.^ 
The Pig-iron dispute of 1938 and the Green Bans of the 1970s highlighted a 
situation in which sections of the trade union movement were involved in struggles 
that were not solely concerned with wages and conditions. Both the WWF and the 
NSW BLF argued that their actions resulted from concern about broader social 
e 
This was highlighted in the Maritime Worker (December, 1938), p.3. Support came from 
various ALP and CPA branches, and from a variety of other groups ranging from the 
Council of Civil Liberties to the Bishop of Gippsland. Sir Isaac Isaacs, former Governor-
General of Australia, also spoke out in support. This is documented in his book, Australian 
Democracy and Our Constitutional System (A.H. Spencer Pty Ltd., 1939). 
Noel Butlin Archives of Business and Labour Australian National University (NBAC/ANU), 
Joe Owens Collection, Z235, Box 1. Telegram sent from the NSW BLF to the 'Battlers of 
Kelly's Bush', June 1971. 
Document compiled by BLF Office, June 5, 1974. NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection, 
Z235 Box 15. 
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issues affecting society and that the trade union movement had a responsibility to 
act when they recognised a perceived injustice. For wharfies in 1938, it meant 
that they should have a right to refuse to load materials which might be used by an 
aggressor nation. For builders' labourers in the 1970s, it meant that they should 
have the right to refuse to demolish historic buildings or to destroy the homes of 
inner-city residents and replace these with high-rise office buildings. Both unions 
were concerned with the effects the product of their labour would have on society. 
The Pig-iron dispute of the WWF and the Green Bans of the NSW BLF 
constituted dramatic events in Australian labour history and raise a number of 
fundamental questions, most notably, what were the ideological influences on the 
wharfies at Port Kembla in 1938 and the builders' labourers in Sydney in the 
1970s that led them to take actions that did not simply involve wages and 
conditions? Furthermore, did the actions of these two unions represent a new 
concept of unionism that took these industrial and political activites into a new 
dimension? 
In answering these questions, it is first of all useful to turn to a theoretical 
model on trade unionism proposed by John Moses who has contended that unions 
perform a dual role in capitalist society by working with and against capitalism.^ 
Moses continues the work of the German theorist, Gerhard Beier, who believes 
that trade unions have a limited autonomy, depending on economic factors and the 
general condition of the whole society. Moses notes that Marx and Engels 
contended that trade unions were autonomous institutions that were concerned 
about establishing the preconditions for social change and that "unions began as, 
and continue to be, independent, party politically neutral organizations, within 
John Moses, Trade Union Theory from Marx to Walesa (London: Berg Publishers, 1990), 
p. 157. 
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industrial society."* Autonomy means that theoretically the membership has 
control over the decision-making process and decisions are not imposed by bodies 
or individuals outside the union. To Moses, 
the object of trade union behaviour in this process is not the 
building up of a massive trade union bureaucracy but the 
encouragement of the growth of socially aware, responsible and 
creative workers. It is a process which sees a reciprocal 
relationship between the union and the individual members, 
between the union as a force opposed to capital on the one hand, 
and as an instrument for the emancipation of individuals on the 
other.'^  
This autonomy increases in accordance with the process of social 
emancipation. Ideally, the object of trade union behaviour should be the 
encouragement of the growth of socially aware, responsible and creative workers 
and a reciprocal relationship should exist between the union and the individual 
worker. 
In order to develop a model based on autonomy and social emancipation, 
Moses, following Beier, examines three aspects of trade unions. Firstly, he 
identifies their functions, which relate to the programmes, constitutions and aims 
of the organisation. Secondly, he examines the structures which relate to their 
membership and organisation (e.g. councils, branches, bodies of the organisation). 
And thirdly, he analyses their actions which relate to industrial campaigns, strikes, 
strategy and tactics. Two main functional elements emerge: 
Function A - The elevation of the class situation of the workers 
within the prevailing social-economic-political system i.e. the 
pressing of class interests to improve wages, conditions, social 
policy. 
t 
Ibid., p. 156. The majority of trade unions in Western societies are aligned with social 
democratic parties but theoretically still control their own destiny. 
Ibid., pp. 156-7. 
and 
Function B - The abolition of class society, i.e. the struggle for 
democracy and socialism.'^ 
According to Moses, "Exclusive concern with function A leads, as Marx and 
Engels saw, to the emergence of a self-centred 'labour aristocracy', or as Lenin 
observed, to mere 'economism'." However, "an exclusive concentration on 
function B contained the danger that the union movement lost its purpose for the 
mass of its members."" 
Between the two poles of Function A and B exist a broad range of 
possibilities and the development of Function A should establish the pre-conditions 
for Function B. Thus a dialectical relationship should exist between these two 
functions and for a union to operate effectively a 'balance' must be achieved 
between the two. Function A could be described as 'industrial activities' and 
Function B as the 'social and political activities' of the trade union movement. 
However, for a union to be successful in Function B it must have been effective in 
the area of Function A, i.e. improving wages and conditions. In applying this 
theoretical framework to the current study, the wharfies at Port Kembla, prior to 
the Pig-iron dispute, achieved fundamental changes in working conditions by 
fighting for and winning a roster system. The NSW BLF prior to the Green 
Bans, moreover, won two major battles for wages and conditions, these being the 
Margins Strike and the Accident Pay Strike.'^ Both of these unions satisfied 
their members in relation to Functions A and B. However, for the purposes of 
'" Ibid., pp. 157-8. 
" Ibid. 
^^  These disputes are discussed at length in subsequent chapters. 
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this study it is necessary to observe more closely some elements of Function B. 
These elements include the following: firsdy, political and social activity that is 
loosely co-ordinated with a working-class party; secondly, this activity is directed 
by the leadership of the union; and thirdly, this activity is generally single issued 
and does not necessarily raise deeper questions of power relations in capitalist 
society. In a broad sense the elements in Function B set up the preconditions for 
the union to follow one of three paths. These elements orientate the union to 
either follow the path of Labourism, Leninism'^ or another path which for our 
purposes will be called Function C. Thus Function B could follow either a social 
democratic or revolutionary path. 
However, one of the main aspects of this study is to develop a concept, 
loosely defined as Function C, which emerges out of actions in Function B. The 
study will argue that the NSW BLF engaged in activity that questioned the nature 
of work and the social issue of the end product of human labour. Thus Function 
C has at its basis the raising of fundamental questions about human activity within 
capitalist society. Moses leaves his model open for the development of Function 
C by contending that social emancipation can be achieved through involving trade 
unions in various spheres of public life, an activity that the NSW BLF pursued 
vigorously through its Green Bans. Moses quotes Beier: 
"The elevation of the class situation aimed really at achieving the 
highest possible share of all workers in the value of their product 
or of the services provided by them. The elimination of class 
society demands, however, beyond that the destruction of the 
commodity character of labour and ultimately the humanizing of 
the industrial world by means of a closer bond between creative 
human and necessary or utilitarian labour; indeed the realization 
of the universal right to work, be it of a more utilitarian or more 
creative type. This was not to be considered the final goal of the 
13 Bodi Labourism and Leninism will be elaborated on in subsequent chapters. 
trade union movement, but rather its continuing task in a divided 
world or in a divided society which is fundamentally held together 
by means of human labour."'"* 
Function C is a concept that will emerge throughout the study as the actions 
of the NSW BLF move into a 'territory' that neither Marx, Engels, Beier nor 
Moses could have possibly foreseen. Thus Function C will comprise the following 
elements: firstly, it is concerned with the end product of labour, a concept that 
emerged from the earlier writings of Karl Marx; secondly, any activity that can 
be classified as Function C should have as its fundamental orientation the trade 
union rather than the working class party; thirdly. Function C is ultimately 
concerned with democratic and local decision-making. These three concepts 
tended to merge together in the framework of the New Left politics of the 1960s 
and 1970s and could be viewed as trade unions taking an advanced moral position 
by displaying a social responsibility. The theoretical model of Functions A, B and 
C will be applied to all sections of this study, providing a framework for each 
chapter. 
The present study, primarily concerned with 'grass-roots' movements, will 
challenge the 'top-down' view of social change in favour of a 'history from below' 
approach, which is written from the perspective of those who were directly 
involved by using some oral history material from various activists. Noam 
Chomsky sees the 'top-down' model as being ideological in its attempt to control 
social change. Chomsky states: 
It is plausible that ideology will in general serve as a mask for 
self-interest, then it is a natural presumption that intellectuals, in 
14 Moses, Trade Union Theory, pp. 163-4. Taken from Gerhard Beier, "Elemente einer 
Theorie der gewerkschaftlichen Entwicklung. Autonomic, Funktiou, Struktur und Aktion", 
in U. Borsdorf, H.O. Hemmer, G. Leminsky and H. Markmann (eds), Gewrkschaftliche 
Politik: Reform aus Solidaritat (Dusseldorf, 1977), p.218. 
interpreting history or formulating policy, will tend to adopt an 
elitist position, condemning popular movements and mass 
participation in decision making, and emphasizing rather the 
necessity for supervision by those who possess the knowledge and 
understanding that is required (so they claim) to manage society 
and control social change.'^ 
Background Material 
An extensive amount of literature already exists on trade unionism and left 
political organisations in Australia and other countries, and so it is necessary to 
mention only the most prominent publications that have had a major influence on 
the development of this topic. Two major studies on the WWF and the NSW BLF 
have been War on the Waterfront,^^ written by Rupert Lockwood in 1987. and 
Meredith Burgmann's "A New Concept in Unionism: the NSW BLF 1970-
1974",^ "^  a Ph.D thesis written in 1982. Lockwood was a journalist and writer 
for Tribune, the CPA's newspaper, and former editor of Maritime Worker, the 
national journal of the WWF. In War on the Waterfront, Lockwood argued that 
workers have a right to withdraw their labour for political reasons and that there 
exists a "conscience above the law",'* The strength of Lockwood's book lies in 
its moral approach to the question of social and political activity of trade unions, 
contending that wharfies have had a long tradition of this type of activity and that 
they set an example for other unions to follow: 
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(Sydney: Hale & Ironmonger, 1987). 
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thesis. Politics Department, Macquarie University, 1982. 
Lockwood, War on the Waterfront, p.222. 
The Port Kembla refusal of war materials to Japan, a highly 
political strike in defiance of Government policy and employer 
command, was no aberration in the Australian trade union 
tradition. That tradition had already been founded over several 
decades: the ban on the Dalfram's cargo of munitions metal 
powerfully reinforced the tradition. The total of watersiders on 
strike was less than 200, but from the acorns they planted at No.4 
Jetty came sturdy and healthy growth, and an historic input to 
trade union thinking. The fig-leaf of parliamentary vote or 
Government decree was withering. More and more challenges 
were mounted by widening sections of the Australian community 
to politician's presumptions that decisions governing war and 
peace, national independence and human rights were their 
exclusive domain.'^ 
Meredith Burgmann was a political activist in the 1960s and 1970s and was 
directly involved with the BLF in resident action groups. Her thesis, written 
shordy after the events took place, takes a sympathetic 'new left' approach. The 
narrative section discusses women in the building industry, the social responsibility 
of labour manifested in green bans and the ideology of the movement from a 
Marxist and Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) framework. The essential 
argument is that a new way of thinking was required in the trade union movement 
and the NSW BLF was at the forefront of this change.^° 
Two autobiographies that shed light on the development of this 'new way of 
thinking' are Jack Mundey's Green Bans and Beyoncf^ and Eric Aarons What's 
Left?^^ Both of these works provide detail on the dramatic changes in the CPA 
in the early 1970s from two of its leading activists.^^ Mundey is able to link 
these changes with his involvement and leadership within the NSW BLF. He 
If 
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gives a personal account of the BLF's activities and deals with the 'progressive' 
issues of Green Bans, 'limited tenure of office' and the 'social responsibility of 
labour'. He stresses the leadership's position over these issues and urges the 
merging of socialism and environmentalism: 
Ecologists with a socialist perspective and socialists with an 
ecological perspective must form a coalition to tackle the wide-
ranging problems relating to human survival. '^* 
Eric Aarons argues for a complete 'values' transformation of society which 
would make it necessary for communists and 'progressive' people on the left to 
question older notions, such as the role of class. For Aarons it was important to 
develop a socialist morality in politics: 
Reading the celebrated Italian communist, Antonio Gramsci, I was 
struck with his stress on fostering a new 'common sense' in 
opposition to the prevailing one, and the role in doing so of what 
he called 'organic intellectuals'. These were not necessarily 
intellectuals in the traditional sense. He was referring more to 
'activist thinkers' of all kinds, those with a wider social vision, 
who articulated in more developed form, ideas that were 
spontaneously emerging from various areas of social life. That, it 
seemed to me, was what communists should be - more a moral, 
than simply an organising, political force." 
Another writer who has discussed the social and political dimension of trade 
unionism is Verity Burgmann who in Power and Protest: Movements for Change 
in Australian Society^^ claims that the NSW BLF added a different dimension to 
the social movements by incorporating demands over environmental matters with 
traditional trade union theory and practice. The union attempted to exercise a 
Mundey, Green Bans and Beyond, p. 148. 
*^ Eric Aarons, What's L^?, pp. 190-1. 
Venty Burgmann, Power and Protest: Movements for Change in Australian Society (St 
Leonards, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1993), passim. 
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degree of workers' control and showed that the workers' movement can exercise 
real power by withdrawing labour. But the NSW BLF contended that labour can 
be socially useful and married the trade union movement with the green 
movement, bringing old and new 'thinking' together: 
In Australia, the New South Wales BLF epitomised the radical 
possibilities of a juncture between old and new social movements, 
supporting the employment of women as hoist drivers, stopping 
construction on a university college in protest at the dismissal of a 
homosexual tutor, organising the demolition of the goal posts the 
night before a Springboks rugby match, forcing a government to 
grant valuable urban land to poor blacks, pursuing the most 
successful environment campaign yet seen in Australian history, 
while significandy improving the wages and conditions of its 
members. ^ ^ 
With respect to the evolution of trade unionism in the Australian context, 
two works discuss the formation of the Australian Labor Party and its relationship 
with the union movement and other left movements. Verity Burgmann's In Our 
Time: Socialism and the Rise of Labor 1885-1905^^ shows how the trade union 
movement developed out of the 1890s strikes and examines the development of 
labourism and the early disenchantment with Labor politicians. Ian Turner's 
Industrial Labour and Politics: The Dynamics of the Labour Movement in 
Australia, 1900-1922^^ traces the growth of outside forces which influenced the 
Labor Party, such as the IWW and the CPA. 
The IWW in the United States has been studied in Patrick Renshaw's The 
n 
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Wobblies: The Story of Syndicalism in the United States^^ and Paul Brissenden's 
The IWW: A Study of American Syndicalism.^^ Within the Australian context, 
Frank Cain's The Wobblies at War: A History of the IWW and the Great War in 
Australia^^ oudines the ideological position of the movement in Australia and 
examines both the Detroit and Chicago 'schools'. However Verity Burgmann 
points out in Revolutionary Industrial Unionism: The Industrial Workers of the 
World in Australia^^ that the IWW had developed a unique perspective in the 
Australian Left that set it apart from other groups, in particular from the CPA. 
She also argues that the NSW BLF's actions were part of a forgotten Wobbly 
tradition: 
the NSW BLF displayed a Wobbly temper, in its penchant for 
direct action at the point of production, in its distrust of the 
pretensions of vanguard parties to lead workers in struggle, in its 
belief that trade unions themselves could and should educate 
workers to a class-conscious viewpoint, in its dislike of dogma 
and doctrinal hairsplitting, in the imaginative and inventive tactics 
it deployed, in its larrikinism and good-humoured anti-
intellectualism.^'* 
A number of histories of the CPA have been written, two of which are 
Alastair Davidson's The Communist Party of Australia: A Short History^^ and 
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Robin Gollan's Revolutionaries and Reformists: Communism and the Australian 
Labour Movement: 1920-1955.^^ Both of these authors give an account of the 
history of the Party from its formation up until the 1970s. However, a more 
recent researcher, Barbara Curthoys, has had access to the Communist Party 
Archives in Moscow and in a recent paper, entitled 'The Comintern, the CPA, and 
the Impact of Harry Wicks',^^ explores the role Harry Wicks (alias Herbert 
Moore) had in the affairs of the CPA in the 1930s and offers an explanation for 
the authoritarianism of the Party leadership that continued on until the 1960s. 
A recent publication on the CPA needs to be mentioned. Stuart Macintyre's 
history^* of the CPA from its formation in 1920 to 1941 sheds new light on 
recent communist history by relying on newly available sources. 
The WWF has received attention from a number of perspectives. Under the 
Hook - Melbourne Waterside Workers Remember Working Lives and Class War 
1900-1980, by Wendy Lowenstein and Tom Hills, gives an oral history account of 
the Melbourne waterfront from the turn of the century until the 1980s.^^ Margot 
Beasley's Wharfies: The History of the Waterside Workers' Federation ^^ provides 
a detailed history of the Federation, describing its numerous struggles and depicts 
the union as a proud organisation that represented a progressive force in Australian 
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society. A videotape history, Wharfies, commissioned by the WWF,"" explored 
the main issues of the WWF since its formation. Another history. The Hungry 
Mile, was written in 1957 by Tom Nelson, Secretary of the Sydney Branch of the 
WWF, from the leadership perspective of the CPA and the WWF."*^  It is 
primarily a 'political' document, being a broad history of the WWF which is seen 
historically to be obeying the laws of 'scientific socialism' more than any other 
group in society. This book is highly regarded in 'wharfie culture', and is 
primarily a Marxist history, written by a former wharfie and trade union official 
directly involved in the day-to-day struggle. In relation to histories of the 
leadership. The Years of Big Jim was written by Victor Williams, a communist 
activist.''^ It is a portrayal of Jim Healy's life, centring on his contribution to the 
WWF and the trade union movement and the gains made by the WWF during his 
period of leadership. The book lacks any critical comment, portraying Healy as a 
"communist saint", and attributing virtually all gains made by the WWF to 
Healy's leadership. Although it can be criticised strongly on these grounds, it 
gives a good description of the main issues that the WWF had to deal with under 
Healy's leadership. Gary Griffith's B.A. (Hons) thesis, "The Growing Militancy 
of the South Coast Branch of the Waterside Workers' Federation: 1930-1939", 
discusses the role of the South Coast Branch in the industrial and political struggle 
around the time of the Pig-iron dispute. Various activists are interviewed and 
'^  Wharfie: History of the Waterside Workers Federation, Videotape, Federal Office of the 
Waterside Workers Federation, 1990. 
^^ Tom Nelson, The Hungry Mile (Sydney: Waterside Workers Federation Publication, 1957). 
43 Vic Williams, The Years of Big Jim (Sydney: Lone Hand Press, 1975). 
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valuable insight is gained by drawing on their experiences."^ The South Coast 
Branch is seen to become more militant when certain 'politically' active wharfies 
were transferred to Port Kembla and proceeded to take over the affairs of the 
branch. The Pig-iron dispute is considered to be a natural development of those 
activities. 
In relation to the NSW BLF a number of differing works on the union have 
been published. Taming the Concrete Jungle, written by Pete Thomas, a journalist 
for Tribune and author of a number of studies on 'left-wing' unions,"*^ was 
published by the NSW Branch of the BLF in 1973. It gives a history of this union 
under the leadership of Jack Mundey, Joe Owens and Bob Pringle. As well as 
presenting a Marxist analysis of the industry, it examines the industrial and 
political struggles of the union and discusses the concepts of 'Green Bans' and 
'workers control'. Green Bans - The Birth of Australian Environmental Politics 
was written by Richard Roddewig and published by the Conservation Foundation 
in Washington in 1978."*^  This book compares the different situations in 
Australia and America. While in Australia there was a recourse to unionism, in 
America the environmental movement turned to the courts over the issue of 
workers refusing to build socially and environmentally destructive projects. A 
publication unsympathetic to the BLF was Six Turbulent Years, a booklet produced 
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in 1975."*^  It was written in order to give a perspective on Green Bans from a 
Socialist Party and Building Workers Industrial Union (SPA/BWIU)*** position 
and is highly critical of the activities of the leadership, claiming that the BLF 
leaders of the time were not interested in involving other unions and ignored the 
Building Trades Group (BTG). This attitude is described as 'one-outism'.'*^ The 
publication sees the conflict that eventually took place in the BLF as a Trotskyist-
Maoist factional fight and presents the BWIU pro-Soviet 'line' as the 'correct' 
interpretation. Jack Mundey's anti-Soviet position and his high media profile are 
judged by this group as being favourable to the employers.^^ 
A publication released last year requires a mention. Meredith and Verity 
Burgmann's^' Green Bans, Red Union - Environmental activism and the New 
South Wales Builders Labourers' Federation is based on Meredith's 1982 Ph.D 
thesis. Verity has developed a thematic approach to the topic which has been 
written in the light of recent political trends. For example the concept of 'social 
movement unionism' is one of the chapter headings and indicates a position that 
Verity has promoted in other publications. 
With respect to primary material, archival material of the WWF, the NSW 
47 Six Turbulent Years: Lessons from the rise and fall of the NSW Builders Labourers leadership 
and the building industry struggles from 1969 to 1975 (Sydney: BWIU Construction Branch 
of the Socialist Party of Australia, 1975). 
*^  The SPA will be discussed later in this thesis. 
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This appears to be a term taken from Rugby League. In the old style of Rugby League 
played under rules of unlimited tackle, one player would often take the ball up until tackled 
and implies a selfish attitude. The BWIU/SPA accused the BLF of being only concerned 
about itself. 
This attack was made by members of the SPA, a group that broke away from the CPA in 
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BLF and the Federal BLF was researched at the Noel Butlin Archives Centre at 
the Australian National University. The CPA Collection at Sydney's Mitchell 
Library was also utilised. Government publications such as Hansard and various 
pieces of legislation were also investigated. 
Disposition of Chapters 
This thesis is divided into four sections: Parts I, II, III, and IV. Part I 
examines Australia's 'left' trade union heritage by firsdy discussing in Chapter 2 
the ideological background to Functions A, B and C in the Beier/Moses context. 
This section highlights the primary political direction of the 'mainstream' trade 
union movement - labourism - with the setting up of parties of the working class: 
the Labour Party in England, the Labor Party in Australia. When certain sections 
of the trade union movement rejected this position, two 'schools' of political 
thought emerged as alternatives to labourism, these being a Marxist/Leninist 
'stream' and an anarchist-syndicalist 'stream'. The Marxist-Leninist 'stream' 
established the preconditions for Function B activities whereas the anarchist-
syndicalists had a recurring influence in Function C. 
Parts II and III are case studies of the WWF and the NSW BLF. In Part II 
the WWF is examined when it was most political, i.e. engaged in Function B and 
C activities. As an ideological movement that had influence over these actions, 
various political developments in the Communist Party of Australia will be 
analysed. The Pig-iron dispute of 1938 and the recruitment dispute of 1954 are 
seen as the WWF's most political actions and are analysed in the Moses/Beier 
context. Prior to the Pig-iron dispute the WWF developed a strong industrial 
organisation, i.e. it developed strong credentials in Function A operations which 
enabled it to participate successfully in activities associated with Function B. The 
18 
Pig-iron dispute was seen by many commentators as an argument between the 
Federal government and the WWF over foreign policy. However, this study will 
demonstrate that the dispute was a natural extension of the industrial and political 
work undertaken by the South Coast Branch of the WWF. Similarly, the study 
will show that the recruitment dispute of 1954 was successful because the WWF 
was well organised nationally after being involved in a variety of disputes prior to 
1954, including the Pig-iron dispute. The recruitment dispute was primarily about 
maintaining a 'workers' control' situation and it is therefore argued that this was 
one of the WWF's most important victories in both the Function B and C 
dimension. 
Part III is a case study of the NSW BLF. The ideological influence of the 
IWW, New Left and the CPA over the union is examined. Similar to the WWF, 
the industrial victory of the BLF ensured that it was successful in Function B 
struggles as the union involved itself in opposition to the Vietnam War, support of 
Aboriginal rights and a number of workers' control situations. This section 
demonstrates that Green Bans raised fundamental questions about the nature of 
work in capitalist society. In this context. Jack Mundey expounded the social 
responsibility of labour: 
If workers are going to have a real say in the end result of their 
labour, if they are to adopt a greater social responsibility and 
ensure that labour is used with consideration for the community at 
large, there must be a break from the old false value that only the 
employer has any rights on how a worker's labour is to be 
exploited. ^ ^ 
This position could be described, in the context of the Beier/Moses model, 
as Function C and represents Australia's unique contribution to trade unionism. 
52 Jack Mundey, Union Power: On Trial Series (Victoria: Heineman Education, 1975), p.28. 
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However, the Green Bans of the NSW BLF under the Mundey/Owens/Pringle 
leadership were eventually crushed, and this section traces the events that led to 
this outcome. 
The main purpose of this study, however, is to examine how the NSW BLF 
arrived at this point and to analyse the political and social ramifications of the 
Mundey concept for the rest of society, as well as relating this new dimension to 
the Beier/Moses model, i.e. Function C. The study will conclude by discussing 
the fundamental question of how far a union can go in the political/social sphere 
before it is destroyed by the combined forces of the State, corporate business and 
other unions. These arguments will be revisited in Part IV of the thesis. 
PARTI 
AUSTRALIA'S LEFT-WING TRADE UNION HERITAGE 
The philosophers have interpreted the world in various ways; 
the point however is to change it.' 
' Karl Marx, "Theses on Feuerbach" in Frederick Engels, Ludwig Feuerbach and the Outcome 
of Classical German Philosophy: With Appendices (New York, International Publishers, 1991), 
p.84. 
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Chapter 1: 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO FUNCTIONS A AND B 
From its inception, the trade union movement in nineteenth century England, 
and subsequently in Australia, combined both industrial and political functions. In 
terms of the Beier/Moses model outlined in the Introduction, this meant not only 
actively campaigning for better wages and working conditions (Function A), but 
also the creation of a social democracy (Function B). At times industrial issues 
took precedence over political matters - creating internal dissension - but trade 
union leaders were aware of their dual responsibilities. Eventually the political 
dimensions of English and Australian trade unionism were enshrined in 
'labourism' or the belief that through non-revolutionary parliamentary means 
labour could capture the State and create a social democracy. As background to 
the emergence of more radical tendencies, it is necessary to show in this chapter 
how the industrial and political wings of the trade union movement fused in 
labourism. 
Industrialism in England and Australia (Function A) 
From the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution 
radically transformed the social structure of English society. The traditional 
agrarian political economy was changed with the introduction of new machinery 
and the accompanying growth of factories. Between 1770 and 1820, five million 
acres of communal land were expropriated by the landowners under an Act of 
Parliament called the Enclosure Acts. Landless toilers travelled to the new towns, 
such as Manchester, Leeds and Bradford, in search of work in the new factories 
21 
and the mills. Wages and conditions were extremely poor, according to Norman 
McKenzie: 
men, women and children worked more than fourteen hours a day 
for little more than a bare subsistence wage and slept at nights in 
filthy hovels which were the breeding ground of cholera and other 
diseases.^ 
As a result of the Industrial Revolution transforming the social basis of society in 
the 18th and 19th century, a new class of wage earners emerged - the working 
class.^ E.P. Thompson conceived the working class as a product of an historical 
relationship which is constantly changing." He proposed that the class articulates 
an identity of its own against another group 'whose interests are different to 
theirs'.'^ Thompson stated: 
The class experience is largely determined by the productive 
relations into which men are born - or enter involuntary. Class-
consciousness is the way in which these experiences are handled 
in cultural terms and embodied in traditions, value-systems, ideas 
and institutional forms.^ 
Informal organisations of skilled artisans began to form as early as the 
beginning of the 18th century.^ 'Trade clubs' were set up in various parts of 
England where men working in the same trade often came together over a drink in 
Norman McKenzie, Socialism: A Short History (London: Hutchison University Library, 
1967), p.32. 
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1963), p.9. 
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Allan Flanders, Trade Unions (Stratford Place: Hutchison University Library, 1952), p. 10. 
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order to discuss their conditions.* Skilled artisans made up the majority of the 
membership of these organisations. According to Beatrice and Sidney Webb, 
there is actual evidence of the rise of one of the oldest of the 
existing trade unions out of a gathering of the journeymen 'to take 
a social pint of porter together'. More often it is a tumultuous 
strike, out of which grows a permanent organisation. Elsewhere, 
as we shall see, the workers meet to petition the House of 
Commons, and reassemble from time to time to carry on their 
agitation for the enactment of some new regulation, or the 
enforcement of an existing law. In other instances we shall find 
the journeymen of a particular trade frequenting certain public 
houses, at which they hear of certain situations vacant, and the 
'house of call' becomes thus the nucleus of an organisation.^ 
When trade clubs spread to the new factory workers, the authorities 
perceived these organisations as a threat and used various Acts of Parliament in 
1799 and 1800 to destroy them. These Combination Acts "prohibited every kind 
of combination and every meeting or activity leading to such a combination."'" 
Strict penalties were imposed for simply coming together in meetings to agitate for 
better working conditions. As a result of this repressive legislation, workers' 
organisations were forced underground and took the form of secret societies." 
Despite this, the working class in England was still prepared to agitate for 
better conditions.'^ In 1810, for instance, nineteen printers working for The 
Times were imprisoned for up to two years for "combining and conspiring 
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together" while they were seeking an increase in their wages.'^ Workers from 
Lancashire and other regions expressed their disgust at poor conditions through 
strikes and other means. Luddism, a movement which was concerned with the 
destruction of machinery, developed around 1811 and 1812.'* Marches on 
London from the North were planned, including one in 1817 that was dispersed by 
troops.'^ In 1819, a meeting of workers was held in St Peters field near 
Manchester and in response the police attacked the group and hacked eleven 
people to death and injured over 400. Further repressive legislation was passed in 
Parliament, known as the 'Six Acts', which was designed to prevent public 
meetings.'*' 
In the face of significant obstacles, the working class still moved forward 
and attempts were made to form 'trade unions' in order to co-ordinate their 
activities all over the country. However, a dramatic change for the better 
occurred in 1825 when Parliament passed a bill repealing all of the Combination 
Acts.'' 
At the same time many efforts were made to establish national organisations 
of the working class. In 1831, for instance, John Doherty formed the National 
Association for the Protection of Labour which had as its prime concern a 
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resistance to wage cuts.'* In 1834, the Grand National Consolidated Trade 
Union (GNCTU) was also established, recruiting over a half a million workers.'^ 
The formation of the GNCTU was very much influenced by Robert Owen, an 
industrialist who insisted on paying 'fair' wages and giving his employees decent 
conditions. He was also involved in establishing co-operative communities in both 
England and the United States.^" 
Efforts to organise trade unions still faced massive resistance, however, as in 
the case of the Tolpuddle Martyrs. In 1834, a group of labourers tried to form a 
union of agricultural workers in Tolpuddle (Dorchester) and link this up with the 
GNCTU. For this act six of them were arrested and sentenced to seven years' 
transportation to Australia. A campaign was organised to obtain their release and 
five of the 'martyrs' were brought back, a triumphal moment for the 
movement.-' 
Between 1860-1865 the Amalgamated Society of Engineers was formed and 
this union became a model for other unions to follow. Then came a series of 
Parliamentary Acts which defined the legal status of trade unions. In 1871, the 
Trade Union Act made trade unions legal and accorded them a large measure of 
freedom. A voluntary register of trade unions was set up and by 1875 the 
Conspiracy and Protection of Property Act established the legality of collective 
bargaining. These advances made over a forty-year period ended the isolation of 
the trade union movement from the mainstream of society and thus they became 
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recognised as an essential social institution.^^ 
In Australia, it was not until the 1850s that the trade union movement could 
be described as well established. Immigrants who came from Britain brought 
various skills to the organisation of labour and some brought direct experiences as 
in the example of the Amalgamated Engineering Union, which was set up along 
the same lines as in England. Labour was scarce after the discovery of gold as the 
population of the new colony increased almost four-fold from 1861-1900.^^ The 
emerging trade union movement developed along 'craft' lines based on the English 
model and many of the new workers were skilled tradesmen.-^ This movement 
made great advances, leading the world in various reforms. For example, the 8-
hour day was won in Australia a long time before it became a reality in England 
where it was common for people to be working an 18-hour day.^ ^ Australian 
unions became the custodians of the 'standard of living'.^^ Other advances 
included conciliation and arbitration of industrial disputes. Various Trades and 
Labour Councils were formed in the 1860s, the first being in Melbourne.^'' New 
unions of the skilled and semi-skilled began to emerge along with the craft unions 
and these consisted of seamen, waterside workers, miners, shearers, shed-hands. 
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construction workers and general labourers. These unions were different from the 
'craft' unions as they were not exclusive in their membership; they relied on 
collective bargaining backed up by mass strikes and most importantly they 
enforced the 'union shop'.^* Known as mass unions, they were primarily rural 
based except for waterside workers and seamen.^'' 
In 1890, employers throughout Australia joined together to enforce 'freedom 
of contract' on the unions that had struck to uphold the principle of the 'closed 
shop'^° and were supported by the colonial governments. The two main strike 
actions were the Maritime Strike of 1890 and the Shearers Strikes of 1891 and 
1894. Both of these strikes were unsuccessful in achieving their initial aims but 
they provided an impetus for the formation of a mass political party of the 
working class. The development of the trade union movement in England and 
Australia went hand in hand with political developments associated with attempting 
to gain economic and social justice for the working class. This Function B 
activity led to the formation of parties of the working class in both countries. In 
order to understand how the mainstream of the trade union movement adopted a 
'labourist' position, it is necessary to discuss developments linked to Function B in 
England and Australia. 
Political Activism in England and Australia (Function B) 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, various 'political' organisations 
came together in response to the French Revolution and the American War of 
Umon shop or Closed shop - union terminology meaning only union members would work 
in the particular industry. 
Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics, pp.8-12. 
Closed shop is the same as umon shop. Freedom of contract meant that employers could 
employ non-union labour. 
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Independence.^' One of the first such organisations was the London 
Corresponding Society which advanced manhood suffrage and equal representation 
in Parliament.^^ These groups saw a need to organise the working class into 
industrial bodies that could win power in a broader framework. 
In 1831, a movement developed around the proposed Reform Bill about to 
be presented to Parliament. The Bill's central features were the abolition of a 
small number of rotten boroughs and the distribution of "their members to the 
counties and towns like Manchester, Leeds and Sheffield which had previously 
been under-represented". In addition, the "franchise was extended to include the 
middle classes in the boroughs and the tenants and leasehold farmers in the 
counties. "^ ^ This movement brought together industrial capitalists and their 
middle-class supporters. In a meeting held in February, 1837, a six point 
'charter' was drawn up which included demands for universal manhood suffrage, 
annual parliaments, vote by secret ballot, payment of members of Parliament, 
abolition of property qualification for members of Parliament and equal electoral 
districts.^'' This became simply known as The Charter and the movement 
associated with it. Chartism, which had the ability to unify all strands of the 
working class: 
It satisfied the democratic and educational aspirations of the 
artisan, the industrial worker fighting for a living wage, trade 
union rights and the ten-hour day, the hand-loom weaver fighting 
for the right to exist, and, most of all perhaps at that moment, it 
swallowed and raised to a new political level the nation-wide 
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struggle against the hated Poor Law.^ ^ 
The shock troops of the People's Charter were the textile workers and the coal 
miners. Out of this struggle came a renewed emphasis on trade union rights, 
political radicalism and growing ideas on socialism,^^ 
Chartist literature had called for an international organisation to co-ordinate 
the activities of the working class on a global basis, but it also inspired new 
socialist organisations in England." The Social Democratic Federation, the 
Fabian Society and the Independent Labour Party were founded in the early 1880s. 
These groups agreed on two important ideas: firsdy, all of the working class 
should be organised; and secondly, they should play an independent and decisive 
role in politics. Chartism thus laid the ground work for Function B activity. In 
1874, the Labour Representative League had secured the return of the first two 
working class candidates (miners) to Parliament.^* During the 1890s, socialists 
persistently moved that a Parliamentary fund should be established at the Trade 
Union Congress. In 1893, the working class movement agreed that candidates for 
Parliament should be independent of the Liberal and Conservative Parties. A 
Labour Representation Committee had come into being by 1900 and after a period 
of time this became known as the new Labour Party. By 1906 fifty Labour men 
sat in the British Parliament. The Independent Labour Party urged that the 
platform for the new Labour Party should not go beyond trade union concerns and 
should maintain a socialist platform, but these ideas had no influence over the new 
^^  Ibid., p.78. 
Morton and Tate, 77?^  British Labour Movement, p.78. 
The Chartist movement was a forerunner of Marxism which will be dealt with in greater 
detail in the next section. 
®^ Morton and Tate, The British Labour Movement, pp.78-80. 
Labour party. For the mainstream of the trade union movement, the close 
relationship of the Labour Party and the trade union movement led to a philosophy 
called 'labourism'. 
In Australia political agitation also developed during this period as 
organisations began to form in order to promote 'socialism'. Because of their 
unique circumstances, both Australia and New Zealand were regarded as a 'social 
laboratory' and both of these countries led the world in basic trade union and 
social reform. 
But the strikes of the 1890s, argues Verity Burgmann, forced the working 
class to recognise the repressive power of the State.^^ These strikes were seen as 
constituting class war, a conflict between Capital and Labour. Thus the first 
purpose of the mass unions in Australia was not to allow the State to be used 
against the working class. Working class representation to Parliament was seen as 
necessary in order that the State would become the champion of the working class 
and State socialism should be implemented.'*" Thus two wings of the labour 
movement developed: the industrial and the political."" 
The development of the industrial and political wings of the labour 
movement in a special relationship, known as 'labourism', is still the dominant 
philosophy of the labour movement in Australia and England. Labourism 
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represented the first stage of unions taking actions under Function B. It is 
necessary to turn our attention to a discussion of labourism pointing out the 
positive and negative effect it had on the working-class movement. 
The Acceptance and Rejection of Labourism 
A number of conflicting ideas determined the character of the Australian 
Labor Party in its infancy. According to Ian Turner, they included: 
lack of philosophy of labour, the idea of a mass party, the 
conflicting interests of the various strata of the movement, the 
belief in parliament as an appropriate instrument for reform and 
an effective substitute for industrial strength, and the necessities 
for electoral and parliamentary compromise.'*^ 
These ideas characterised labourism and Jim Hagan has stated that labourism is 
"what the Australian working man believed in" - strong unions and a strong Labor 
Party. ^ ' 
Their policies were compulsory arbitration. White Australia and 
the protective tariff. Philosophically they believed that the 
capitalist state was neutral and that class conflict could and should 
give away to fair dealings between classes.....Their faith was not 
in Socialism, but in Labourism.'" 
Labourism stems from the social democratic 'school' of political philosophy. 
Leading advocates of the social democratic position were Eduard Bernstein in 
Germany and Beatrice and Sidney Webb in Britain. Bernstein regarded himself as 
a political and intellectual descendent of Marx and Engels and claimed that Engels 
Ian Turner, Industrial Labour and Politics, pp.21-22. 
Jun Hagan, The History of the ACTU (Melbourne: 1981), cited in Terry Irving, 
"Labourism - a Political Genealogy", Labour History, No.66 (May 1994), p.6. 
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supported his views in his later life.''^ Democracy was the supposed basis of 
socialism and he quoted Engels as stating that The Communist Manifesto 
proclaimed the conquest of the democracy as one of the first and 
important tasks of the fighting proletariat.*^ 
Bernstein considered trade unions as a democratic element within industry and saw 
their role as destroying the power of capital while at the same time gaining an 
influence over the management of the industry. He believed that England was 
leading the world in the development of trade unions and democracy.''^ 
Beatrice and Sidney Webb were English political theorists and activists who 
worked both in the Labour Party and the trade union movement. They believed 
that the State must provide a safety net of basic welfare services and this policy 
became one of the main objectives of the Labour Party in Britain. The Webbs 
conducted a detailed study of the British trade union movement and hoped this 
would provide a basis for the 'new democratic state'.'** They also played a major 
role in the development of British socialism through their work with the Fabian 
Society.'*^ For Bernstein and the Webbs, social democracy meant that the party 
had a democratic influence over the union movement, a Function B position. 
Labourism, however, was slighdy different in that the unions retained some 
control over the working-class party. (Function B would be derived from 
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Function A). However this special relationship between the party and the union 
movement, according to Massey, "held out the promise that through parliamentary 
control of the State by a Labour Party and a special relationship between the party 
and the organised labour movement, protection however scant, might be afforded 
to the most vulnerable members of the working class. "^ ° 
In Australia, a number of reforms were made at the federal level, brought in 
by the 'liberal' Deakin Government.^' The passing of the Arbitration Act in 
1904 had major implications for the trade union movement. The arguments 
relating to the introduction of arbitration lie between two extreme positions. 
Firstly the labour historian Brian Fitzpatrick has argued that intervention of the 
State would make the subordination of labour to capital more severe.^^ 
However, William Spence, a trade union leader in the 1890s, argued that State 
intervention would do away with strikes and thus improve the workers' 
position.^^ According to Rickard, "arbitration added to the complexity of 
industrial relations"^"* as it was imbued with class interest. This had major 
implications for the class struggle: 
It declares a parity of status between employer and 
employed. The relationship between capital and labour has 
been subdy transmuted. It is no longer a struggle between 
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bourgeois wealth and proletarian solidarity. There are 
bosses and there are workers, but the arbitration system casts 
them as two parties to a legal dispute.^^ 
In 1907, Justice Higgins handed down the Harvester Judgement which was 
The test to be applied in ascertaining what are fair and 
reasonable conditions of remuneration of labour, under the 
excise Tariff 1906, is, in the case of unskilled labourers -
what are the normal needs of the average employee regarded 
as a human being in a civilized community.^*' 
The industrial and political dimensions of this judgement are important for 
the purposes of this study. Peter McCarthy has stated that the principles of this 
judgement were not translated into Awards for more than a decade.^^ Higgins 
further stated that: 
The employer can displace men by introducing machinery as 
he chooses. He can make the work as monotonous and as 
mind stupefying as he thinks to be for his advantage. He has 
absolute power of choice of men and dismissal. He is 
allowed - if my view of the Act is correct - to make any 
profits that he can.^* 
In the context of this study, by giving workers a minimum wage. Function A 
needs were met, but their Function B needs were lost. Workers surrendered their 
autonomy to the mechanisms of the State via the arbitration system and activities 
such as questioning capitalism and fighting for a socialist society were severely 
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restricted. This had major implications for sections of the union movement as 
their standard of living did not increase and their ability to strike, or apply 
political pressure, was minimized. Arbitration meant that legally unions received 
their authority from the State and not from their members. Macintyre states that: 
arbitration is better understood as a form of state activity that 
shaped and constituted the organized working class as well as 
the employers. It shaped them according to a civic ideology 
that was articulated by liberal reformers in response to a 
perceived crisis within economic and social relations. These 
circumstances gave rise to the specific and temporary 
coalition of political forces that enacted arbitration.^^ 
This is an important consideration for the Case Studies examined in this 
study. The WWF and the NSW BLF relied on local militant action from their 
members in order to achieve certain objectives and often acted in defiance of the 
Arbitration Court. The Function C activity outlined in later chapters could be 
directly linked to frustrations experienced in the arbitration system.^ '^  
Some workers were therefore disenchanted with attempts to resolve industrial 
problems through the court process. Disputes and strikes were common, the most 
notable ones being the four month lock-out of the Broken Hill miners in 1909 and 
the Brisbane General Strike of 1912.^' Turner has claimed: 
the miners were broken by the forces of the state, while the 
watersiders and the AWU were bridled by the politicians who led 
them.^^ 
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The Labor Party was changing its character as it progressively moved into 
governments around the country. By attempting to capture the rural vote, some 
working-class people felt that it was no longer a party that represented them. 
Humphrey McQueen has contended that the Labor Party needed more than 
just the backing of workers to be elected to Parliament. By convincing working-
class supporters that they were 'the people' and not just a class, the Labor Party 
could contain protests from the working class by stating that it governed for all the 
people and not just one class. This had the effect of dismissing working-class 
grievances. He has written: 
By the time proletarian consciousness gained strength in the early 
years of this century, the Labor Party had secured its 
organisational tribunate with which it repelled or absorbed 
proletarian protest. ^ ^ 
However, the main factor that led various sections of the working class not to 
embrace labourism was the continuing atrocious physical and social working 
conditions accompanied by a low standard of living. For example, prior to 1914 
on the waterfront, men were carrying weights in excess of up to 240 pounds, 
sometimes working twenty hours straight and sustaining terrible injuries, while 
their union, the Waterside Workers' Federation (WWF), was unable to obtain 
adequate financial compensation for this work.^ For a number of workers, 
basic industrial changes (Function A) were not won through labourism. 
On the political level (Function B), labourism did not work for all sections 
of the working class and it has been argued by contemporary thinkers that it 
Humphrey McQueen, A New Britannia: An argument concerning the social origins of 
Australian radicalism and natiormlism (Ringwood Victoria: Penguin Books, 1986), p.240. 
See Margot Beasley, Wharfies: The History of the Waterside Workers' Federation (Sydne 
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worked against the interests of the 'progressive' forces in society. Bob Leach, for 
instance, has contended: 
Labourism sees the role of labour as confined to the defence of 
workers' economic gains, and increasing their share of the pie if 
possible. This is the politics of consumption. Labourism saw 
the capitalist system as the end of history, in which labour would 
forever be a junior and usually flexible partner. The system 
would never change from capitalist domination.^^ 
The rejection of labourism by a significant section of the working class 
necessitates examining alternative approaches to the organisation of the working-
class movement. The next chapter analyses Leninism within the Function B 
framework, and alienated labour, syndicalism and workers' control within 
Function C. 
*^  Robert Leach, The Alliance Alternative in Australia: Beyond Labor and Liberal (Sydney: 
Catalyst Press, 1995), p.22. 
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Chapter 2: 
IDEOLOGICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF FUNCTIONS B AND C 
As well as being affected by labourism, the political and social activities of 
the trade union movement were also influenced by intellectuals and activists who 
embraced the ideologies of Marxism and syndicalism. Marx and Engels were 
positive about the role of trade unions in capitalist society and believed that unions 
were both industrial and political organisations, thus having a Function A and a 
Function B role. However, the practical application of these views took a number 
of directions. In 1871, the anarchists under the leadership of Michael Bakunin 
split from the First International and from then on advocated a different model for 
the organisation of the working-class movement and society.^ On the other hand, 
Vladimir Lenin and other socialist activists developed a model of the vanguard 
party that would have authority over the union movement. In this chapter, these 
developments are discussed in the context of the Beier/Moses model arguing that 
the Leninist position underpinned a Function B position. A Function C position, 
however, was implied in Marx's writings on alienated labour, the syndicalist 
movement and the workers' control movement. 
Marx and Engels on Trade Unions 
Marx and Engels considered the development of unionism as a "civilising 
' Tlie argument concerned the role of the State after the Revolution. Tlie anarchists argued 
that it should be immediately abolished, the followers of Marx that it should be 
strengthened. For a detailed discussion on anarchism, see George Woodcock, Anarchism: 
A History of Libertarian Ideas and Movements (Middlesex: Penguin, 1970); Leonard 
Krimerman & Perry, Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of Writings on the Anarchist 
Tradition (New York: Lewis Anchor Books, 1966); and Peter Marshall, Demanding the 
Impossible: A History of Anarchism (London: Fontana Press, 1992). 
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force" as trade unions played a role in the process of the unfolding of the forces of 
history. The growth of unions was the beginning of the struggle of the oppressed 
classes to emancipate themselves and an essential expression of the antagonism 
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie.^ 
Engels observed in The Condition of the Working Class in England in 1844-
45 that the proletariat was reduced to slave-like dependence on the bourgeoisie as 
well as being reduced to a mere commodity.^ Competition between workers 
during times of high productivity led to wage rises but the development of new 
machinery and less demand for new goods worked against the proletariat. In 
order to combat this situation, Engels argued that it was necessary for workers to 
come together in "free association" and noted that since the repeal of the 
Combination Acts this had occurred in large numbers.* However, trade unionism 
reduced the number of workers available to work for the employer solely on his 
terms. Unions were the vanguard of the working class and the 'military school of 
the proletariat' as they made small gains but showed the proletariat what could be 
achieved.^ 
In The Communist Manifesto Marx and Engels recognised that trade unions 
were formed to protect the workers' interests but this was only a stage of the class 
struggle. The expansion of trade unions was seen in a positive light as it helped 
mould the proletariat into a class and "consequendy into a political party".^ In 
John Moses, Trade Union Theory from Marx to Walesa (London: Berg Publishers, 1990), 
p.21. 
^ Ibid., pp.7-17. 
* Ibid. 
^ Ibid. 
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Communist Manifesto (London: Penguin, 1978), 
p.90. 
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the context of the Beier/Moses model this would represent Function B being a 
development of Function A. The unions took the struggle out of the workplace 
and placed workers from different localities in contact with each other: 
Now and then the workers are victorious, but only for a time. 
The real fruit of their batdes lies, not in the immediate result, 
but in the ever-expanding union of the workers. This union is 
helped on by the improved means of communication that are 
created by modern industry and that place the workers of 
different localities in contact with one another.^ 
At the first congress of the International Working Men's Association 
(IWMA) held in September 1866, Marx addressed a section entided Trade Unions, 
Their Past, Present and Future and argued that unions must link up nationally, 
then internationally, as they were instruments for attacking the "system of wages 
slavery itself'.* Marx advocated two roles for trade unions. Firstly, unions 
should fight against the pernicious effects of capitalism, and secondly, unions 
should be involved in political struggles to eliminate capitalism. To Marx, the 
world historical function of trade unionism was to arouse international working-
class consciousness, both industrially and politically.^ Once again the dual role of 
unions was being presented.'" 
In Capital, Vol.1, written in 1867, Marx sought to show that the economic 
laws of capitalism were dependent on the exploitation of wage labour." Surplus 
value has been defined as 
Ibid. 
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the difference between the value of labor-power which the 
worker receives in the form of wages, and the value created 
by him in the process of production. The difference belongs 
to the capitalist." 
Marx argued that the law of surplus value should form the basis of the 
strategy and tactics of the trade union movement within capitalism. The trade 
union movement was necessary to ensure that workers were paid the value of their 
labour power.'^ 
In summary, Marx and Engels were positive about the role of trade unions 
in society and saw their function as combating the excesses and inhumanity of 
capitalism. They were the training ground for activism and in the context of this 
study industrial struggle gave birth to social/political activities under Function B. 
Marx, in his earlier writings, was concerned with alienation and the end product 
of labour; some of his later writings also reflected this concern. However, the 
dominant 'school' of thought and praxis that developed out of these writings was 
termed 'Leninism' and this will be discussed below. 
Leninism 
This section presents the main ideas developed by Vladimir Lenin on trade 
unionism and which are characteristic of Function B. This position was adopted 
prior to the Russian Revolution and centred around the role of economics versus 
politics. Lenin put forward the view that the working-class movement, through 
their trade unions, must not simply fight for economic concerns. In the 
Beier/Moses model this would be typical of Function A activities. Lenm was 
concerned that this position would place 
L. Harry Gould, Marxist Glossary (Moscow: Proletarian Publishers, 1946), p.91. 
Moses, Trade Union Theory, p. 46. 
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"less emphasis on the political struggle and more on the 
economic struggle, less on the Party and more on trade 
unions, less on ideological questions and more on practical, 
everyday problems, less on the importance of leadership by 
the Party and more on the spontaneous movement of the 
workers",'"* 
Lenin dismissed as mere 'economism' any working-class movement without a 
political focus and believed that workers left to themselves would never follow a 
revolutionary path (Function B). For him, it was essential that the working class 
rise above this trade union consciousness and obtain a political direction (Function 
B), only possible if a revolutionary party provided direction: 
"for the spontaneous labor movement is trade unionism 
and trade unionism means the ideological enslavement of the 
workers to the bourgeoisie. Hence our task, the task of 
Social-Democracy, is to combat spontaneity, to divert the 
labor movement from its spontaneous trade unionist striving to 
go under the wing of the bourgeoisie, and to bring it under the 
wing of revolutionary Social Democracy".'^ 
In this model, the trade union must be subordinate to the political party. Trade 
unions were not to be ignored or opposed as they were important organs of the 
working-class movement but Lenin insisted that the struggle of the working class 
should be to achieve political liberty and thus the economic struggle was given a 
political character. Conscious leadership was needed to maintain this political 
character, the role of the working-class party.'^ Lenin opposed other movements 
which he viewed as 'championing' the spontaneity of the working-class movement 
Quoted in Thomas Taylor Hammond, Lenin on Trade Unions and Revolution 1873-1917 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1957). p. 16. 
Quoted in Ibid., p.31. 
Ibid. 
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i.e. the anarchists and the syndicalists.'^ 
Lenin was criticised by many socialists, including Eduard Bernstein and 
Rosa Luxemburg. Bernstein followed a social democratic path and his position 
was outlined in an earlier section. Bernstein considered the trade union movement 
as one of the ways of bringing socialism to society through a gradual process.'* 
Rosa Luxemburg disagreed with aspects of Lenin's theories on the role of the 
party, fearing that it would become a bureaucratic elite.'^ She only 
acknowledged a limited role for trade unions and described them as organisations 
for the defence of workers against the onslaught of Capital: 
Trade unions are nothing more than the organized defence of 
labor power against the attacks of profit. They express the 
resistance offered by the working class to the oppression of 
capitalist economy.^° 
She argued that trade unions were incapable of transforming the capitalist mode of 
production and criticised Eduard Bernstein for simply struggling against capitalist 
distribution and attempting to bring about socialism through a social reform 
process: 
Therefore trade unions, social reform and, adds Bernstein, the 
political democratization of the State are the means of the 
progressive realization of socialism.^' 
In summary, Lenin insisted on Function B being the determining character 
Ibid. 
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of all struggles of the working-class with the political party having complete 
control over this process. Luxemburg perceived dangers in this approach, 
believing that the party would develop into a bureaucratic elite, but no effective 
change could come about without party involvement. Bernstein promoted a 
position where the working-class party would achieve state power through 
democratic means. This position was a forerunner to labourism. 
The primacy of politics over economics in the Leninist doctrine led to the 
formation of communist parties throughout the capitalist world and these parties 
largely adopted an approach that believed in the supremacy of the party over the 
union. However, other writings of Marx had a significant influence over sections 
of the 'progressive' movement. In 1932, the Economic and Philosophical 
Manuscripts" were released; these documents had been largely ignored by 
Marxist scholars and activists up until this time. By the 1960s the 'humanist' 
implications of Marx's writings were much debated, an issue taken up by activists 
in the New Left. This study proposes that these writings served as a basis for 
Function C. 
The Ideological Underpinning of Function C: 
The 'Young' Marx and Alienated Labour 
According to Robert Tucker, "'Alienation' is an ancient psychiatric term 
meaning loss of personal identity or the feeling of personal identity,"'^ It could 
also be described as "a state of estrangement between the self and the objective 
^^  Karl Marx, "Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts", in Eric Fromm, Marx's Concept 
of Man (New York: Frederick Ungar Co., 1966), passun. 
^ Robert Tucker, Philosophy and Myth in Karl Marx (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1965), p.44. 
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world".-'' Marx put forward the proposition that in capitalist society this feeling 
of estrangement occurs during the work process as the work that is being 
performed does not belong to the worker but to someone else. Thus the worker 
feels that the product of his labour stands as an hostile object to him: 
the object produced by labor, its product, now stands opposed 
to it as an alien being, as a power independent of the 
producer. The product of labor is labor which has been 
embodied in an object and turned into a physical thing; this 
product is an objectification of labor." 
A sociologist of work, Robert Bluner, refers to alienation as the absence of 
personal control over what is to be produced, how it is to be produced, and what 
is to be done with it when it is finished.^^ 
In the capitalist economy the worker's product contributes to his own 
oppression. The worker produces large quantities of the same object which he 
cannot use and because of the fluctuation of the market is not subject to his 
control.^^ In summary, Bluner states: 
Alienation exists when workers are unable to control their 
immediate work process, to develop a sense of purpose and 
function which connects their jobs to the overall organisation 
of production, to belong to integrated industrial communities, 
and when they fail to become involved in the activity of work 
as a mode of personal self-expression.^* 
Alienation occurs during the process of production, i.e. during work 
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activity. According to Marx, because work is not part of man's nature, he is only 
allowed to develop as a human being in his leisure time: 
work is external to the workers, that is, it is not part of his 
nature, he does not fulfill himself in his work but denies 
himself, has a feeling of misery rather than well being, does 
not develop freely his mental and physical energies but is 
physically exhausted and mentally debased. The worker 
therefore feels himself at home only during his leisure time, 
whereas at work he feels homeless. His work is not voluntary 
but imposed, forced labor. It is not the satisfaction of a need, 
but only a means for satisfying other needs.^^ 
Marx described in Wage Labour and Capital how 'inhuman' the work 
process was and how the worker feels that life had meaning only in his leisure 
time: 
life begins for him where his activity ceases, at table, in the 
public house, in bed. The twelve hours' labour on the other 
hand has no meaning for him...but as earnings which bring 
him to the table, to the public house, into bed.^° 
This division of labour "reduces the worker to a component of a massive 
piece of machinery, to some detailed function which renders the work 
contendess."^' Meaninglessness is associated with work because of the division 
of labour and because the worker makes so small a contribution to the final 
product that no opportunity exists for self-expression in his work. Such 'alienated 
work' produces job dissatisfaction, the feeling that one's work is not intrinsically 
satisfying and dissatisfaction with the degree to which one's work is self-directed. 
"Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts", in Fromm, Marx's Concept of Man, p. 98. 
Karl Marx, "Wage Labour and Capital", Marx/Engels Collected Works, Vol.9, p.203. 
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and self-expressive.^^ One is unable to control or even understand the social, 
economic and, above all, political events and structures which affect him." Eric 
Fromm has stated that the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts were central 
to Marx's later thinking. He develops this point when he contends that the 
solution to the problem of alienation (and hence alienated labour) is the 
emancipation of the working-class and humanity and that this humanistic 
interpretation could be put forward against the positivist mechanistic view 
developed by Marxist-Leninists.^"* 
In the context of this study, such an interpretation implies a rejection of the 
Function B position and the search for Function C. 
The study of Marx's earlier writings has led to the development of a school 
of Marxist thought called 'Marxist Humanism'. Humanism is the belief in the 
unity of the human race and man's potential to perfect himself by his own efforts. 
As a movement it has emerged as a protest against the enslavement by machines 
and economics and the general fear that man may have lost power over the things 
that he has created.^^ 
For Marxists not direcdy influenced by Marx's early writings and largely 
following a Leninist position, the struggle against capitalism became one of 
attempting to seize the means of production without considering the product of 
one's labour. Jack Mundey, writing in the Australian Left Review, argues that this 
emphasis has led to a disregard for the end use of human labour: 
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I contend that all strands of revolutionary thinking have been 
essentially economist in character, with a concentration on 
aiming to win control of the means of production, with 
insufficient consideration as to the ends of production, the 
social nature of labour, and almost total neglect of ecological 
consequences of the use of workers' labour, and of industrial 
development.^^ 
In order to have control over the product of labour, it is essential to be a 
part of the decision-making process which could be a step in the direction of 
overcoming the problem of alienation for the worker. For the purposes of this 
study, the unions must exercise a 'social responsibility' by involving themselves in 
decisions affecting the use of their members' labour. This position, developed by 
the NSW BLF, not only advocated a Function B activity but allowed a new 
concept to emerge within the trade union movement which questioned the nature 
of work and the end product of labour. The aim of this study is to test the 
proposition that the NSW BLF did develop a unique concept of unionism which 
could be described as Function C. 
During the nineteenth century another radical school of political activism 
developed within the trade union movement and this grew out of the anarchist 
movement. This ideology differed from Marxism-Leninism as it did not advocate 
a vanguard party of the working class. The anarcho-syndicalists and syndicalists 
worked in the trade union movement and advocated a society based on non-
hierarchical structures organised by the trade union movement. The next section 
discusses contemporary concepts in this area. 
Jack Mundey. "Ecology, Capitalism, Communism". Australian Left Review Vol.51 (March 
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Anarchism and Syndicalism 
Anarchism was defined by Peter Kropotkin as "the name given to a 
principle or theory of life and conduct in which society is conceived without 
government"^^ and first developed a significant intellectual and active following 
when Michael Bakunin broke away from Marx during the First International. 
Marx and Bakunin emerged as leaders of this organisation but disagreed on 
fundamental ideas on social change leading to the expulsion of Bakunin and his 
supporters. Essentially Bakunin believed that the development of Marx's ideas 
would lead to an authoritarian state which would grow to be just as exploitative as 
the capitalist one: 
"According to the theory of Mr Marx, the people not only 
must not destroy [the state] but must strengthen it and place it 
at the complete disposal of their benefactors, guardians and 
teachers the leaders of the Communist Party, namely Mr Marx 
and his friends, who will proceed to liberate [mankind] in their 
way. They will concentrate the reins of government in a 
strong hand, because the ignorant people require an 
exceedingly firm guardianship: they will establish a single 
state bank concentrating in its hands all commercial, 
industrial, agricultural and even scientific production, and then 
divide the masses into two armies industrial and agricultural 
under the direct command of the state engineers, who will 
constitute a new privileged scientific-political estate."^* 
Krimerman and Perry state that "syndicalism is the industrial manifestation 
of anarchism" and advocates that changes in society should be brought about 
through the organisation of workers from the bottom up in local syndicates and to 
be affiliated with a federal organisation which would be responsible for organising 
society. Georges Sorel first advocated this position towards the end of the 
^^  Leonard Krimerman and Lewis Perry, Patterns of Anarchy: A Collection of Writings on the 
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nineteenth century and foresaw changes in society being effected through the 
General Strike.^^ In summary, syndicalists wish to abolish the State and replace 
it with a society based on graduated syndicates. The anarchist 'stream' of 
syndicalism, anarcho-syndicalism, is summarised by Krimerman and Perry: 
anarcho-syndicalist are, therefore, of the opinion that trade 
union organisation should be of such character as to afford 
workers the possibility of achieving the utmost in their 
struggle against the employers, and at the same time provide 
them with a basis from which they will be able in a 
revolutionary situation to proceed with reshaping of economic 
and social life.'*'' 
In the context of the theme of this study it would appear that the aims of 
syndicalism and anarcho-syndicalism incorporate both Function A and Function B 
as they contain an industrial and a political component and look towards Function 
C with the incorporation of concepts such as grass-roots democracy, and 
decentralised decision-making. 
During the uprising of students and workers in France in 1968, Daniel 
Cohn-Bendit emerged as a leading student activist and theoretician and advocated a 
position which rejected both capitalism and state communism."" The emerging 
New Left incorporated anarchist and syndicalist concepts such as mutual aid, 
participatory democracy, direct action, workers control, decentralisation as well as 
the need for community based organisations. The counter-culture, a loose social 
grouping associated with the New Left, reflected anarchist desires to return to a 
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simpler life, closer to nature, and contained criticisms of the technological 
state.^^ 
Other commentators have stated that the New Left was "anarchist in its 
deepest impulses"''^ because it stressed extra-parliamentary activity and believed 
in the concept of "building the new society from the bottom up in the womb of the 
^Ij „44 Yhis form of anarchism existed largely outside of formal organisations 
and promoted a libertarian socialism which could be described as being somewhere 
between bureaucratic capitalism and bureaucratic state communism. This 
libertarian position had an effect upon Marxist ideology which underwent a change 
outside official Marxist movements, as discussed in the section on 'alienated 
labour'. A return was made to the more humanitarian Marx found in his earlier 
writings: 
The new 'libertarian Marxism' which emerged was closer to 
anarchism than the official Marxist movements, stressing the 
role of free will in history, the importance of consciousness in 
shaping social life, and the need for community-based 
organization.*^ 
According to Peter Marshall, the development of the Green Movement in 
the 1980s owes much of its ideological orientation to the New Left and hence to 
elements of anarchism. 
Modern ecology confirms many of the central themes of 
classic anarchism. It offers a model of nature which embraces 
unity in diversity, equality with difference, equilibrium with 
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change, all within a non-hierarchical framework. It presents 
the planet as a self-regulating and evolving organism, which 
reflects the self-regulating and evolving capacities of human 
beings. As the ecological crisis deepens and the second 
millennium approaches, social ecology will probably develop 
into a major social movement.'*^ 
With the development of the New Left, anarchism and syndicalism added 
another dimension to the Function C position and in the following 'Case Studies' 
syndicalist concepts will be assessed. However, before embarking upon this it is 
necessary to turn our attention to a discussion of industrial democracy and the 
workers' control movement, which grew out of progressive thinking on the role of 
trade unions in society and promoted ideas and strategies beyond the framework of 
the mainstream orthodox trade union movement. 
Industrial Democracy and the Workers' Control Movement"^ 
The workers' control movement grew out of the concern of trade unionists 
to widen workers' consciousness beyond wages as well as working towards 
increased participation at the workplace. As a concept it was contained in the 
various ideologies of anarchism, marxism, syndicalism and socialism. Thomas 
Mann is credited with using the term 'worker's control' during the General Strike 
in Britain in 1926 when he was involved in the movement for shorter working 
hours. This is summarised by Coates and Topham: 
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If Tom Mann was prepared, as an apprentice agitator, to fight 
for the free time in which to learn to be a fuller human being, 
and if, as an older trade-union leader, he became an advocate 
of freedom in work itself, and a partisan of society in which 
industry would help people to realize their own personalities, 
to become what they have in themselves to be: so, in the same 
way, the Labour Movement as a whole has recurrently 
extended its horizons, in order to look beyond the next meal 
or the additional paid holiday to the need for a new style of 
social living.'** 
For the purposes of this study, workers' control is seen as being part of a 
spectrum of industrial democracy which seeks to increase the participation of 
workers at the workplace."^ Historically, five approaches to industrial 
democracy have emerged, these being: trade unions as opposition, joint 
consultation, workers' participation, workers' control, and workers' self-
management. ^ ° Each approach will be discussed and analysed in the Beier/Moses 
model of Function A, B and C. 
'Trade unions as opposition' states that the mere presence of trade unions 
in capitalist society implies that there is a healthy industrial democracy present.^' 
Trade unions act in opposition to management in the same way that the Opposition 
acts in the parliamentary sense. The objection to this model is that an unequal 
situation exists; management need not be elected, unlike government in a 
democracy, and trade unions are in permanent opposition. This, to a certain 
extent, accords with the Beier/Moses model, in that trade unions are in a 
permanendy contradictory position, being both opposed to the system but being 
forced to be part of it in order to obtain better conditions for its members. 
* Ibid., p.31. 
*^  Ibid., p.44. 
* Ibid. 
^ Ibid. 
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'Joint consultation' incorporates the idea of setting up joint management-
employee committees, where workers are consulted on a wide range of matters." 
On the one hand, it gives workers some 'say' in the decision-making process, but 
it can be argued that it is a way of diverting workers away from militant action.^^ 
Coates and Topham use the examples of the British company, I.C.I, which 
established works councils in the "thirties as a method of diverting workers' 
activities into company-controlled consultation, and away from genuine trade 
unionism".^ "* Once again Function A concerns will be met by giving the workers 
a say in the decision-making process but will not fundamentally question the 
nature of the capitalist system. Function B concerns are kept separate. As a 
consequence of this problem, two 'schools' emerged in the 1960s, one advocating 
'workers' participation' and the other 'workers' control'.^^ 
'Workers' participation' is the historical successor to joint consultation, 
according to Coates and Topham, and it implies responsibility without power.^^ 
It means workers participate in decision-making in the company by way of 
committees and boards, but the workers have no real power. However, because 
these channels have been set up, workers then have a platform to agitate for real 
decision-making power in the operation. Participation would give the workers 
channels to include Function B elements of social and political concern. 
'Workers' control' has the advantage of being clear-cut, when compared 
with 'participation': 
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Workers' control emphasizes that the purpose of the policy 
and strategy should be to establish control, by workers, over 
the hitherto unfettered decisions of the ruling party in industry, 
namely the employers and their managers.^^ 
Some examples of this could be shop stewards in factories regulating the 
speed of work. Workers' control varies from industry to industry and is 
dependent on the circumstances. Factors that have to be taken into account are the 
relative militancy of the trade unions, their organisation and structures. Each 
situation would have to be judged on its own merit and must start from the actual 
experience of the workers. Thus, workers might exercise their right to determine 
an industrial situation, but the means of production would remain outside their 
authority. Workers' control opens up the whole question of Functions A, B and 
C. Industrial concerns (Function A) could largely be addressed if the workers had 
control over the job situation. More political concerns (Function B and C) could 
also be addressed as the workers would have more freedom to agitate. If directly 
relating to a working-class party, it would be Function B, but if it was grass roots 
activity, it would be Function C. It will be argued in a later chapter that the 
WWF exercised a degree of workers' control on the job by controlling the 
recruitment of labour on to the waterfront. Workers' control then sets up the 
conditions for Function B and eventually Function C activity. 
'Workers' self-management' implies a socialist society as it is the 
"democratic administration of a socialized industry". In this situation there is no 
property owning class that controls industry and it is necessary for the workers to 
administer the economy under a democratic pattern. It would operate on a system 
of councils developing out of each institution and working up to a control 
57 Ibid., p.60. 
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administration, a situation advocated by the Industrial Workers of the World 
(IWW).^* The difference between workers' control and workers self-
management is described by Coates and Topham: 
It seems sensible for us to speak of 'workers' control' to 
indicate the aggressive encroachment of Trade Unions on 
management powers in a capitalist framework, and of 
'workers self-management' to indicate attempts to administer a 
socialized economy democratically. While insisting that there 
is most unlikely to be a simple institutional continuity between 
the two conditions, it seems quite clear that workers' control 
can be a most valuable school of self-management, and that 
the notion of self-management can be an important stimulus to 
the demand for control. Between the two, however it may be 
accomplished, lies the political transformation of the social 
structure.^' 
Workers' control is seen as providing the basis for agitation to obtain a 
socialist society. 
The spectrum outlined above, from 'trade unions as opposition' to 
'workers' self-management', indicates certain parameters in which the trade union 
movement can operate in order to achieve a much more democratic situation in the 
workplace. From their respective political standpoints, the WWF and the NSW 
BLF, by being involved in social/political activities, exercised a form of workers' 
control. Case studies on these two unions will test this proposition and to what 
extent they moved towards workers' self-management and in doing so developed a 
unique form of trade unionism which will be termed Function C. 
In the next chapter, the development of the CPA between 1920 and 1935 is 
analysed. During these years the CPA reflected a functional position by 
attempting to direct sectors of the trade union movement through one of its 
This is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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fraternal organisations, the MMM, which tried to win leadership positions in 
certain unions. 
Through this process, towards the end of the 1930s, the Party gained 
leadership positions in key unions, representing mining, power, transport, and 
metal industries. 
PART II 
CASE STUDY I : 
THE WATERSIDE WORKERS' FEDERATION 
and FUNCTIONS B and C 
On Jim Healy being elected General Secretary in 1937, the Federation was 
bankrupt, working conditions were non-existent, rorts and rackets were numerous, 
the shipowner reigned supreme with no control by workers of hours of work, pay 
or conditions, but on Jim's death in 1961, the waterside workers' conditions, pay 
pensions and international standing was in many areas superior to most other 
unions in this country and possibly the world.' 
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Chapter 3 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA AND TRADE UNIONS 
Formation 
From its inception the Communist Party of Australia (CPA) was torn 
between pursuing industrial and political goals. Twenty-six people attended the 
formation meeting of the CPA on 30 October 1920, held at the Australian Socialist 
Party Hall in Sydney. The meeting broadly represented three political groups^ 
and a number of prominent individuals. It endorsed the principles of the 
Communist International, passing the following resolution: 
that this conference now forms the Communist Party and elects a 
provisional executive.-' 
The three political groups that came together on that day were the Australian 
Socialist Party (ASP), a group of unionists from the New South Wales Labor 
Council and some members of the Chicago section of the IWW (Wobblies).* The 
Australian Socialist Party was a Marxist organisation that had litde connection 
with the trade unions. The New South Wales Labor Council group comprised 
members of the Labor Party, led by Jock Garden, and was known as the 'Trades 
2 
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Hall Reds'; it consisted of officials of the Labor Council, the Bricklayers, the 
Miscellaneous Workers and the Municipal Workers.* The IWW contingent had 
Tom Glynn, former editor of the IWW paper Direct Action, as one of its leading 
spokesmen. The Wobblies' logic in joining the new CPA was that they saw the 
Bolsheviks attempt to give 'all power to the Soviets' in Russia as an example of 
direct action and an attempt to create a society based on workers' control of 
industry.^ Jock Garden was elected Chairman and W. Earsman was selected as 
the provisional Secretary. Other notable members were Thomas Walsh, Secretary 
of the Seaman's Union and his wife, Mrs Adela Pankhurst Walsh.^ The 
programme of the new party adopted a Leninist model (Function B), attempting to 
'control' industrial disputes: 
Forming groups of its members in every mill, factory, workshop 
and field, so that it is always in a position to direct and control 
through its members every industrial dispute and disturbance of 
the workers, keeping always in mind the same end - social 
revolution - and trying to utilise every spontaneous action of the 
workers for that one end.* 
The tensions between the three groups became so intense that a major 'split' 
occurred and by the end of the year there were two communist parties.^ The 
complexities of these developments are outside the area of this study. The 'Trades 
Hall Reds' and the IWW formed the Sussex St Party, while the ASP, the 
Liverpool St Party. Both groups sought recognition from Moscow. One of the 
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issues that led to the split was the relationship the new party had with the Labor 
Party. Some elements in the ASP favoured working within the ALP trying to 
convert it to socialism. Others advocated competing politically with the ALP.'" 
Political developments eventually led to the reunification of the two 
organisations in July 1922." But internal tensions forced the IWW out in April 
1922. The dispute that led to this split was fundamentally about the differences 
between syndicalism and socialism, as the I W ^ grew to mistrust the new 
Communist Party as it developed links with the ALP. It also had grave concerns 
about the lack of industrial militancy of the new party.'^ Tom Glynn, a former 
IWW member, was disappointed that industrial unionism was not a dominant 
objective for the new party and on 12 October 1921 he resigned from the central 
executive and from the editorship of the paper.'^ This upset communists in both 
parties'"* and a conference was called on 15 July 1922 and unity was restored.'* 
From then on the IWW had little influence in the Party and a potential alternative 
faded in the form of a Function C. 
Further resignations of leading officials occurred in the subsequent years 
with Jock Garden and the Trades Hall Reds leaving in 1926.'^ This represented 
a loss of the industrial perspective (Function A) and left the running of the party 
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entirely in the hands of people who followed a Function B position. 
The Red International of Labour Unions (RILU) 
and the Pan-Pacific Trade Union 
Shortly after the Comintern was founded in 1919, the Red International of 
Labour Unions (RILU) was established to develop a network of 'Red trade 
unions'. This organisation was set up in opposition to the International Federation 
of Trade Unions (IFTU) which was seen as a reformist organisation.'"' The first 
international congress was held in Moscow on 3 July 1921 and consisted of 342 
delegates from 42 countries, including Australia.'^ The syndicalists were 
strongly represented at this congress and thus much debate centred around the 
relationship of this body and the Communist International. The syndicalists 
argued that the revolutionary position of many unions in a variety of countries 
would be weakened if the unions were to be associated with local communist 
parties. The debate centred around the syndicalists' claim that the communist 
organisations were not sufficiently militant. The Congress adopted a resolution 
that called for a close relationship between the red trade unions and local 
communist parties. Part of the resolution read: 
1. To take all necessary steps for bringing together in the 
most energetic manner all the Trade Unions into one 
fighting organisation with one international centre: the Red 
Trade Union International 
2. To establish the closest possible contact with the Third 
(Communist) International, as the vanguard of the 
Revolutionary Labour Movement in all parts of the world, 
on the basis of joint representation at both executive 
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committees, joint conferences, etc.'^ 
The Australian section of the RILU foundation's conference was held in July 1921 
and the strategy entailed getting the RILU affiliated with the NSW Labour Council 
and other peak bodies around the country. '^^  This position was endorsed by the 
CPA Conference in December 1922. By adopting policies of closer relationship 
between the party and the international red trade union movement, it reinforced 
the Function B position. By dismissing the arguments of the IWW, it rejected the 
Function C position. In 1926, the idea of a Pan Pacific Trade Union organisation 
took hold, with CPA member. Jack Ryan, as its secretary. The implications of 
this decision will be discussed in the next section. 
Third Period and Turmoil 
According to a proclamation from the Comintern in February 1928, the 
Party was entering into a 'third period'. The first period, between 1917-23, was 
classified as a period of revolutionary crisis. The second period, between 1923-
1928, was a period of temporary stabilisation in which the party should work with 
other 'progressive' organisations and develop 'united fronts'.^' The 'third 
period' concerned itself with the Party's relationship with social democratic 
parties. In the beginning, a bitter batde was fought out between Bukharin and 
Stalin as Bukharin advocated a united front with the social democratic parties, with 
more emphasis on unity from below. However, Stalin argued that the social 
democrats were 'social fascists' and were responsible for 'propping up' the 
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capitalist system. At the sixth congress of the Communist International held in 
September 1928, the programme stated: 
According to changing political circumstances, the bourgeoisie 
resort either to fascist methods or to coalitions with social-
democracy, while social-democracy itself, particularly at critical 
movements for capitalism, not infrequently plays a fascist part.'" 
So the instruction from the Comintern was for: 
communists in all countries, except colonial countries, to break 
all links with the 'social fascists' and to concentrate on pointing 
out their treachery to the workers.^^ 
By July 1929, Jack Kavanagh (a recent arrival from Canada) and Jack Ryan 
had a considerable influence on the Central Executive of the Party. Kavanagh 
edited the paper Workers' Weekly and was responsible for a number of innovations 
in the Party including the establishment of Trade Union Educational Leagues 
(TUEL) which were designed "to co-ordinate the left-wing of the Labour 
movement".'^ 
As part of the Comintern's campaign against the 'social fascists', the CPA 
was ordered to run candidates in elections against the Labor Party. Considerable 
debate took place on this issue and at the 8th Annual Conference of the Party in 
1928 much discussion centred around the Queensland Resolution. This position 
followed the 'social fascist' policy to some extent, advocating that the Party run 
^^  Jane Degras, The Communist International 1919-1943, Documents: Volume 2, 1923-1928 
(London: Oxford University Press. 1960), p.485. 
^^ Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia, p.49. 
^ Ibid, p.37. 
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candidates in certain seats against the Labor Party.^^ The Queensland Resolution 
stated: 
1. In some constituencies left-wing candidates were to stand and 
would have specially created workers' electoral committees to 
support them. 
2. In all other constituencies a clear campaign against the 
McCormack Labor Party was to be conducted. Labor Party 
candidates were to be pressed to repudiate their past policy and to 
support working class demands. If they refused, workers were to 
be asked not to vote for them but to make their reason for 
withdrawing support quite clear. Opposition was to be against 
persons, not the Labor Party itself. 
3. Three or four Communist candidates were to stand in 
carefully selected constituencies.^^ 
The Queensland elections were held in May 1929 and the left candidates 
polled well. The result was seen as an endorsement of the Queensland Resolution 
and was interpreted that the working class would support communists and left-
wingers standing together against the Labor Party; and it was classed as a united 
front from below. However, a Federal election was called at the end of the year 
and the Central Executive decided not to enter any candidates. Three members of 
the Central Committee - J.B. Miles, L. Sharkey and H. Moxon - opposed this 
proposition and wrote to the Comintern. In September, the Comintern sent a 
cable ordering the CPA leadership to enter a candidate but at a subsequent meeting 
the Central Executive opposed this as they thought that the Labor Party should be 
supported against the Nationalist Country Party.^^ By adopting this position, the 
Kavanagh faction went against the basic principles of 'third period' communism. 
The Labor Party lost the election and at the 9th Annual Conference of the Party, 
^^  Quoted in Curthoys, "The Communist Party and the Conmiunist Intemadonal 1927-1929", 
Labour History (May 1993), p.58. 
*^ Ibid. 
*^  Ibid., p.62. 
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all the members who supported Kavanagh, with the exception of E. Higgins, were 
ousted from office. These events surrounding the Queensland Resolution and the 
Federal election reinforced the 'bureaucratic bolshevisation' of the Party with a 
strict adherence to Moscow directives. This represented a strengthening of the 
Function B position. 
The job of General-Secretary went to Herbert Moxon, who set about ridding 
the Party of what were described as 'right-wing deviationists'.^* Jack Ryan, who 
had significant contacts with the trade union movement, holding a number of high 
positions, was the first to be expelled. He and Jock Garden were on the Pan-
Pacific Affairs Committee of the ACTU, which dealt with the affiliation of the 
ACTU with the PPTUS secretariat, that had affiliations with the RILU. On the 
eve of the ACTU Congress held in March 1930, the Central Committee met and 
expelled Ryan from the Party for not following the Comintern line against working 
with 'social-fascists'.^^ This expulsion showed that a Function B posidon was 
being reinforced as the party wished to control trade unions with members who 
adopted the 'third period' line. 
On 10 April 1930, Harry Wicks, a member of the Communist Party of the 
USA, was sent to Australia by the Comintern and was under instructions to change 
personnel and structures in the Party. Wick's alias was Herbert Moore and his 
charter was to establish 
what was generally referred to as a collective leadership freed of 
rightist influences, which as elsewhere in Comintern sections, 
were personified by those old political leaders who had begun 
their political lives in the Socialist Parties of the Second 
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International and had broken with them because of their social 
patriotism in the First World War.^" 
Wicks^' set out to further 'bolshevise' the Party by working with Moxon, 
Miles and Sharkey in pursuing the 'social-fascist' line. In his political report 
delivered to the Tenth Congress of the CPA, held in April 1931, Sharkey 
promoted the Comintern 'line' and stated in his speech: 
In Australia we have all varieties of social fascism, from the 
main body of the Labor Party leadership to the various groups of 
pseudo-lefts. In this period social fascism was called to office 
because the other parties were unable so effectively to carry on 
the capitalist offensive against the working class. Regardless of 
any real or apparent differences that exist between these social 
fascists, they, all alike, without exception, represent the common 
interests of the capitalist class.^^ 
The Party's structures were tightened to deal with cadres who did not accept 
this position. The work that Ryan and Kavanagh performed in the trade union 
movement was seen of no benefit to the Party unless the Party 'controlled' 
organisations such as the P.P.T.U. Secretariat. This reinforced the Function B 
position with the working class party attempting to exercise control over the trade 
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union movement. 'Democratic centralism' was introduced into the decision-
making process of the Party and this meant that decisions made by the Central 
Committee were passed down to various Party units and had to be carried out 
without question. As General-Secretary, Moxon carried out these tasks with 
enthusiasm. A unit of the Party called the Central Control Commission was used 
extensively and expulsions were common; this practice was standard for the Party 
until the early 1970s.^ ^ However, Moxon was expelled in 1931 for an 
administrative error and replaced by J.B. Miles.^^ Sharkey was also thrust into a 
leading position at the same time. The complete domination of Miles and 
Sharkey, with a very hard-line Function B position, carried the CPA's fortunes 
into the 1960s. 
The Trade Unions and the Party 
To reinforce the Function B position internationally and across organisations 
other than the trade union movement, the Comintern, in 1926, issued a direction 
to set up organisations which were to be "nominally independent but controlled by 
the party to serve as a bridge to the masses".^^ Some of these were the Militant 
Minority Movement (MMM), the Unemployed Workers Movement (UWM), the 
Movement Against War and Fascism (MAWF), and Friends of the Soviet Union 
(FOSU). The MAWF and the FOSU gave an international perspective, whereas 
the MMM and the UWM worked at the industrial level. It was not difficult for 
party members to maintain important political links across the organisation. The 
Curthoys, "The Comintern", Australian Journal of Politics and History, Vol.39, No.l, 
(1993), p.33. 
^"^ Macintyre, The Reds, p. 176. 
*^ Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia, p. 55. 
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UWM was extremely effective, recruiting 68,000 members by 1934, and it was 
involved in preventing evictions of tenants unable to pay rents and in general 
adopted a high public profile.^^ Kavanagh had set up a number of these 
organisations when he was in the leadership. The MMM (sometimes referred to 
as the MM) was formed in 1927, when the MMM merged with the Trade Union 
Education League and became known as the TUEL.^ '^  Later on the initials were 
dropped from the tide. The MMM had as its aims: 
l...to work for industrial unionism and the One Big Union as 
well as a centralized union movement linked up with the RILU 
2...to rely on the collective strength of trade unions for defence 
and bargaining rather than on arbitration 
3...to spread knowledge of the class struggle and the collective 
interests of the working class amongst unionists in order to 
contribute to the overthrow of capitalism and the socialization of 
industry 
4...to fight for a shorter working day.^ ^ 
The MMM was influenced by the policies being adopted by the Party at the 
dme and the policy of 'social-fascism' had to be interpreted practically for the 
MMM. An example of this policy is found in a letter to the Australian MMM 
from the Anglo-American section of the RILU. Although it emphasised building a 
united front from below, and drawing a middle course between the 'moderates' 
and the 'pseudo-lefts', it was scathing in its denunciation of the ALP leadership. 
For example. 
The leaders of the social-fascists from Scull in and Grayndler to 
the pseudo-left phrasemongers, Lang and Garden, were pursuing 
the policy of saving capitalism by placing the burdens of the 
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crisis on the backs of the working-class.^^ 
As the effects of the Depression worsened, the MMM attracted large support 
from a wide variety of occupations. In the Secretary's Report to the 2nd National 
MMM Conference on 24 December 1933, he reported the rapid growth of the 
organisation: 
The growing support of the Militant Trade Union Movement 
(Minority Movement) is reflected in the steady growth of the 
organised MM work on the railways, tramways, in the mining 
fields and the metal industries, etc.; the past period has found 
the MM as the only job organisers, the only propagandists who 
defend the workers' conditions. Our central press has been 
enlarged by 50% and sales have nearly doubled in the past twelve 
months; our local and district press has seen many valuable 
extensions during recent months."^ ^ 
As the threat of fascism became more real, with Hider coming to power in 
the beginning of 1933, fascism was seen as the real enemy and it was necessary to 
form alliances with social democrats."*' The 'social-fascist' line was slowly 
phased out and Communists were urged to work closely with ALP trade union 
leaders. By 1935 the CPA was advocating the formation of alliances as an anti-
fascist united front of all sections of the labour movement, and secondly, a popular 
front of workers, farmers and the middle class.''^ Thus MM members were 
urged to develop united fronts with other trade unionists. Its paper, Red Leader, 
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announced that it would work with ALP trade union leaders on issues of common 
interest."^ 
Communist Party members in the MM began to exert influence at lower 
levels of their unions during the early 1930s. With the decline of the 'social-
fascist' line, communists ran for higher positions in the union movement. At the 
beginning of 1934, Bill Orr was elected general secretary of the Miners' 
Federation."*^ The same year, communist Charlie Nelson became President of the 
Miners' Federation. Two other communists, Lloyd Ross and Ernie Thornton, 
assumed prominent positions in the union movement. Ross was elected Secretary 
of the NSW branch of the Australian Railways Union (ARU)"^ and Ernie 
Thornton as Victorian organiser of the Federated Ironworkers Association 
(FIA)."*^  In 1938, Ted Roach, CPA member and a former district secretary of 
the MMM and the UWM in Newcastle, became Secretary of the South Coast 
Branch (Port Kembla) of the Waterside Workers' Federation.''^ 
Success in winning higher positions in the trade union movement led to 
emphasis being placed on a 'top-down' approach to the trade union movement. In 
order to implement the Leninist policy (Function B), it was necessary to 'capture' 
the union by winning key positions such as secretary or president. By working 
with like-minded social-democrats. Communist Party policy could be implemented. 
However by ignoring a 'bottom-up' approach to organising the trade union 
movement, the Party gave credence to the concept of the 'Iron Law of Oligarchy'. 
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first proposed by Robert Michels.^* This theory states that any elite group 
develops its own interests which sometimes conflict with the interests of the group 
from which it emerged. This elite 'rules' in accord with concerns that do not 
coincide with the majority."*^ The Party's bureaucratic position under the 
leadership of Miles and Sharkey not only reinforced the Leninist view but also 
Michels's 'Iron Law of Oligarchy'. The long-term consequences of this approach 
led to a Party leadership divorced from the rank and file; it gave certain 
directions to the trade union movement and particularly the WWF. The next 
chapter examines how the WWF operated at Port Kembla between 1937 and 1939. 
Under the leadership of Ted Roach, the South Coast branch of the WWF 
combined industrial and political activity which reinforced Function A and B and 
ventured into Function C. 
Robert Michels, Political Parties: A Sociological Study of the Oligarchical Tendencies of 
Modem Democracy (New York: Power Publications, 1959), p.389. 
"^^ Ibid., p.390. 
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Chapter 4 
PRAXIS: PORT KEMBLA and the PIG-IRON DISPUTE 
Historically, the WWF was primarily involved in industrial campaigns that 
attempted to improve the atrocious physical and social conditions of wharfies. 
These traditional Function A tasks were accompanied by Function B activities that 
added a political dimension to the industrial struggles. When various Communist 
Party activists became officials of the WWF, during the 1930s, an attempt was 
made to implement CPA policy. This section will demonstrate that although the 
refusal of wharfies to load pig-iron on a vessel bound for Japan in 1938 was a 
Communist Party initiative that had been attempted by a number of other 
branches, the wharfies at Port Kembla, under the leadership of Ted Roach, were 
involved in a local struggle. This chapter presents a case that it was essentially 
rank and file activity built up over a time that made the Pig-iron dispute 
successful. The activity of the Port Kembla branch could also be classified under 
Function C as it contained two important elements: firstly, it was concerned about 
the end product of labour, and secondly, it was concerned about local decision-
making. This chapter puts forward the proposition that the WWF at Port Kembla 
laid the groundwork for Function C activity which was later taken up by the NSW 
BLF. 
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The WWF and Industrial Struggles 
The very nature of stevedoring work brought to the waterfront men who had 
travelled the world and experienced wide and varied industrial and political 
activities. During the last century, ships from different countries that had recendy 
experienced political turmoil docked in a number of Australian ports. In 1865, 
during the American Civil War, the Shenandoah, a ship representing the Southern 
slave-owning states, berthed in Melbourne for repairs; dockworkers took part in 
campaigns against the presence of the ship in the port. From 1871 to 1873 
various French ships entered Port Philip Bay. On these ships were prisoners from 
the Paris Commune locked up in cages and treated like 'animals'. Waterside 
workers demanded an explanation for this inhuman treatment and made some 
efforts to feed the prisoners.' These two examples indicate that wharfies 
developed 'social conscience' as they became aware of the international political 
scene. According to Rupert Lockwood, this 'social conscience' remained a 
prominent part of their culture for the next one hundred years.^ 
During the 1890s, the trade union movement was involved in a series of 
strikes associated with the fundamental nature of unionism. As stated in an earlier 
section, employers tried to enforce the principle of 'freedom of contract' by hiring 
non-union labour. The unions, in turn, attempted to enforce the principle of the 
'closed shop' by insisting that only union members be employed. Shearers in 
Western Queensland took part in a lengthy strike action and waterside workers 
supported them by refusing to handle wool that had been shorn by non-union 
' Rupert Lockwood, War on the Waterfront: Menzies, Japan and the Pig-iron Dispute 
(Sydney: Hale & Ironmonger, 1987), pp.224-8. 
' Ibid. 
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labour (in working-class parlance referred to as 'scabs'^ - see Appendix A).^ 
C.T. Ryan contends that these actions represented the beginnings of a 'class 
consciousness' amongst waterside workers.^ How this consciousness was 
translated into Function A, B and C activity is the subject of this chapter. 
The Waterside Workers' Federation was formed in 1902 by the 
amalgamation of the various union organisations that had already existed in each 
port. Billy Hughes was largely responsible for creating the national organisation 
and was elected the Federation's first president.^ Hughes played a moderating 
role in Federation affairs. He believed in Arbitration as opposed to strike action 
to achieve industrial gains but he struggled to bring together the various branches, 
in particular the Sydney branch.'' In 1914, the WWF obtained its first award.* 
Under the leadership of the wharfies of Billy Hughes, any political activity was 
channelled into Labor Party politics (Function B). 
Wharfies experienced an arduous working life in Australia. They were 
expected to carry loads in excess of 350 pounds on their backs for up to 20 to 30 
See Appendix A for the intensity of working-class feelings towards 'scabs'. From 
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9 yards and this work was often done for twenty-four hours straight. Safety 
conditions were abysmal; men were injured or killed on the job. The wharfies 
worked in adverse weather conditions outside as well as heat and dampness inside 
the ships' holds, amid poor safety conditions.'" 
Darryl Hull summarises their plight: 
waterside workers had a life which could only be described as 
intolerable. Casual hire, no job security, poor wages, harsh 
supervision, dangerous working sites, long and unpredictable 
shifts, no transport to and from the job, no meal breaks, a 
community of 'down and out' workers and their families." 
Wharfies competed with each other to obtain work. No job security was provided 
as men were never assured of a day's work. This arrangement was known as the 
'bull' system. Preferential treatment was handed out to certain men who found 
favour with the foreman, while others (usually militants) received unfavourable 
treatment under this procedure. The inhumanity of the system, which also 
operated in Britain, led to men fighting amongst themselves, S. Hill illustrates 
how waterfront workers viewed their situation: 
You stopped being a man and turned into an animal once you 
stepped into the pound. It was like the law of the jungle on the 
call-stand - survival of the fittest was the only thing that counted. 
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That's one reason why the pound never had any walls - to stop us 
trampling each other to death.'^ 
The Great Maritime Strike and Shearers Strike of the 1890s led to the 
formation of the Australian Labor Party with the eventual election of Labor 
governments. After the strikes a dispute-setding procedure became part of the 
formal processes. Arbitration Courts were established and a formalised Award 
system took shape.'^ 
For the WWF, these procedures were slow in bringing improvements. The 
election of Labor governments did not alleviate the conditions of the wharfies who 
were still prepared to fight for a better 'standard of living'. During this time the 
industrial struggles became 'political' in their orientation as rank and file workers 
became more politically conscious. Wharfies participated in the general strike of 
August-October, 1917. But it was the 1928 strike that had major implications for 
the years that followed. In that year the Federation struck against an Award made 
in the Commonwealth Arbitration Court by Judge Beeby. At the same time, 
Australia entered the Depression and many men were out of work. The 
Commonwealth Government brought down the Transport Workers Act (referred to 
by wharfies as the 'Dog-Collar Act') which stipulated that only licensed wharfies 
could be employed in particular ports specified by the government."" 
If a licence was taken out and wharfies did not comply with the provisions 
which stipulated that all lawful orders had to be carried out, then the licence could 
'^  S. Hill, The Dockers: Class and Tradition in London (London: Heineman, 1976), p.20. 
" This has been discussed in Chapter 1. 
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be revoked. If wharfies took out licences, which they were not prepared to do, 
they would sign away their right to strike. This Act, coupled with the high 
unemployment rate, broke the strike as 'scab' labour was employed.'^ However, 
in Port Kembla in the late 1930s, through industrial and political activity, the 
WWF was moulded into a militant organisation. 
Port Kembla 1937-38 
In Port Kembla during the 1920s and 1930s the physical and social 
conditions of wharfies were peculiar to the emerging heavy industries of the 
Illawarra region. The 'bull' system prevailed and general safety conditions were 
poor.'^ According to Griffith, the union and the stevedoring companies were 
controlled by four families and the union was seen as being ineffectual.'^ 
As the effects of the Depression lessened and work became available. Port 
Kembla began to attract workers who were transferred from other ports. A 
number of these were militants who had not only built up experience in the trade 
union movement, but who had been involved with 'political' organisations of the 
'Left'. One such worker was Ted Roach, who came from Newcastle. Roach was 
a former district secretary of both the Unemployed Workers Union (UWM) and 
16 
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the Militant Minority Movement (MMM)'* and his politics were learnt as an 
itinerant labourer travelling throughout Queensland and New South Wales, 
between 1928 and 1931, looking for work. He became an active member of the 
Communist Party in 1931 in Mackay where he was also secretary of the UWM,'^ 
When Roach arrived at Port Kembla he immediately agitated for better working 
conditions. Initially this was no easy task, as the 'bull' system operated and 
Roach and fellow militants were often denied work. They were often left idle at 
the pick-up.'" One of Roach's first demands was the implementation of a roster 
system where the work was evenly shared. Roach promoted discussion on an 
alternative system at branch meetings.^' 
Roach was elected Secretary of the WWF South Coast Branch in March 
1938." He immediately began to organise industrial campaigns agitating for a 
roster system as well as other campaigns that involved other union struggles. The 
branch began to develop a reputation as being militant. Roach has stated: 
other workers in cafes and pubs - if there was a problem, they 
would come to us and we would take it through the Labour 
Council. And we would put a dispute on if necessary.^^ 
In November 1937, the stevedoring company agreed to employ WWF members 
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24 placing the port under complete union control.^ The union roster system gave 
the men the freedom to agitate as the fear of victimisation was removed. A strict 
code of discipline operated within the union. Fines were imposed on men who did 
not follow the rules governing the roster or who acted irresponsibly on the job. 
This became known as "fronting the red beards".^^ The industrial struggle was 
organised around a "programme for immediate demands" which meant that 
whenever one particular gain was made, then immediately another campaign 
would take place for the next demand.^^ For example, according to Roach, when 
the branch won the roster, the leadership immediately started on a campaign for 
"rotation of hatches".^'' 
The Port Kembla wharfies were also involved in community work, for 
example helping fight bushfires, as well as being involved in political campaigns 
through the Communist Party. One such activity was organising money in the 
main street on a Friday night to send sheepskins to Russia.^* Roach and his 
fellow militants' blend of industrial and political militancy (Function A and B) led 
to a dispute that was at that time unique in Australian trade union history. 
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War Materials to Japan and the Federal Conunittee of Management 
As Japan's undeclared invasion of China in 1937 became more apparent to 
the Australian people, the WWF nationwide began to take more militant action in 
response to this aggression, the WWF attempting to implement CPA policy.^^ 
Then in September 1937, Fremande wharfies refused to load supplies on a 
Japanese whaler.^" The slogan, 'No Scrap for the Jap', began to appear on 
wharves around the country. In October 1937, the Federal Conference of the 
Federation delegated the Federal Committee of Management (FCOM) and the 
WWF delegates to the ACTU "to act in conjunction with the ACTU in organising 
an embargo or boycott of Japanese imports and exports"^' In that month. Sydney 
wharfies walked off a ship, the Taman Maru, when they learned that scrap iron 
was on board and destined for Japan.^- Other bans took place in Port Adelaide, 
Hobart and Brisbane. Sydney wharfies, on 18 January 1938, refused to load 'lead 
bars and tin clippings' on to the Melbourne Maru. They argued that these 
materials were being used for war purposes against the Chinese and, in particular. 
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against the civilian population." In Brisbane, a wharfie refused to handle this 
material and his disc was taken from him.^ '* It was restored after a protest 
meeting was called and the Brisbane Branch reaffirmed it would not handle the 
material. A number of other branches supported this position including the 
Melbourne and South Coast Branches. In addition, Melbourne wharfies refused to 
load scrap iron on a German ship in May 1938.^ ^ 
However, the threat of the implementation of the Transport Workers Act 
(TWA, referred to as the 'Dog-Collar Act') discouraged the WWF from taking 
more militant action. Roach believed the FCOM generally discouraged branches 
from staying out over this issue and in fact ordered them back to work in this 
case: 
Because each time they (the Federation) made a move - the Dog-
Collar Act would hunt 'em [sic] back to work directed by Jim 
Healy and the Federal Committee of Management, directed back 
to work each time, there was Townsville, Fremande, 
Adelaide.^* 
This statement from Roach indicates his hostility towards the FCOM for not 
staying out on strike. Roach handled the political situation from a local 
perspective and was not prepared to be dictated to by an 'outside' body. This was 
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NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office File, T62/1/3, Jim Healy's Report to die Federal 
Committee of Management (FCOM), 23 May, 1938, pp. 1-4. Healy forced a modification 
of the Sydney Branch's position and contacted Menzies who accepted diis. See p.2 of the 
Minutes. 
Under the Transport Workers' Act wharfies required a disc in order to work. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office File, T62/1/3, Jim Healy's Report. 
Ted Roach Interview, Revesby NSW, September 1990. During this interview and 
subsequent discussions widi Ted Roach, he presented a position which was well to the "left' 
of the Federal officials. 
an example of Roach's boldness and of the Port Kembla Branch's militancy and 
places their action in a unique context as it stressed local action and local decision-
making (Function C). Between January and May the ban held but the invocation 
of the Transport Workers Act was threatened.^'' 
The FCOM meeting at the end of May sought a solution that would not 
invoke the Transport Workers Act (TWA).^^ On 24 May 1938, a phone message 
was received by the FCOM from G. Mullins, the Sydney Branch Secretary. A 
mass meeting of the Sydney branch condemned the federal government for forcing 
its members to load war materials for Japan but agreed to load the cargo under 
duress and finished off by stating, 
We, therefore stand as an organised body feeling confident that 
our action in this matter was correct. We accept, however, the 
government's ultimatum and agree to work all cargoes from the 
date specified by the Prime Minister (J. Lyons).^^ 
The Sydney branch's decision to go back to work under duress shows the 
enormous pressure placed on the union by the TWA. The Sydney branch was not 
prepared to challenge the penalties of this Act. The banning of pig-iron to Japan, 
essentially a Function B activity in that it was CPA policy being promoted in the 
WWF, was unable to be implemented by the Sydney branch. The events at Port 
Kembla towards the end of 1938 produced a far different result. 
^^  NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office file, T62/1/3, Jim Healy's Report, p.3. 
^ Ibid., WWF Federal Office file, 23-25 May 1938. 
^ Ibid. 
The Pig-iron Dispute 
The South Coast branch showed their concern over the exporting of pig-iron 
as shown in correspondence from Ted Roach to Jim Healy on 20 May 1938. It 
pointed out that the branch had sent the following motion to Prime Minister 
Lyons, the Labor Party, the Sydney Labor Council, and the Sydney branch of the 
WWF. It read: 
We the members of the South Coast Branch of the Waterside 
Workers Federation of Australia, desire to lodge an emphatic 
protest against the savage threat of your government to introduce 
the Transport Workers' Act to the Port of Sydney and force the 
application of the penalty provisions of the Act in the ports, 
where the Act already applies, unless the policy of our members, 
is changed from one of supporting the policy of the League of 
Nations - to which your government has pledged support - to one 
of assisting a country in an aggressive and murderous war against 
another member of the League.'"' 
Then on 15 November 1938, the British tramp steamer Dalfram berthed at 
No.4 jetty in Port Kembla. Mitsui, the controlling company for Japan Steel 
Works Ltd., had chartered the vessel to take pig-iron from Port Kembla to Kobe, 
Japan. It was part of a contract to provide the Japanese steel mills with 300,000 
tons of pig-iron. Japan Steel Works was producing military materials for the 
undeclared war on China. When the ship docked in Melbourne, Charlie Young, a 
militant Melbourne wharfie, advised Jim Healy, General Secretary of the 
Federation, and Ted Roach, South Coast Secretary, that the ship was bound for 
40 NBAC/ANU, WWF South Coast Branch file, T62/9/7/2, Letter fi-om Ted Roach to Jun 
Healy, 20 May 1938. Roach had raised the matter a number of times at meetings of the 
South Coast Branch. See NBAC/ANU, WWF South Coast Branch Minutes, Z 429, Box 53, 
meetings between January and November, 1938. 
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Port Kembla.*' The South Coast branch had already made clear its attitude on 
this matter. When the ship arrived in Port Kembla, the wharfies were called 
together by Ted Roach. He stated: 
The Dalfram came in. I called the boys together in the lane ... 
and that morning I jumped a stump"*^  and said to the boys there 
was a ship coming in, and there was pig-iron for Japan, and our 
policy is clear, what do you think we should do about it?...and of 
course I moved a resolution that we don't load it - but then 
cautioned that we accept work, we go back to work and 
commence work normally, to allow me to authenticate this 
information by moving amongst the crew and so on. You see -
we didn't want to make any mistakes ... And the boys started 
loading this pig-iron and they were getting "toey" about it and by 
the time I had finished, about a quarter past eleven - I had been 
down with the lascars."*^ You see the native crews - I finished 
up convinced that they were going to Kobe, so I just walked up 
on deck and I said "Right-o boys, it's going to Kobe" - to a man, 
everything stopped, and now they marched straight off the bloody 
ship - hey - we had no idea we were making history.** 
The employer's response was to individually harass the men as they walked off the 
ship,*^ but this action was unsuccessful as the men remained firm in their 
commitment. The next day, when the men went to the 'pick-up', the Dalfram was 
first on the roster. When no labour was forthcoming for the Dalfram, 
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There is some disagreement as to when Healy became involved. Lockwood claims that 
Young telephoned Healy directly, however both Roach and Griffidi claim that Young 
telephoned Roach first. 
"jumped a stump" - expression for addressing the men. 
Common name for Asian seamen, however in this case they were mainly Arabs and Indians. 
See War on the Waterfront, p.214. 
Ted Roach Interview, September 1990. 
Ibid. 
management refused to call labour for any new ships.** Roach claimed that this 
was a 'lock-out'.*'' 
The FCOM Response and The Transport Workers' Act 
The FCOM meeting in Melbourne received news of the 'walkout' in the 
afternoon of 15 November and requested that they submit a report on this 
action.** On 16 November, Ted Roach phoned the FCOM and told them that 
they had reaffirmed their action and had received support from the crew of the 
Dalfram and the Metal Workers.*^ The FCOM "decided to leave the matter in 
abeyance pending further reports".^° The actions of the Port Kembla men 
politicised the situation by upholding the principle of insisting on local decision-
making about the end product of their labour, a Function C position. 
Pressure was beginning to be applied to the FCOM to convince the Port 
Kembla WWF members to go back to work. Attorney-General Menzies phoned 
on Friday, 18 November, and asked the FCOM to order the men back to work 
and said that any discussion on the repeal of the TWA would be in jeopardy.^' 
At the conclusion of this meeting the General-Secretary was instructed to keep m 
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Ted Roach Interview, September 1990, and Gary Griffith, 'Tlie Growing Militancy of the 
Soudi Coast Branch of the WWF', p.81. 
Ted Roach Interview, September 1990. 
* NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office File, T62/1/3 Committee of Management (COM) 
minutes, 15 November, 1938. 
* Ibid., 16 November, 1938. 
^ Ibid., 18 November, 1938. 
'' Ibid. 
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52 touch with Wollongong and contact the FCOM if the occasion warranted it. ' On 
27 November the South Coast Branch reaffirmed its stand on the Dalfram and 
decided to call a public meeting on the threat of licences being applied under the 
TWA." General-Secretary Jim Healy conveyed this news to the FCOM on 
Thursday, 29 November, and they issued a public statement.^* This statement 
attacked the Lyons government's policies on exporting materials to Japan and 
reaffirmed opposition to the TWA." Healy reported on 1 December that there 
was growing support for the South Coast Branch's actions and that a meeting of 
all unions was called for the coming Sunday morning.^ *^ On 2 December Healy 
was instructed by the FCOM to attend this meeting." 
Roach has argued that the FCOM wanted the men to go back to work but 
when confronted with a determined local branch they were forced to support 
them.^ * He was of the opinion that a different situation existed to that of other 
ports. Roach has contended: 
Ibid. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF South Coast Branch Minutes, Z 429, Box 53, Minutes of Special 
Meeting, 27 November 1938. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office File, T62/1/3, COM Minutes, Public statement issued 
by the Federal Committee of Management in relation to the threat levelled against the 
members of the South Coast Branch, 29 November 1938. 
Ibid. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office File, T62/1/3, Committee of Management (COM) 
minutes, 1 December 1938. 
Ibid., 2 November 1938. 
Ted Roach Interview, September. 1990. Also in Roach, 'Menzies and Pig-iron for Japan", 
in The Hummer (Winter, 1994), p.7. 
The Committee of Management wanted to order us back, but of 
course Healy knew he was not dealing with the people he always 
dealt with and he said to the Committee of Management, you've 
got to come down and order them back yourselves - well then, I 
was the first cab off the rank to the meeting and by the time I 
went down I had 'em guaranteeing, I got 'em into a guarantee of 
£3000 worth of food - it was only a guarantee, but it was a 
political victory for us down there over the bloody right-wing 
Committee of Management.^^ 
This statement of Roach, made some fifty years after the event, indicates 
that the leadership of the Port Kembla Branch saw the political situation differendy 
from their Sydney counterparts and shows a resentful attitude towards the FCOM. 
The Port Kembla Branch broke new ground by implementing decisions made at 
the local level, thereby setting the agenda for the FCOM. 
The employers continued to put the Dalfram first on the roster when no 
labour was forthcoming. Support for the Port Kembla wharfies, however, was 
immediately forthcoming from unions, political parties and other organisations.^" 
Menzies wired the Federation on 29 November and advised them to take 
notice that the TWA would be applied to Port Kembla by 6 December if the pig-
iron was not loaded.*' 
On 4 December a meeting held at the Wollongong Miners Hall and attended 
m, 
Ted Roach Interview, September, 1990. 
Griffith, 'The Growing Militancy of the South Coast Branch of the Waterside Workers' 
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by ACTU officials resolved to support the men.*^ However, the Federal 
Government threatened to use the TWA on 6 December to break the strike. 
The Government accused the WWF of dictating foreign policy. It argued 
that as the elected government it had the sole right to decide what relationships 
were to be established with foreign powers and threatened to declare Port Kembla 
a Transport Workers Act port." Healy, accompanied by Roach, met with 
Menzies on 7 December but Menzies still threatened them with the provisions of 
the TWA.^ The FCOM had on 5 December sent a lettergram to Federal Labor 
Party leader seeking support.''^ However according to Roach, Curtin, in reply, 
talked to them as if they were a bunch of 'naughty boys' and said, "If we were the 
Government, you would still have to load pig-iron".^* 
Another meeting of the branch on 7 December 1938, with General-Secretary 
Jim Healy in attendance, reaffirmed its previous position of refusing to load pig-
iron and passed the following motion: 
that requests be sent to Curtin, Labor Opposition Leader asking 
that pressure be brought to bear on Lyons to force a referendum 
on the question of the export of war materials to aggressive 
nations and the repeal of the Transport Workers Act.''^ 
A FCOM telegram was received on 7 December 1938 asking the South 
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Coast Executive if it was prepared to allow the FCOM to take over the dispute 
and involve other branches.^* Both Lockwood^^ and Roach^" have stated that 
conservative elements within the FCOM were frightened of a confrontation with 
the government and wanted a return to work. Healy urged the FCOM on 8 
December to pass a resolution of support for the men.^' It did so by passing the 
following motion: 
That the COM, although having no say in the creation of the 
present situation as existing at Wollongong, find themselves faced 
with the situation that an attempt is being made to enforce the 
provisions of the Transport Workers' Act on the Wollongong 
Branch, and the issue now becomes a question of a fight against 
the Transport Workers' Act. The Committee therefore supports 
the principle for which the men are fighting.''^ 
This motion mentions nothing about the principles over which the men were 
fighting and indicates luke-warm support from the FCOM. 
The TWA was applied at Port Kembla on 7 December 1938."^ ^ Only one 
licence was taken out, but Ted Roach convinced that member to hand over his 
licence so that it could be burned publicly in front of the Customs House.^* 
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Immediate support came from other unions and the wharves were declared 
'black'.''^ As a consequence, the TWA was seen to be ineffectual, and this 
proved to be one of the great victories in the dispute. 
The FCOM goes to Wollongong 
On 16 December 1938, a joint meeting of the Federal FCOM and the South 
Coast Branch was held.^^ The Branch Executive gave a report on the situation 
and made it clear to the FCOM that the members had passed two motions not to 
load pig-iron on any ship destined for Japan and would abide by that decision. 
They reported that there was widespread public support for their actions which 
included local union support. The FCOM decided to fully support the Port 
Kembla WWF members.^' On the following day the FCOM heard a report on 
the Combined Union Committee's meeting at Wollongong. The FCOM appointed 
A. Finlay as their delegate on this committee and passed a resolution calling on 
the ACTU to rally the Australian trade union movement behind the actions of the 
Port Kembla men.''* At the meeting in Sydney, on 19 December, the Federal 
COM placed a levy of 1 shilling on all members in order to finance the Port 
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Kembla dispute.^^ 
BHP laid off 4,000 men on 17 December as they claimed the Dalfram 
dispute was responsible for bringing the port to a standstill.*" The WWF claimed 
it was a 'lock-out' and an attempt to sway public opinion against the wharfies.*' 
The situation of having over 4,000 men out of work over the Christmas period 
placed enormous strains on the local community.*^ Relief schemes were set up 
and donations were received from all over Australia.*^ As oudined earlier, the 
Port Kembla wharfies had earlier won wide support by participating in community 
activities such as fighting bushfires and helping farmers in times of difficulty.** 
After the Christmas period, Menzies made an attempt to setde the dispute by 
calling a meeting with the Combined Union Committee at Wollongong on 11 
January 1939. In response, the Committee organised a large demonstration and 
the entire township was mobilised for Menzies' arrival. Roach describes the 
preparations: 
Well there were two roads at the top of the pass, you know, the 
new road and the old road - and they were stuffing us about -
weren't giving us all the information, moving the times, so as to 
interrupt us - the miners had a holiday, and all the school-kids 
had a holiday this day for Menzies coming down - and the place 
was full of people and we got Stan Speechly on his fast motor-
bike up the top near the Panorama Hotel, to let us know, as soon 
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as he has come. Stan was going to whip down and let us know -
and there were little demonstrations all along the coasdine in 
litde miners' villages.*^ 
When Menzies arrived in Wollongong, he was met by an angry 
demonstration of over 1000 people. Roach recalled wharfies directing traffic and 
taking over point duty. Menzies visited the Wollongong Hotel, where he was to 
have lunch with the Mayor and other local dignitaries. The demonstrators held 
banners outside the hotel which read 'No Pig-iron for Japan' and 'No Dog Collar'. 
It was here that Menzies acquired the name 'Pig-iron Bob' - apparently first 
coined by the wharfie, Stan Moran. In an article in the Sydney Morning Herald 
in 1993,*^ Ted Roach claimed that it was first used by Mrs Gwendoline Croft, a 
member of the women's relief committee, who helped the poor. It was later 
picked up by the Rev Bill Hobbin, a former Methodist minister, and Stan Moran, 
the well-known wharfie and communist Domain orator.*^ 
After Menzies had finished lunch, he was scheduled to meet the WWF 
Committee across the road in the Town Hall. The demonstrators grew rowdy and 
the police were concerned for Menzies' safety. Inspector Roser, who was in 
charge of the police, approached Ted Roach and asked him if he could guarantee 
Menzies' safe passage across the street. Roach responded by organising wharfies, 
who incidentally were Communist Party members, to clear a path through the 
'' Ibid. 
^ Tony Stephens, "Pig Iron memories bob back up", Sydney Morning Herald (17 September 
1993). 
^ Menzies attributed it to Stan Moran as it was used most frequentiy in Moran's speeches in 
the Domain in the 1940s and the 1950s. Stan Moran Interview, Mt Druitt, June 1991. 
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crowd.*"" Roach ironically remembered this incident fifty years later: 
The irony of this! Menzies, number one Red-baiter, had to be 
protected by a communist.*^ 
As Menzies walked across the road, he was abused by everyone, including 
women and children. At the meeting with the union officials, he stressed that the 
government decided foreign policy and not the Waterside Workers Federation. 
Nevertheless, he did hint that if this pig-iron was loaded then the government 
would review its policy and also the implementation of the Transport Workers Act 
at the port. At the conclusion of the meeting, Menzies was escorted back to the 
hotel by Communist Party members.^ 
The Settlement 
A formula for solution to the dispute was sought. Menzies had intimated at 
the Wollongong meeting that the government would review its policy and 
withdraw licences from Port Kembla.^' A formula was negotiated and at a 
special meeting of the South Coast Branch on 17 January, Ted Roach proposed the 
following motion: 
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That we recommend the acceptance of the proposals and 
furthermore that in the event of a future attempt being made to 
ship any further contracts that we emphatically refuse to handle 
it.^2 
This was lost 100 to 54.^ ^ However, with the increasing hardships experienced 
by the workers at BHP due to the shutdown, the wharfies loaded the pig-iron on 
21 January 1939 under protest.^* The accord stipulated that the licences were to 
be withdrawn from the port and there would be discussions with Menzies about 
future shipments.^^ 
On 24 January, Jim Healy met with government representatives and received 
an unofficial assurance that no more pig-iron would be shipped to Japan.^^ There 
is some contention as to whether any more pig-iron was sent to Japan. Roach 
claims that a ban was placed on the remaining 277,000 tons,^^ Lockwood states 
that two other ships, the Tymeric and Alynbank, arrived at Port Kembla after the 
Dalfram left in order to load the remaining pig-iron,^* which the wharfies loaded 
under protest.^^ Moreover, both Beasley and Sutherwood-Claridge claim that 
^ NBAC/ANU, WWF South Coast Branch file minutes. T62/9/7/2, Soudi Coast Branch 
minutes, 17 January 1939. 
" Ibid. 
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more shipments of ore were sent to Japan. It is Beasley's contention that in April 
1939, the Townsville Branch loaded metal concentrates for Japan under the threat 
of the TWA.'°^ Sutherwood-Claridge also argues that BHP sent 70,000 tons of 
scrap metal and pig-iron to Japan between 1939 and 1940.'"' 
Aftermath and Implications 
The political and industrial lessons learnt from the pig-iron dispute could be 
classified in a number of areas. Firstly, the WWF South Coast Branch showed 
that the Transport Workers Act was ineffectual when workers collectively stood up 
against it. As Ted Roach said when the Branch was first threatened with the Act, 
I said to the boys, let us not worry, we have this situation well in 
hand here - penal legislation is not as dangerous as the resistance 
to it is weak - we have the trade union position lined up so 
strongly here.'"^ 
The main reason for such strong support was that the industrial and political 
work that had gone on previously had galvanised an active political membership. 
This action demonstrated that for a union to be strong in terms of Function B and 
C, it must first of all be strong in Function A. This action set an example to other 
branches. As Maritime Worker stated. 
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It will also indicate to the members of the Federation generally 
that the threat of the Transport Workers' Act does not necessarily 
preclude the right of our members to use their industrial 
organisation for the purpose of maintaining their democratic 
rights and privileges.'"^ 
The second area was the 'exporting of militancy'. For Roach, victory in the 
roster struggle and the Pig-iron dispute had implications for the rest of the 
Federation. Roach has contended that when Port Kembla wharfies were 
transferred to other ports, they brought this kind of militancy to their new 
workplace.'"* Some of these men became delegates and subsequendy agitated 
against the 'bull' system and for a roster system. Thus this militancy was 
exported to other ports, and the Federation grew in strength. Roach has promoted 
this position by stating: 
I could give you a dozen examples - and they took the message 
out and all the building of the rosters - that was the most single 
thing [sic] in strengthening the Federation - the implementadon of 
rosters everywhere - it took it out of the bosses hand, the ability 
to victimize and coerce members - it gave them a new lease of 
life as independents, and strength developed in that independence, 
the boss couldn't sack them, and the Union grew with this.'"^ 
Wharfies who had taken part first-hand in the pig-iron dispute and other associated 
struggles later went on to become Federation officials at other ports. The lessons 
learnt at Port Kembla were transferred to their official activities at other branches. 
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They drew on their experience at Port Kembla in their everyday work and this 
situation led to the Federation becoming a more militant organisation, nationally 
and locally. As Tony Hawkins has observed when discussing the effects this had 
on the Federation in the 1950s and the 1960s, 
there was this hangover from the period of the Dalfram dispute 
and the banning of pig-iron which gave the wharfies a feeling 
that they had played a major role in developing militant policies 
in Australia and had proved themselves right in the face of what 
had occurred following that - and this affected the union and the 
members of the Union itself, to the point where they felt that 
they were playing an important role in Australia's history, and 
they were playing a leading role in educating working people to 
the concept that you needed to do other things than just fight for 
increases in wages and conditions.'"*' 
The Pig-iron dispute led the WWF into taking more militant action, 
particularly in the area of Function B. After the Second World War the union 
became involved in industrial actions throughout Australia in support of Indonesian 
independence,'"^ These actions tied up Dutch ships at Australian ports for a 
significant length of time. In 1948 it took industrial action in support of the 
railway workers in Queensland'"* and in 1949 Jim Healy and Ted Roach were 
gaoled for supporting the Coal Strike.'"^ The year 1950 saw the WWF 
supported by the CPA in its fight against attacks from the Menzies government 
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which was attempting to ban it."" Roach was also gaoled in 1951 for nine 
months after publishing a cartoon in Maritime Worker critical of a Federal 
Industrial Court Judge's ruling.'" All of these actions enhanced the reputation 
of the WWF as being a militant union both industrially and politically and in 1954 
the Federal government moved to curb its power by changing the method of 
recruitment to the industry. The next chapter describes the struggle over this 
issue. 
Roach maintained that the Pig-iron dispute was a complete political victory 
when he said in 1993: 
In a different era, and in changed circumstances, we met the 
reactionary government and the monopolies head on and, in the 
process, we struck heavy blows for democracy and destroyed a 
strike breaking, union destroying system of licensing. We 
concluded the battle with no physical casualties and emerged as a 
much stronger organisation. We won a political victory of 
enormous national and international importance."^ 
The relationship between the officials of the South Coast branch and the 
FCOM in this dispute was of particular importance. Oral evidence has suggested 
that the officials and the members of the South Coast branch were prepared to 
continue on the struggle against the TWA. Roach was determined that decisions 
about the use of workers' labour should be made at the local level, and in this way 
he and the South Coast Branch 'broke new ground' by 'going it alone', although it 
"° Ibid., pp. 144-5. 
"' Ibid., pp. 147-9. 
"^  E.C. Roach, "Menzies and Pig-iron for Japan". Paper presented by Ted Roach in Newcastie 
at the National Conference for die Australian Society for die Study of Labour History, 
Summer 1993, and reproduced in The Hummer (Winter 1994), p. 11. 
was obviously necessary to work with the FCOM in order to arrive at a 
satisfactory conclusion. 
The local orientation of the South Coast Branch of the WWF has significance 
for the Function C model. Function C has been defined here as being socially 
concerned with the end product of labour and democratic and local decision-
making and having a fundamental orientation to trade union activity. It may be 
argued that when local action was initiated at Port Kembla in 1938, the FCOM 
were forced by circumstances to follow this lead."^ 
It is interesting to compare the response of the officials of the Sydney Branch of the WWF. 
When rank and file members refused to load pig-iron to the S.S. Nellor going to Taiping, 
Secretary Mullins requested the FCOM to order the men back to work. The FCOM sent a 
telegram to the Branch ordering them back to work. Both Roach and Lockwood claim that 
the men did not follow the directive. On 19 December the Sydney Branch sent a telegram 
to the FCOM advising them that they would not work cargoes refused by Port Kembla 
members. NBAC/ANU, WWF Federal Office file, T62/1/3, FCOM Minutes, 13, 15. 19 
December 1938. See also E.C. Roach 'Menzies and Pig-iron for Japan', Jlie Hummer 
(Winter 1994), p. 10 and Rupert Lockwood, War on the Waterfront, pp. 148-9. 
Chapter 5 
PRAXIS: THE 1954 RECRUITMENT DISPUTE 
AND WORKERS' CONTROL 
As stated in the preceding chapter, the WWF had become a militant 
organisation in Australian society with its Function A, B and C actions during the 
1940s. Because of the circumstances created by the Second World War and its 
vital role in the war effort, the WWF was able to recruit labour to the industry 
which allowed it to maintain its militant position. It could be argued that the 
WWF was maintaining a form of workers' control by controlling the recruitment 
of labour' and this could be viewed as Function C activity. The Federal 
government and the employers were not prepared for this situation to continue and 
set out to change the arrangement, a struggle described in this chapter. 
Historical Bacliground 
The Second World War brought about an enormous change to the working 
conditions of wharfies. However, because of the changing policies associated with 
the world-wide communist movement and its attitude to the National Socialist 
Government in Germany, the WWF was involved in controversy in opposing the 
war from 1939-41. But a change in policy resulted in the WWF fully supporting 
the war effort. In early 1942, a conference was called by the Labor Prime 
Minister, John Curtin, to discuss the need for labour under these wartime 
As outlined earlier, workers' control is dependent on a complex set of circimistances but in 
the model presented by Coates and Topham, workers' control emphasizes control by 
workers over the decisions of the employers and their managers. The New Unionism 
(London: Peter Owen, 1972), p.31. 
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conditions. A special committee was set up, consisting of Sir Owen Dixon of the 
High Court, Sir Thomas Gordon, who was a major Sydney shipowner, and Jim 
Healy, General-Secretary of the WWF. They planned a new operation that would 
end the 'bull system' of labour on the Australian wharves.^ A system based on 
rosters^ and gangs'* was slowly established. The new dispensation increased 
WWF power in the area of recruitment of waterfront labour as granted under the 
National Security (Stevedoring Industry) Regulations.^ At every port. Waterside 
Employment Committees administered the system, with the Federation providing 
three out of seven representatives on these committees.^ 
Legislative Changes 
In 1949, the Federal Labor Parliament passed the Stevedoring Industry Act 
which abolished the Australian Stevedoring Industry Board whose charter was to 
oversee the industry. This Act enshrined in legislation the conditions established 
under the 1942 regulations.^ Part of these conditions provided for Waterside 
Employment Committees at all ports with equal representation of employers and 
employees. Registers of wharfies were to be kept and only registered wharfies 
could work in the industry. However, the crucial section was 21-(2) which 
enshrined in legislation the role of the waterside worker. It stated: 
Vic Williams, 77?^  Years of Big Jim (Sydney: Lone Hand Press, 1975), p.45. 
Ted Roach Interview, Sydney, September 1990. 
Williams, Tlie Years of Big Jim, p.46. 
Defence - National Security (Stevedoring Industry) Regulations, (Cth), 1942, p.946. 
Ibid. 
Stevedoring Industry Act (Cth), 1949, p.4242. This Act superseded the Stevedoring 
Industry Act 1947 and die Stevedoring Act 1948. 
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Except at such port as the Board determines, a waterside 
worker shall not be registered under this Act unless he is a 
member of the Federation.* 
Through the relevant clauses in the 1942 Regulations, along with the 1947, 
1948, and the 1949 Acts, a wharfie must first be accepted by the Federation 
before he could be registered. This gave the Federation effective control over 
recruitment. Richard Morris viewed this legislation as officially legitimising a 
WWF born 'closed shop' as it gave the union control of "the distribution and 
allocation of labour within the industry".^ 
This was the core issue of the 1954 dispute. In that year the Menzies 
government moved to amend the 1949 Act allowing waterfront employers to 
decide on the recruitment of the labour force. A new legislation, the Stevedoring 
Industry Act, was drafted. The controversial aspect of this Act was the omission 
of Section 21 of the 1949 Act and the insertion of subsection 2(b), which stated: 
(2) Except at such ports as the Board determines, a person shall not 
be registered as a waterside worker at a port unless -
(b) the application of the person for registration is lodged with the 
Board by an employer registered at the port and there is endorsed 
on the application a recommendation by the employer that the 
application be accepted.'" 
The Government sought to end the 'practice' of recruitment developed over 
the previous fourteen years. 
It is important to compare the employers' arguments and the position of the 
Menzies government. The employers advanced two arguments. The Australian 
* Ibid. 
* Richard Morris, "The Employer's Free Selection of Labour and the Waterfront Closed 
Shop", Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol.23 (1981), p.60. 
" Stevedoring Industry - No.75 of 1954: An Act to amend the Stevedoring Industry Act 
(Cth), 1949, and to provide for an Inquiry into certain matters, p.241. 
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and Overseas Transport Association (AOTA), a body representing overseas 
shipowners, presented a detailed economic analysis that claimed 'labour costs were 
too high', that wharfies were 'lazy', 'went on strike too frequently', and resorted 
to 'restrictive practices' which were upheld by a strong union." The second 
argument was related to the control of recruitment. The principal concern was the 
allocation of labour through the Australian Stevedoring Industry Board (ASIB), 
which, in effect, held no prerogative over who performed the work on the 
waterfront. In order to change this situation, the amended 1949 Act was to give 
employers sole right over labour recruitment. The shipowners argued that the 
ASIB should have power to interfere in control of labour.'^ The government 
utilised these arguments in Parliament as well as blaming the former Labor 
government for establishing Stevedoring Acts in 1947, 1948 and 1949 which gave 
recruitment responsibility to the ASIB.'^  The WWF leaders were also described 
as communists who were determined to destroy the country.'"* 
WWF Responses 
The proposed amendments to the Stevedoring Industry Act of 1949 evoked 
a hostile reaction from the trade union movement. The President of the ACTU, 
Albert Monk, contended that any one of the proposed amendments would bring 
about "a serious dispute on the waterfront".'^ The Federal Council of the WWF 
I I NBAC/ANU, WWF Sydney Branch, Z 248 Box 82, General-Secretary Report of the 
Biennial Conference, 18 October 1954. This is reinforced by statements in the press 
during the dispute, cited throughout this chapter. 
Ibid. 
Hansard, House of Representatives, 10 November 1954, p. 1335. 
Hansard, House of Representatives, 10 November 1954, p. 1335. 
Sydney Morning Herald (13 October 1954). 
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meeting on 1 November decided to do "everything within its power"'^ to oppose 
the new Bill. In response the Federal Government announced that it would set up 
an inquiry into waterfront efficiency.'^ On 2 November, a nationwide WWF 
stop work meeting was held to consider action to oppose the amendments,'* and 
in Sydney, 5500 members of the Federation walked off the job.'^ It was decided 
to hold an Australia-wide stoppage on 3 November.^" The WWF General-
Secretary, Jim Healy, stated that the proposed amendments would bring the 'old 
conditions' (the bull system) back to the waterfront.^' The Federal government, 
concerned by the effects a national waterfront strike would have on other 
industries, threatened to use troops to discharge cargo.^^ On 4 November, the 
Minister for Labour and National Service, Harold Holt, introduced the Bill to 
Parliament, and in his speech an attempt was made to counter Healy's claims that 
the legislation "would be a return to the bad old days".^^ The Labor Opposition 
opposed the Bill and heated exchanges took place in Parliament.^ "* In the Senate, 
the Minister for Shipping and Transport, Senator G. McLeay, in reply to a 
question, declared, "there would be no peace on the waterfront until the Waterside 
Workers' Federation got rid of Mr Healy".^^ 
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By 3 November, fifty ships were tied up in Sydney.^^ The WWF Sydney 
branch held meetings on 4 and 5 November and established six committees to co-
ordinate the strike action. The meeting decided to hold a branch meeting every 
day to hear reports from each committee on the progress of the strike." It was 
also decided to send a delegation of wharfies to Canberra in order to present their 
case to Federal politicians.^* However it was reported that bus companies were 
reluctant to provide transport to the WWF.^^ The Sydney Branch informed its 
membership about all aspects of the strike by distributing regular newsletters.^" 
As the strike's effects began to take hold, the public debate became deeply 
divisive. Holt claimed that the Federation had failed to "build up and keep the 
prescribed number of watersiders".^' Holt linked this failure to the issue of the 
Communist leadership of the Federation and the duplicity of the former Labor 
government passing the Stevedoring Industry Bill, In a radio speech, the Prime 
Minister, R.G. Menzies, claimed the strike was a challenge to Parliament and the 
whole concept of democracy. He declared: 
This is not a strike about an industrial issue. It is a strike for 
one purpose only - to frighten the Government and Parliament 
into withdrawing a piece of legislation. The laws are to be 
made, not by your elected representatives, but by the 
Communist-led Waterside Workers Federation. It is a 
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Daily Telegraph (4 November, 1954). 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Sydney Branch, Z248 Box 62A, Minutes of Branch Meeting, 4 
October 1954. The six committees were Welfare, Picket, Womens, Entertainment, 
Finance, Publicity. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Sydney Branch, Z248, Box 67A. Regular newsletters included six 
editions of Action, and an information sheet called Federation News. The dates extended 
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challenge to Parliament, to the whole conception of democracy 
- a precious thing which does not exist in Moscow but is 
passionately believed in here. In no other free country in the 
world does such privilege exist as the one which the 
Federation has so flagrandy abused. When privileges are 
abused, they should be forfeited.^^ 
The Sydney press trumpeted Menzies' arguments in editorials emphasising 
Communist Party members' prominence in the leadership of the WWF.^^ The 
Bulletin saw the Labor Party as the architect of the 1949 Act and the ASIB which 
gave the WWF control over waterfront labour: 
In Australia the Waterside Workers' Federation, Red-
controlled, deliberately and openly lawless and defiant of 
Government and public opinion, is at present, thanks to 
legislation brought in by Dr Evatt and his supporters, a 
monopoly unique in its power and privileges. Its membership 
is a closed corporation. It deliberately maintains a policy of 
keeping the industry in which it is engaged in a perpetual state 
of labour 'shortage' though there is, in fact, much redundant 
labour in the industry due to the union decree that eight men 
must work a hold, where four could do it better. It has no 
regard to the character of its members. It tolerates the 
continued employment of pillagers, loafers and drunkards.^ "* 
As the strike lengthened, wharfies took different forms of action against its 
class adversaries. In Sydney, on 8 November, about 2,000 wharfies marched on 
the offices of Frank Packer's Consolidated Press to condemn its coverage of the 
dispute and the WWF. About two hundred wharfies entered the building and 
addressed Consolidated employees. With the police's arrival, they left peacefully. 
Mr Frank Packer spoke to a delegation of eight and agreed to publish the 
Federation's side of the dispute which linked the government's new legislation 
'^  Daily Telegraph (6 November 1954). 
^ "Only Reds Can Profit From Strike", Daily Telegraph (5 November, 1954). 
* Bulletin (10 November, 1954). 
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with the interests of the foreign shipowners.^ ^ Wharfies engaged not only in a 
series of rallies and demonstrations but they also sent speakers out to job sites to 
explain their case.^ * 
Car loads of wharfies travelled to country areas to address meetings of 
various country organisations and speak on country radio stations." Nineteen 
wharfies in five cars covered rural New South Wales from 19 to 26 November. 
The wharfies leafleted towns, spoke at work sites and addressed local 
organisations. Contacts with local ALP and union officials helped them set up 
meetings. They met some hostility from rural organisations but after explaining 
their case, they generally received a favourable response.^ ^ 
The strike was supported by all Federation branches as well as by other 
unions.^ ^ For example by 12 November, the Sydney Branch had received 
telegrams of support from over twenty ships, over twenty union branches, and a 
statement of support from the meeting of the ACTU on 9 November.^ " Dr Evatt, 
Labor Opposition Leader, replying to a Menzies radio broadcast, put forward a 
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plan to end the strike."' Evatt argued that the government should postpone the 
coercive provisions of the Act and await the Statutory Committee's report. Evatt, 
like Healy, believed that the government was being pressured by the overseas 
shipping companies. The Labor Party was concerned that an attempt was being 
made to injure unionism in general. Heated exchanges took place in Parliament 
when the bill was passed. The government forced the Bill through by using the 
guillotine and four members of the Labor Party (Clyde Cameron, Reg Pollard, 
Allan Eraser and Gough Whidam) were threatened with dismissal from the House 
for raising objections about the tone of the debate.'*^ Parliament was warned that 
standby arrangements would apply if the strike continued. It was felt Parliament 
might need to be called to pass emergency legislation which could include one or 
all of the following options. The government then could proclaim the Crimes Act 
which would make it an offence to continue the strike. It could also deregister the 
WWF, freeze its funds or use troops to handle the cargo.''^  
The situation worsened after the legislation was passed. The government 
declared that when the Bill received Royal assent, any industrial action would 
represent a strike against Parliament and the government could treat this as a 
mutiny against the law."*" More threatening to the Federation was the following 
scenario. The Stevedoring Industry Board would order existing registered 
wharfies to return to work or be deregistered. Special emergency legislation 
would then be passed which would give the Board powers to set new quotas and 
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advertise jobs. If the Federation were deregistered, then it would have no say in 
the recruitment of the new men. The Board could register these men and they 
could set up a new union; the Federation would be smashed.'*^ Some weakening 
of the Federation's position did occur, in fact, as Melbourne foremen called on the 
ACTU to settle the dispute and Sydney tally clerks said they would work with 
'scab' labour.*^ The Labor Party desperately sought a resolution. Elements of 
the Labor Party did not want to be closely identified with the Communist-led 
Federation'*^ or see widespread industrial chaos so close to Christmas. Senator 
Ashley, a prominent member of the Left faction, put forward a compromise 
proposal that the legislation as a whole not be enacted but only the part relevant to 
the proposed Inquiry be proclaimed.'*^ 
On 17 November, the wharfies resumed work. They accepted a declaration 
from the ACTU that any new worker who worked under this legislation would be 
regarded as a renegade by the ACTU, and the Federation would not work with 
renegades. Part of the resolution stated: 
We call upon all workers irrespective of whether they are 
members of a Trade Union or not to refrain from applying to 
shipowners for work on the Waterfront under the provisions of 
the legislation passed by the Federal Parliament and warn that 
any such applicant will be treated by the Trade Union 
Movement as anti-working class and an industrial renegade."^ 
The Federation regarded this decision as a victory as the leaders believed that the 
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ACTU 'ban' would make the government legislation unworkable.^" Monk 
claimed that the shipowners would agree to a 'breathing space' before the Bill 
came into operation and during this 'breathing space' shipowners would approve 
men submitted by the Federation to the ASIB.^' Shipowners accepted this 
arrangement and a tentative date was set for the Act to be enforced. They 
emphasised that the controversial section 21 would come into effect.^ ^ When the 
ASIB reduced the Sydney quota from 7,500 to 6,430, the Federation declared that 
it would place certain names before the ASIB. If these names were not accepted 
and the shipowners recruited other labour, the ACTU's decision to regard them as 
renegades would stand. 
It was generally agreed by the WWF leadership that it had come out of the 
struggle more united and stronger than before.^^ Ted Roach claimed in Maritime 
Worker that one of the important lessons from the strike was the fact that new 
forms of organisation were thrown up and these established new allies. '^* An 
example of the new forms of organisation were the women's committees which 
took an active role in meetings and in distributing literature with the men. These 
committees were set up in virtually all major ports during the strike.^^ The new 
allies were the farmers and the country people who became involved when 
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Implications 
At the beginning of 1955, the shipowners sought an increase in the port 
quotas for Sydney and Hobart. They complained that the Federation was not 
supplying enough labour and wished to increase the quota by 500 to 7,170." 
The Federation requested the ASIB to delay its decision so that officials from the 
Federation could talk to the shipowners. Healy stated that the Federation was 
prepared to transfer men from other ports where work was plentiful, in the 
interests of the farmers as farm produce was piling up on the wharves.^* 
However, he was not prepared to allow the shipowners to 'pick and choose'. The 
shipowners informed the Federation that they did not have to confer with them as 
the amendments to the Stevedoring Industry Act made it unnecessary.^^ The 
Sydney Morning Herald editorial of 9 February 1955 criticised the hastily passed 
legislation of the previous November and lamented that an Inquiry had not been 
held.^ J. 'Dutchy' Young, Sydney Branch President, claimed that when the port 
quota was increased in Newcastle and Brisbane, many WWF members were left 
idle.^ ^ Although the ASIB increased Sydney's quota by 500, a deadlock 
remained at Sydney. Healy claimed that a number of men submitted by the 
Si 
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Federation were rejected by the shipowners even though the ASIB registered 
them." Port authorities and some shipowners claimed that they were unable to 
supply new labour and "did not know the first thing"" about recruitment. An 
anonymous shipowner was quoted in the Sydney Morning Herald as stating: 
If the board increases the port quota, shipowners won't be able 
to supply the labour, and it's rot to pretend they can. I 
personally know that there have been about 30 or 40 enquiries 
for jobs on the wharves since the legislation became law, in 
spite of the wharfies' threat. You would not do much with 
that token labour force. If there is to be additional labour for 
the port, then it will only be because the wharfies decide to 
supply it. They have us where they want us on the issue. 
They know it, we know it, and the Minister for Labour knows 
it. If this was not the case the board's decision would have 
been known a week ago. The intervening time has been taken 
up trying to find a way out of the impasse.^ 
In response. Labour and National Service Minister Holt called a conference 
of employers, the ACTU, the ASIB and the Department of Labour and National 
Service. The conference proposed that the arrangements for recruiting waterfront 
labour remain almost identical to the procedures prior to November. The 
compromise stipulated: 
(a) where ports required extra labour to fill their quota 
employers would ask the Federation to supply names 
(b) employers would not reject names except on bonafide 
reasons 
(c) the Regional Director of the Department of Labour and 
National Service would be the final arbiter where the 
Federation objected to the rejection 
(d) employers would not recommend to the ASIB the names 
other than those the Federation submitted provided the 
Federation supplied them within ten days of the quota 
increases 
(e) if the Federation did not comply with the 10-day limit, 
ffl Daily Telegraph (15 February 1955). 
Sydney Morning Herald (14 February 1955). 
Ibid. 
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employers would recommend men up to the numbers required 
and in that event the Federation could not expect any support 
from the ACTU.'' 
The Sydney Morning Herald described the compromise agreement as a 
defeat for the Menzies government and one of its worst blunders because the 
legislation was shown to be ineffective.'^ The Federal government supported the 
employers, for both economic and political reasons. In a climate of anti-
communism, a communist-led union which controlled the labour recruitment 
process was depicted as a serious challenge to a conservative government. The 
union's autonomy and militancy were presented as a threat to waterfront 
employers and the government. Its militancy was portrayed in a denigrating 
manner by Federal Liberal Party members during the debate in the House of 
Representatives on 4, 10 and 11 November.'^ For example, the Speaker of the 
House, Mr Archie Cameron, stated in a ruling on the Bill before the House that 
The Stevedoring Industry Bill 1954 would not be before the 
House, if it were not for the existence of the Communist Party 
in Australia. Therefore, the essence of the debate must 
concern the existence of communism and its activities.** 
Mr Dean (Liberal Party, Robertson) stated in his speech on 9 November: 
This bill is not designed to alter the mode of employment of 
the individual waterside worker, and is not directed against 
him. The purpose of this bill is to break the whole 
Communist executive of the Waterside Workers' Federation, 
and to try to step-up activity on the Australian waterfront. 
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The Australian economy, and the people themselves, can no 
longer afford to have Communists in charge of the 
waterfront.'^ 
Political points could be gained by attacking the previous Labor government' 
complicity in this situation. 
The Menzies government's failure to change recruitment to the waterfront 
through legislation raised a critical question. Why did the government anti-WWF 
campaign fail? Why was the Federation's response successful? To answer these 
questions, it could be said that the Menzies government was ignorant of WWF 
'culture'. The government was confronted not only with a large union with 
branches in every state, but also an identifiable tight-knit community hardened 
over a long period of time through numerous political and economic struggles. 
This 'WWF community' was able to mobilise itself nationally at a day's notice and 
proceed to set up structures to oppose the legislation. For example, in Sydney, a 
strike committee and six subcommittees were established and working on the first 
day of action.™ The Federation engaged in different forms of mobilisation from 
street protests and demonstrations to visits to the country, distribution of leaflets 
and radio broadcasts. Through these activities, it won wider popular support. 
The WWF women's auxiliaries organised meetings and the distribution of 
literature. The strike cemented solidarity, making it a community of struggle,^' 
and could be considered part of Function C as it satisfied two elements of the 
Function C model, i.e. traditional trade union activity and local and democratic 
» 
Hansard, House of Representative, 9 November 1954, p.2730. 
The subcommittees were Picket, Publicity, Welfare, Finance, Entertainment, Women. 
NBAC/ANU, WWF Sydney Branch, Z248, Box 67A. 
This is contended in two disparate sources. Ted Roach, "Ten Days that shook the 
Shipowners", Maritime Worker (17 November 1954), p.3 d^nd Australian Financial Review 
(17 November 1954), p.5. 
decision-making. 
Although the WWF could be classified as having a Function B position 
with many of its leading officials holding prominent positions in the CPA, the 
leadership's encouragement of rank and file political activity over who should 
control recruitment drew it closer to Function C. Also, as outlined at the 
beginning of the chapter, the 1942 Regulations allowed the union to manage its 
own affairs by having control over who would enter the industry. This 'workers' 
control' situation vis-a-vis recruitment placed the union in a strategic position in 
the industry, a vital Function C element. 
In 1954 the WWF fought for its own survival and defended itself against 
the Federal Government and the employers. During the 1956 wages campaign it 
used tactics devised in the 1954 struggle. But by the early 1960s, the WWF 
membership of the union began to decline as major technological changes were 
brought to the waterfront.^^ Despite this, the union remained militant in the 
context of Function A and Function B activities, but it lacked the political and 
cultural strength created and sustained from the 1930s to the 1950s. 
The WWF and Functions A, B and C 
Part II has endeavoured to explain the WWF's militancy in terms of 
Functions A, B and C. At Port Kembla the WWF gained moral authority by 
refusing to load pig-iron on the Dalfram which strengthened the grass roots union 
organisation that successfully co-ordinated Function A and B actions. By not 
For a detailed discussion on the effects of mechanisation and containerisation on the WWF 
see Margo Beasley's Wharfies and Greg Mallory, "Technology and Social Change in the 
Stevedoring Industry: A Comparative Study of die Impact of Containerisation on the 
Workforce in Australia & Great Britain", M.Sc.Dissertation, School of Science, Griffith 
University, 1986, p.48. From 1950 to 1972 the number of wharfies fell from 
approximately 24,000 to approximately 14,000. For figures up to 1991, see Beasley, 
Wharfies, pp.282-7. 
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going back to work and maintaining its ban on the Dalfram, according to this 
analysis, the South Coast Branch fulfilled a Function C activity. In Roach's view, 
the militancy born at Port Kembla was 'exported' to other branches, and with 
other political and economic features, established the WWF as a militant working-
class organisation in Australia. 
In 1954 the conservative Federal government and the shipowners sought to 
destroy this militancy. By ending the labour recruitment practices that had 
evolved since 1942, the Menzies government attempted to destroy the WWF's 
autonomy on the waterfront. This effort was eventually repulsed by union action. 
Increasing technological change in the form of mechanisation of the work process 
and containerisation, from the early 1960s, lessened WWF membership and hence 
its industrial, political and cultural authority. As this study is primarily concerned 
with exploring the concept of Function C, it is necessary to turn to the NSW BLF, 
a union that by the mid-1960s was demonstrating militancy in terms of Functions 
A and B. Part III of the study analyses this development, leading eventually to the 
Green Bans, a Function C action. 
PART III 
CASE STUDY 2 
THE NEW SOUTH WALES BUILDERS LABOURERS' 
FEDERATION AND FUNCTION C 
Marxism recognises that man can only attain his full development within society. 
And if so many feel their alienation, feel lost as individuals, and react by 
withdrawing from, ridiculing or becoming hostile to society or to their fellow 
man, Marxism rather urges that what must be done is to change social conditions, 
to humanise society itself. It therefore advocates and fosters a strongly developed 
social consciousness.' 
' Eric Aarons, Communists and the Battle of Ideas (Sydney: Communist Party of Australia, 9-12 
June 1967), p.2. 
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Chapter 6 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO FUNCTION C ~ 
THE INDUSTRIAL WORKERS OF THE WORLD 
In the first chapter Function C was said to include the following elements: 
firstly, it is concerned with the end product of labour, a concept that emerged 
from the earlier writings of Karl Marx; secondly, any activity that can be 
classified as Function C should have as its fundamental orientation the trade union 
rather than the working class party; thirdly, Function C is ultimately concerned 
with democratic and local decision-making. These three concepts tended to merge 
together in the framework of the New Left politics of the 1960s and 1970s which 
influenced trade unions in their search for a social responsibility. In Part III of 
this study, these concepts are highlighted in studying the operating theories and 
actions of the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), the New Left and the 
Communist Party of Australia, all of which had a major influence over the NSW 
BLF as it developed a Function C position involving Green Bans. When Function 
C challenged some of the fundamental aspects of capitalism, such as the nature of 
work in that society, class forces were mobilised to destroy the union. This 
section relates this saga. 
The Industrial Workers of the World 
The Industrial Workers of the World (IWW, or the 'Wobblies', to use their 
popular name), by directly challenging capitalism at the workplace, incorporated 
Function A and B precepts and left a legacy which led to a Function C position 
being developed in the trade union movement. 
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The IWW held its first conference in Chicago in 1905, when Bill 
Haywood, a western mining unionist, stated: 
We are here today to confederate the workers...into a working 
class movement that shall have for its purpose the 
emancipation of the working class from the slave bondage of 
capitalism.^ 
The delegates to this conference represented a broad range of radical political 
activists in the trade union movement or socialist parties.^ The unionists came 
from many occupations but shared a common belief that craft unionism must be 
replaced by unions organised along industrial lines." Ideological differences arose, 
however, amongst the delegates and became a stumbling block to unity.^ Two 
contending views dominated the conference.^ Firstly, the syndicalist view was 
presented that the union movement was central to political change and unions 
should be organised along industrial lines.^ In contrast, the Marxist or socialist 
view held that a political party was essential to co-ordinate trade union work.* 
The delegates composed a Constitution, with its central goal 
the historic mission of the working class is to do away with 
capitalism. The army of production must be organised, not 
only for the everyday struggle with capitalists, but also to 
carry on production when capitalism shall be overthrown. By 
2 Patrick Renshaw, The Wobblies, The Story of Syndicalism in the United States (New York: 
Doubleday Company, 1967), p.74. and Paul Brissenden, The IWW: A Study of American 
Syndicalism (New York: Russell & Russell Inc., 1920), pp.57-82. 
Renshaw, The Wobblies, pp.75-77. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
organising industrially we are forming the structure of the new 
society within the shell of the old.'' 
The tensions between adherents of syndicalism and Marxism and socialism 
became so great that by 1908, two 'schools' had emerged. The 'Chicago school' 
of syndicalists, based mainly in the western agrarian states amongst itinerant 
workers, believed in employing 'direct action', i.e. strikes and demonstrations, to 
obtain its goals. This group was nicknamed the 'Bummery' by the Marxists and 
socialists.'° Bill Haywood was the leading spokesman for the Chicago IWW. 
Political action, i.e. political parties and parliamentary change, was anathema to 
syndicalists who advocated a 'non-political' stance or 'no politics in the union'." 
The other IWW faction was the 'Detroit school' which was a more 
doctrinaire group, organised from traditional unionists in the East, who followed a 
more socialist tradition and believed in political parties and political action. Their 
leader, Daniel DeLeon, was a veteran American socialist.'^ DeLeon and 
Haywood had different political backgrounds, DeLeon was a long-time socialist 
activist whereas Haywood was a union organiser. The IWW had enormous 
success in America in organising itinerant workers and ethnic minorities ignored 
by other unions. 
Detroit and Chicago Schools in Australia 
An Australian chapter of the Socialist Labor Party (SLP) formed by 
Taken from die Preamble of die Industrial Workers of the World in Patrick Renshaw, The 
Wobblies, p.2. 
Ibid. 
A phrase often used by Pat Mackie, probably Australia's most famous Wobbly, who 'led' 
the Mt Isa dispute in 1965. 
'^  Paul Brissenden, The IWW: A Study of American Syndicalism (New York, Russell & 
Russell Inc., 1920), pp.234-238. 
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DeLeon in the USA was established in 1900." IWW clubs were formed in 
Sydney in 1907 based on the Detroit model and thus the IWW was introduced into 
the Australian labour movement by the Deleonite leaning SLP.''* DeLeon 
favoured an elite party which directed the industrial movement. The formation of 
IWW clubs meant that the SLP 'controlled' the activities of the clubs which is one 
of the elements of a Function B position. The SLP believed that industrial action 
would only result in victory falling to the capitalists and thus political action on 
behalf of the workers was necessary to neutralise the State apparatus.'^ Verity 
Burgmann notes: 
Apart, then, from voting for the SLP, workers should join the 
IWW Clubs, which would continue as a propaganda and 
educative force until the IWW could become launched as an 
Industrial Union with a minimum membership of 5000.'^ 
In Adelaide in 1911 a group of socialists obtained the Chicago IWW 
Charter and they set up a branch which became known as the 'Australian 
Administration'.'^ Burgmann describes the arrival of the Chicago IWW in 
Australia as the 'wild men from Yankeeland' who brought to 'left' politics a post-
frontier radicalism with a non-political stance, a refreshing idea for workers in 
Australia who were becoming disillusioned with Labor governments.'^ They also 
Ian Turner, Sydney's Burning (Sydney: Alpha Books, 1967), p.6. 
Frank Cain, The Wobblies at War: A History of the TWW and the Great War in Australia 
(Melbourne: Spectrum Publications, 1993), p.31. 
Verity Burgmann, Revolutionary Industrial Unionism: The Industrial Workers of the World 
in Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), p. 15. 
Ibid., p. 15. 
Cain, The Wobblies at War, pp. 31-55. 
Verity Burgmaim, Revolutionary Industrial Unionism, pp.27-29. 
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brought a radical vocabulary and concepts which were contemptuous of people in 
authority and sang the praises of the 'down and outs'.'^ Burgmann concludes: 
The wild men of Yankeeland also brought with them a 
distinctive vocabulary. They denounced plutocrats and 
extolled bums, reviled limelighters and scorned the fakirs who 
smoodged for the support of the wage slaves. The calculated 
iconoclasm of this diction appealed to the restless young men 
who made up the core of Wobbly recruits. It contrasted with 
the stilted formality of Labor politicians, and carried with it a 
racy disrespect for the established hierarchy of esteem. 
"Hallelujah, I'm a Bum', the Wobblies boasted.^ '^  
As the Chicago influence spread, its Australian groups became known as 
'locals'." 
Frank Cain states that the Wobblies were opposed to four principal aspects 
of the capitalist state and offered four solutions.^^ The four 'antis', as Cain 
called them, were anti-conventional trade unionism, anti-Arbitration Court, anti-
parliamentary process and anti-Labor Party governments.^^ The four solutions 
were syndicalism, the One Big Union (OBU), surplus value and sabotage.^ 
The IWW denounced craft unions as 'organised scabbery' which divided 
the workers "into small sections, each out of their own hands and regardless of 
their mates".^^ This craft sectionalism isolated them and led them to support 
Labor governments and arbitration. 
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The Arbitration Court and Parliament were seen as institutions that kept the 
workers under the thumb of the capitalist magnates.^^ The court upheld the 
boss's laws which workers were forced to accept,'^ while Parliament was a 
symbol of 'bossdom', forcing the Labor Party to abandon its socialist principles 
when in power.^^ Workers were tricked into believing they were achieving 
justice. ^ ^ 
The IWW advocated a practical syndicalism, Cain states, "the IWW in the 
USA considered syndicalism in the Scandinavian countries to be a brother of the 
IWW in the USA and Australia".^° It also urged the formation of OBU, another 
name for industrial unionism, in which unions should restructure themselves to 
form bodies organised along industrial lines.^' Different levels of organisation 
were advocated, including workplace unions; industrial district councils consisting 
of representatives of all the workplace unions in a particular locality; a national 
industrial union which brought together all workers in one industry; and six 
industrial departments, for transportation, mining, public service, manufacturing, 
construction and agriculture and pastoral pursuits.^^ To promote their message 
alternative cultural forms were used including slang, stickers, posters, songs, and 
political action.^^ For instance, stickers produced by the Sydney Local stated: 
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"Slow Down. Respect Yourselves. Protect Yourselves. The hours are long. The 
pay is small. So take your time. And buck them all".^ '* 
The concept of surplus value developed by Marx was put in a simple form 
by Wobbly activists and divided between 'necessary labour' and 'surplus 
labour'.^ ^ Necessary labour was the time needed to manufacture products that 
were the equivalent of the wages earned and surplus labour the time when the 
labourer worked for the capitalist to provide profit.^ *' Shortening the length of 
the working day reduced wages for the workers and reduced the boss's profit. 
Reduction in hours meant the boss had to employ more workers and thus reduce 
unemployment,^ ^ To the Wobblies and all socialists, surplus value was 
capitalism's fundamental problem.^ * The workers struggled for surplus value to 
be transferred to them for their benefit.^ ^ 
Sabotage was interpreted by critics as a violent act and it was a factor in 
the IWW's destruction.'*° But sabotage in the Australian Wobblies' context meant 
to 'go slow' (or was sometimes referred to by the Scots as 'ca canny'),"" and 
signified the workers "asserting their rights to the surplus product of their 
labour"."^ ^ 'Sabotage' remained on the masthead of the publication Direct Action 
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until the arrests of the IWW leadership during the anti-conscription struggles of 
the Great War."' 
Legacy 
The ideas of both factions of the IWW enlivened Australian working-class 
politics. Direct Action, the paper of the Australian Administration, listed eight 
locals in Adelaide, Sydney, Broken Hill, Port Pirie, Fremantle, Boulder, Brisbane 
and Melbourne'^ and claimed 1,600 readers in its edition of May 1915."^ IWW 
ideas held sway amongst semi-skilled and unskilled itinerant workers."*^ Shearers 
and waterside workers, at the rank and file level, were Wobblies as well as being 
members of their own union. Wobblies led the anti-conscription struggles, 
influenced to a certain extent by James Connolly, an IWW advocate and Irish 
patriot.'*''' The state authorities finally suppressed the IWW movement in the final 
year of the Great War,"** but its short and long-term influence was felt in a 
number of areas. 
Firsdy, IWW members helped form the Communist Party in 1920.'*^ 
Secondly, the ideas of the OBU were taken up 'officially' by the trade union 
movement and the concept was upheld by the Left of the trade union movement 
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for generations.^° Thirdly, the Wobblies' anti-authoritarian egalitarianism lived 
on in the maritime, coal and building industries.^' Lasdy, political agitation over 
the issues of conscription and free speech were taken up by the New Left in the 
1960s and displayed a definite Wobbly temperament and character. 
Thomas Glynn, and a number of other IWW activists, were at the inaugural 
meeting of the CPA in 1920. Only a small number of IWW activists involved 
themselves with the CPA as, according to Tom Glynn, most Wobblies found 
"urgent business in other parts of Australia".^^ The anti-political stance of the 
Chicago Wobblies was in conflict with the CPA which believed in democratic 
centralism and the dictatorship of the proletariat; this proved a huge stumbling 
block for future unity. The IWW's hatred of 'bossdom' lived on in the activities 
of the rank and file in the Waterside Workers Federation (WWF) and the Miners' 
Federation." 
The Comintern saw the IWW as a political rival, and felt it necessary to 
issue in 1920 The Communist Internationale to the IWW: An Appeal of the 
Executive Committee of the Third Internationale at Moscow.^'^ In this appeal 
Tom Glynn conceded that the Third International did not share the views of the 
IWW that industrial organisation would establish a social and economic 
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revolution.^^ But he recommended that IWW supporters read the pamphlet, as 
they agreed that the capitalist system was heading for destruction. G. Zinoviev, 
Chairman of the Comintern, argued that the IWW and the communists had much 
in common in their criticism of American society and of capital ism. ^ ^ Zinoviev 
stated that the communists would abolish the State after the transition period of the 
'dictatorship of the proletariat' while the IWW wished to abolish the State 
immediately." Fundamental disagreement arose over the Leninist concept of 
democratic centralism. This concept was in contradiction to the syndicalist idea of 
the union movement being the basis for the organisation of society.^* Democratic 
centralism demanded a 'top-down' view whereas syndicalism offered a 'bottom-up' 
approach.^^ This dispute also highlighted a fundamental distinction between 
Function B and Function C. The debate between the Marxist position in relation 
to the State, and Glynn's Bakuninist libertarianism, was never resolved. The 
Wobbly presence in the CPA was brief as Tom Glynn left the Party in 1921 after 
briefly editing the Australian Communist.^ 
The second major Wobbly influence was linked to its concept of the One 
Big Union.^' Certain IWW ideas were incorporated into the trade unions and the 
socialist parties as early as 1907,^ ^ when the Socialist Federation of Australia 
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adopted a resolution in support of the IWW's industrial unionism." In 1908, at 
the Sydney Trade Union Congress, a number of unions and peak councils 
submitted resolutions advocating IWW ideas.^ Among them were the Newcasde 
Labour Council, Newcastle Coal Trimmers, Sydney Coal Lumpers, Saddle and 
Harness Makers, United Labourers and Wrightville AMA, Ships' Painters and 
Dockers.^^ These resolutions were rejected, but a moderate version advanced by 
the Barrier Amalgamated Miners' Association was carried.*"^ The Sydney Labour 
Council and Queensland trade unions adopted the OBU idea calling for the 
Workers Industrial Union of Australia (WIUA).^'' In 1919 a conference 
representing all unions in Australia adopted a similar proposal.^* This 
organisation advocated a confederation of the working class based on the six 
departments as oudined in the IWW preamble.^^ Members of the Australian 
Socialist Party (ASP) obtained the charter from Detroit to form the Workers 
International Industrial Union (WIIU).™ This organisation took a more rank and 
file approach and its slogan was 'The Dinkum OBU is not built in the Trades Hall 
But ON the JOB!' and 'Without Job Control Boards There Can Be No One Big 
Union'."' 
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The incorporation of these appellations by the broad trade union movement 
continued in the 1920s. The Miners' Union adopted a constitution with IWW 
direction."^ One of the clauses in the Preamble to its 1921 Rules and 
Constitution book stated that industrial unionism was the only way to achieve 
destruction of the capitalist system: 
These conditions can be changed, and the interests of the 
working class advanced, only by an organisation so constituted 
that all members in any one industry, or in all industries, shall 
take concerted action when deemed necessary, thereby making 
an injury to one the concern of all."^ 
In addition, it stated as its goal: 
To bind together in one organisation all the wage workers in 
the Mining, Coke and Smelting Industries of Australasia, to 
achieve the purpose set out in the Preamble."'' 
The Australian Railways' Union's (ARU) journal, 772^  Advocate, also promoted 
industrial unionism from 1919-1926."^ 
The third area of influence involved the rank and file's attitude to 
authoritarianism. The Wobblies opposed repressive insdtutions, and this was 
exemplified in opposition to the authoritarian approach to the labour process. This 
approach 'struck a chord' with many workers. An IWW sticker proclaimed, "If 
you are unemployed, it is because some bonehead is doing two men's work. 
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Unemployment means more competition for jobs, less wages, slum life, and gaol. 
Only fools and horses work hard.""^ Wobbly patterns of behaviour continued in 
various industries long after the IWW ceased to exist as an organisation."" Ian 
Bedford has claimed that 'the descendants of the Wobblies' were to be found in 
the maritime industry."* The Wobbly spirit lived on and Bedford believed: 
The informal structure of the maritime industry - the pick-up 
system on the wharves, the lunch-hour meetings, the lapse of 
the function of a particular job delegate when the job ends -
has kept the spirit alive longer in the Waterside Workers' 
Federation than in most places."^ 
Meredith Burgmann thought that the Wobblies exemplified ouvrierism, "a rejection 
of intervention by outside experts and an exclusive reliance on mass working class 
experience and action."^ The Wobblies were not anti-intellectuals but rejected 
the alien jargon which bedevilled socialist parties.*' One Wobbly proclaimed: 
One DA [Direct Actionf'^ in a man who has paid for it will 
do more good than fourteen philosophers discussing the 
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referenda and Michael Bakunin.*^ 
The last influence discussed is the IWW's role in the free speech movement 
and the anti-conscription struggle. Wobblies gave political speeches in public, on 
street corners, in public parks or at political meetings,*' which the state 
authorities attempted to suppress.*^ In response, the Wobblies adopted a variety 
of tactics to maintain free speech.*^ In America and Australia the Wobblies en 
masse were arrested for speaking in public.*" These arrests highlighted the issue 
but also revealed the state's determination to deny free speech. In Spokane, 
Washington, for instance, an American IWW organiser was jailed for thirty days 
in 1909 for reading the Declaration of Independence in public.** In response, the 
IWW called on its members to flood the jails in Spokane.*^ This behaviour was 
emulated by activists in the civil rights struggles of the 1960s in both America and 
Australia, particularly in Queensland during the civil liberties campaigns of the 
1960s and the late 1970s.^ 
The Wobblies' opposition to conscription brought the movement into 
national prominence. The police raided their premises and harassed their most 
active members.^' A number of IWW men were even arrested for allegedly 
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attempting to burn down some buildings in Sydney.^^ Political agitation gained 
the release of these Wobblies but the organisation was destroyed.^^ This incident 
was not the sole reason for the IWW's extinction but it contributed to its downfall. 
The IWW gave to the Left the idea that the trade union movement must be 
the fundamental organisation for political change in society which could only be 
achieved through the direct action of strikes and demonstrations, one of the basic 
elements in Function C. 
In the 1960s, a large anti-conscription movement developed in response to 
Australia's involvement in the Vietnam War.^ '* Wobbly experiences were studied 
assiduously by activists of the New Left which opposed America's and Australia's 
involvement in the Vietnam War.^ ^ Anarcho-syndicalism and the practical 
experiences of the Wobblies were particularly influential, as described in the next 
chapter on the New Left. 
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Chapter 7 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO FUNCTION C : THE NEW LEFT 
To link the new directions of the CPA with the reorganised NSW BLF, 
the concepts associated with the 'New Left' movement need to be assessed. This 
movement found its root in student politics. During May 1960, in San Francisco, 
over 8,000 people demonstrated against the hearings of the House Un-American 
Activities Committee which was set up to investigate 'communist' activities in 
government and industry in the United States. Most of the people involved were 
students from the Berkeley campus of the University of California.' By 1964, 
Berkeley was gripped by mass political activity with the catalyst being opposition 
to the Vietnam War and in support of civil rights for the black population.^ In 
Brisbane, in September 1967, 4,000 students marched from the University of 
Queensland to the city centre to highlight the lack of civil liberties in 
Queensland.^ This demonstration grew out of the frustration of students 
attempting to march in protest against the Vietnam war and being refused 
permission by the police. On that day over 200 people were arrested."* France 
was brought to a standstill in May 1968 when the country experienced strikes and 
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demonstrations.^ Workers and students were demanding more say in the running 
of their institutions.^ 
Why did so many young activists in the 1960s confront the established 
order and what were the issues that led to their mobilisation? During this time the 
Cold War was at its highest point with the USA and the Soviet Union pitted 
against each other." A direct war between these two nuclear superpowers seemed 
highly possible, threatening all of mankind.* In 1962 the United States 
government's blockade prevented additional Soviet missiles being transported to 
Cuba. The Cuban Missile Crisis was seen as the incident which could plunge the 
world into a nuclear war.^ Three years after this incident the United States 
committed nearly half a million troops to the war in Vietnam.'° A large number 
of these troops were drafted into the Army." As the horrors of the war were 
televised back to American homes, an opposition to this involvement began to 
build.'^ At the same time in the south of the USA. the black population 
experienced institutionalised segregation. They could not eat in certain cafes, or 
sit with white people on buses. When activists tried to change this situation, they 
were met with violent opposition. 
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The protest movement arising from these events became known as the 
'New Left' and it had a profound effect upon all levels of politics in western 
society. It energised the young in western society to rebel. Originating in civil 
rights struggles and the student movement against the Vietnam War, the movement 
led to a generalised criticism of the whole basis of western capitalism and 
democracy.'^ This chapter analyses selected aspects of this movement and traces 
the developing relationship between the New Left and the CPA. 
Critique of Capitalism 
The term 'New Left' was coined in Britain in 1959 when two journal 
publications. Universities and Left Review and the New Reasoner, merged to form 
the New Left Review.^^ The editors of both these journals became disenchanted 
with 'traditional' communism and more interested in rediscovering a socialism 
based on a humanist conception.'^ 
This journal featured articles on alienation and humanism, topics that 
were not readily debated in the contemporary left. One of the most influential 
figures to emerge at this time was C. Wright Mills, He published a number of 
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books which critiqued American society, his most famous work being the Power 
Elite (1959) in which he put forward two propositions. Firsdy, American society 
was run by a small number of people who controlled the military, industrial and 
political process.'^ Secondly, the average citizen was becoming increasingly 
powerless as people were finding the traditional means for social change 
ineffective. According to Mills, 
These hierarchies of state and corporation and army 
constitute the means of power; as such they are now of a 
consequence not before equalled in human history - and at 
their summits, there are now those command posts of 
modern society which offer us the sociological key to an 
understanding of the role of the higher circles in America. 
Within American society, major national power now 
resides in the economic, the political, and the military 
domains. Other institutions seem off to the side of 
modern history, and, on occasion, duly subordinated to 
these.'" 
He added, 
The effective units of power are now the huge 
corporations, the inaccessible government, the grim 
military establishment. Between these, on the one hand, 
and the family and the small community on the other, we 
find no immediate associations in which men feel secure 
and with which they feel powerful. There is litde live 
political struggle. Instead there is administration from 
above, and the political vacuum below. The primary 
publics are now either so small as to be swamped, and 
hence give up; or so large as to be merely another 
feature of the generally distant structure of power, and 
hence inaccessible.'* 
This feeling of powerlessness was experienced by many people when the 
'* C.W. Mills, The Power Elite (New York: Oxford University Press, 1959), pp.5-6. 
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United States sent troops to the Vietnam War. It was realised that the existing 
policies and practices could not be changed by traditional means. Extra-
parliamentary activities were pursued. World-wide thousands of young people 
took to the streets to demonstrate their abhorrence for this war. Influenced by the 
civil rights' struggles in the southern United States, and by the Wobblies' 
rediscovered free speech campaigns, the anti-Vietnam movement adopted a 'direct 
action' approach. 
The anti-Vietnam war movement asked why such a war could be fought 
by a society that was supposedly 'democratic'. Students also began to question the 
role intellectuals and universities played in society. A seminal influence for many 
students was Noam Chomsky who stated that intellectuals had a moral 
responsibility to oppose injustices in society. Chomsky reasoned: 
With respect to the responsibility of intellectuals, there are 
still other, equally disturbing questions. Intellectuals are 
in a position to expose the lies of governments, to analyse 
actions according to their causes and motives and often 
hidden intentions. In the western world at least, they 
have the power that comes from political liberty, from 
access to information and freedom of expression.'^ 
The neo-Marxist philosopher Herbert Marcuse contended that industrial 
society had developed the means to contain all social protest. According to 
Marcuse, it was necessary for the emerging protest movement to transcend 
traditional ways.^ ° 
As the movement moved from a 'protest stage' to one of a critique of 
capitalist society, the University itself became a focus for analysis. At the 
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University of Queensland students in the Revolutionary Socialist Students Alliance 
(RSSA) issued a manifesto stating that the traditional role of a university in 
questioning society was now dead. Instead, the RSSA believed the university 
produced graduates who served the 'system' as technicians of production, 
consumption and consent: the technicians of production from science and 
engineering simply increased productivity; the technicians of consumption from 
the social sciences created the desires for products; and the technicians of consent 
from social science, social work and education were trained to "defuse the 
discontented and 'train' the potentially rebellious".^' The RSSA manifesto 
concluded that the university produced graduates with no social responsibility. It 
stated: 
The university can be seen as serving the function of a 
secondary system of apprenticeship, producing the more 
sophisticated tiers of the vast army of technicians needed 
to keep a technological capitalism going.^^ 
Proposal for Change 
As early as 1962, the American New Left addressed the problem of 
powerlessness. At the conference of Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) 
held in Port Huron, Michigan, a statement was released. The 'Port Huron 
Statement' became one of the New Left's guiding platforms. It began. 
We are people of this generation, bred in at least modest 
comfort, housed now in universities, looking 
uncomfortably to the world we inherit. ^ ^ 
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The statement called for "the establishment of a democracy of individual 
participation, governed by two central aims: that the individual share in those 
social decisions determining the quality and direction of his life; that society be 
organised to encourage independence in men and provide the media for their 
common participation."^'* This concept of 'participatory democracy' emphasised 
a collective approach to the conduct of political life. It believed people affected 
by decisions must be part of the decision-making process. In the economic 
sphere, work must be creative, and encourage independence,^^ and "show a 
respect for others, a sense of dignity and a willingness to accept a social 
responsibility."^^ 
The New Left was a movement seeking participatory democracy through 
direct action. Earlier political traditions of the Left were examined such as 
anarchism, syndicalism, and the writings of the 'young Marx' which dealt with the 
problems of alienation and powerlessness within capitalist society. The Wobbly 
tradition was also rediscovered. As a youth movement the New Left held an anti-
authoritarian position, greatly influenced by these earlier movements. 
A major influence on the New Left was the political sociologist and 
philosopher, Herbert Marcuse. Although influenced by Marx, he believed 
revolutionary change would not be achieved by the actions of the working class. 
Instead like Bakunin and the syndicalists, Marcuse argued that the lumpen-
proletariat would be the contemporary revolutionary catalyst. He wrote: 
However, underneath the conservative popular base is the 
substratum of the outsiders, the exploited and persecuted 
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of other races and other colours, the unemployed and 
unemployable. They exist outside the democratic process; 
their life is most immediate and the most real need for 
ending intolerable conditions and institutions. Thus their 
opposition is revolutionary even if their consciousness is 
not. Their opposition hits the system from without and is 
therefore not deflected by the system; it is an elementary 
force which violates the rules of the game, and, in doing 
so reveals it as a rigged game. When they get together 
and go out into the streets, without arms, without 
protection, in order to ask for the most primitive civil 
rights, they know that they face dogs, stones, and bombs, 
jail, concentration camps, even death. Their force is 
behind every political demonstration for the victims of law 
and order. The fact that they start refusing to play the 
game may be the fact which marks the beginning of the 
end of a period.'" 
Unlike Marcuse, Verity Burgmann believed that the social movements of 
the 1960s in Australia were concerned with 'quality of life' issues and their 
potential strength lay in forming links with the socialists and trade unions. She 
argued that the existing workers' movements were well organised and had the 
ability to withdraw their labour to foster social change.^* In order to explore this 
proposition, it is necessary to examine the attempts of Australia's New Left to 
build links with the organised working class. 
'Old Left'^ ** V. 'New Left' In AustraUa 
Attempts were made to bring sections of the Communist Party of 
Australia and the trade union movement together with the New Left. Elements of 
both of these movements combined in a variety of political struggles, seminars. 
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social and cultural activities.^" It is important to examine the similarities and 
differences between the two movements to see how each movement influenced the 
other. On the question of Marxism, the New Left relied on traditions derived 
mainly from anarchism rather than Marxist doctrine.^' The New Left emphasised 
the writings of the 'younger Marx' which expressed his humanistic concerns as 
opposed to the economic emphasis of his later writings.^^ 
The Communist Party was undergoing great changes at the time but this 
did not impress some New Left activists. A debate took place in the student 
press about the historical development of the communist movement. ^ ^ For 
example, Queensland New Left activists argued that the Leninist party relied 
heavily on one-man management and did not emphasise workers' control.^ "* They 
insisted that one-man management had to be abolished and collective decision-
making be instituted.^^ Although Lenin had written about workers' control and 
programs to implement it, the situation that the Bolsheviks found themselves in 
during the early phases of the Russian Revolution led them to institute one-man 
management.^^ Laurie Aarons, leading spokesperson for the CPA, defended the 
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position of the Bolsheviks and argued that it was forced upon them as they were 
involved in fighting internal and external enemies, this period being known as War 
Communism. 
Now the introduction of one-man management, I think 
was due to the situation that the Russian revolution and 
the new Soviet Republic found itself. The country was 
beleaguered on all sides by internal enemies and by 
external enemies. The second thing was there was 
hunger, a collapse of the economy and industry and trade 
meant that they were in very desperate circumstances in 
which they had to resolve questions, not always perhaps 
theoretically correct, even not practically correct. In 
other words that this was forced on the Bolsheviks, I am 
not saying that this was the only thing that they could 
have done, but it appeared to be forced upon them and the 
solution they took was a temporary one. The trouble 
arose when of course this was absolutised into dogma.^" 
It can be seen that the New Left activists were promoting a Function C position in 
opposition to the authoritarian Function B, 
In 1968, two international incidents were to shape the relationship 
between the Australian New Left and the Old Left. In May 1968, students and 
workers were involved in demonstrations and strikes against the French 
Government.^* Local committees were set up in universities and factories.^^ 
The French Communist Party played a role but it was argued by the New Left 
activists that the Communist Party was not as prepared as the students to continue 
the fight.^ <' 
Daniel Cohn-Bendit, leading activist in the French uprisings, interpreted 
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these events in a way which highlighted the suspicion of the Communist Party."*' 
In Czechoslovakia, the Communist Party under Alexander Dubcek encouraged 
freedom of speech and lessening of censorship, which was described as "socialism 
with a human face".**^  In August 1968, however, the country was 'invaded' by 
the armies of the Warsaw Pact nations."^ These actions were widely condemned 
and the Communist Party of Australia joined in this criticism.'^ This hostile 
reaction to the invasion of socialist Czechoslovakia led to a 'split' within CPA 
ranks.''^  
Dan O'Neill, a leading activist in the Queensland New Left movement, 
argued that great difficulties had to be overcome before the New Left and the Old 
Left could form some sort of alliance.^^ The problem revolved around the style 
of thinking of each group."*" He contended that much of the Old Left was not 
appreciative of the forms of direct action that young people took resisting 
conscription.''* Despite this, O'Neill believed Laurie Aarons and Ted Bacon, 
leading CPA figures, might be sympathetic to some of the New Left ideas and 
actions: 
Now, insofar as there are students in the Left movement 
who from their side can see the connection of staff student 
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control with the whole concept of producer democracy 
and consequently with worker control and with full 
blooded socialism, then there is the creative situation 
where Old Left thinkers can be refreshed, as it were, by 
the thinking of the New Left, and the New Left thinkers 
can gain from the experience in the context and the 
emphasis on the working class to be found in the Left 
movement.''^ 
Other leading activists agreed with this position. Rowan Cahill, a NSW 
student activist, suggested that universities and factories had much in common and 
each group should support the other.^ '^  Even though he felt that, on the whole, 
workers were only concerned about wages and conditions, workers needed to 
develop a consciousness in order to realise the wider implications of their 
struggles.^' Then Brian Laver, a Queensland activist, adopted a fairly 
condescending view to this problem and supported the proposition that students 
needed to 'educate' workers whenever they were involved in a struggle, such as 
the one around wages or the penal powers." The Students for Democratic 
Action (SDA) and other "left" groups produced pamphlets which sought to raise 
the 'consciousness' of the workers.^^ On the question of direct action, O'Neill 
took the viewpoint that it was important that workers learn this concept from the 
student movement. He wrote that. 
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workers need to learn from the students, namely, that the 
impetus for mass-involvement in radical change will come 
from a new form of direct action around political and 
social issues of value and control.^^ 
The 21st Congress of the Queensland State Committee of the CPA 
endorsed this position of forming an alliance with the student movement.^^ The 
Communist Party and the student movement in Queensland attempted to develop 
some links and a number of student activists joined the Communist Party at 
various times during their prolonged period of activism. During the anti-Vietnam 
protests and the Vietnam Moratoriums, many CPA activists took part with Jack 
Mundey, for instance, being very active in the anti-conscription campaigns; he 
was arrested on seven occasions.^^ In Sydney the CPA had an active presence on 
all of the campuses.^" A situation developed where CPA and student activists 
were working together in various political campaigns and thus the two movements 
grew closer together.^* The next chapter details the changes in the CPA from 
1967 to 1975. 
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Chapter 8 
fflSTORICAL BACKGROUND TO FUNCTION C; 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF AUSTRALIA, 1967-75 
In 1966, Laurie Aarons was elected General-Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Australia.' The election of Aarons and the subsequent influence of other 
leading figures such as his brother Eric, Jack Mundey and Denis Freney, produced 
a dramatic change in the policies and practices of the Party during the late 1960s 
and early 1970s." Eric Aarons contended that in 1966 the new leadership set 
about trying to break down the orthodoxy that had developed in the Party's 
'thinking' and 'practice' over many years.^ As part of this process, in April 1967 
the Communist Review was replaced by the Australian Left Review, a journal 
which was to allow contributions which did not necessarily follow a distinct party 
line.'* At the 21st Congress held in June 1967 a series of new ideas were 
presented. The Congress was held at a time when a great deal of turbulence was 
taking place in Australian society. Australian troops had been sent to Vietnam and 
young Australians were being conscripted to serve there.^ A large protest 
movement was beginning to become active and this precipitated a general 
questioning of the whole political process, a theme which was discussed in the 
Eric Aarons, What's Left? Memoirs of an Australian Communist (Sydney: Penguin, 
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chapter on the New Left. Great technological changes were occurring in the 
workplace and this was impacting on the workforce. Thus the new leadership of 
the CPA had to address the changing social and political situation.*^ The purpose 
of this chapter is to examine the changing face of the CPA from 1967 to 1974 as 
these changes had a dialectical relationship with the evolving direction and 
activities of the NSW BLF during the early 1970s. 
Philosophical Changes 
On a philosophical level, Eric Aarons began an examination of the role 
that the CPA was playing in the 'battle of ideas'," In line with the New Left 
thinking of the time, Aarons began to analyse Marxism in humanist terms; he was 
influenced by the writings of the 'Young Marx' as well as the ideas that were 
being developed by Thomas Kuhn and other philosophers of science.* Kuhn 
argued that scientific knowledge develops in 'paradigms' and that change occurs 
when the existing paradigm is unable to answer all the questions based on its 
particular assumptions.^ A 'revolution' occurs and a new paradigm is created. 
According to Kuhn, theoretical physics moved down this path and explains the 
shift from Newtonian mechanics to the 'new' quantum physics formulated by 
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Albert Einstein.'° When this situation was translated into political terms, Aarons 
argued that the basic assumptions of the existing 'political paradigm' had to be 
questioned. He wrote: 
In a somewhat similar way Marxists have made 
assumptions about parties, classes, the state, democracy, 
forms of revolution, economic crises, war and peace, etc., 
that now require, and are receiving deeper consideration. 
Many things thought to be universal, have turned out to be 
particular to a given set of conditions and sometimes plain 
wrong." 
Aarons was concerned about initiating debate within the Party about new ideas and 
new forms of action. As he stated. 
Marxism places great emphasis on the active, creative role 
of ideas, whether in theories, strategy or tactics, and the 
re-directive power of the action of man guided by such 
ideas.'^ 
The 1967 Congress had to deal with the practical issues of the day and 
how the Party defined itself in the wider 'political spectrum'. Issues such as 
Vietnam, conscription, Aborigines, and the women's movement had to be 
addressed.'^ One of the most important issues the party had to consider was its 
reladonship with the trade union movement and other Left groups. This will be 
addressed in the next section. 
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Coalition of the Left, Trade Unions, and the Workers' Movement 
The theme of the 1967 Congress was the 'Coalition of the Left'. In a 
paper delivered at the 1967 Congress, R. Dixon argued that the nature of work 
was being transformed due to technological change'" and that it was necessary 
"to develop the consciousness of the need for democratic controls in industry, 
exercised by the workers".'^ In order to do this it would be necessary to bring 
together left-wing forces. The CPA still saw itself as a revolutionary organisation 
and was opposed to any reformism promoted by the ALP or any other groups. In 
attempting to resolve the conflicting position between a revolutionary perspective 
and reformism, the Congress agreed that the coalition should come together over 
specific issues such as Vietnam and conscription, just as workers with differing 
political perspectives would come together in times of strikes.'^ The approval of 
this position led the Party to endorse the Left Action Conference held in Sydney in 
the first weekend of April 1969.'" This conference was an attempt to build a 
broad Left alliance between politically active students, academics, unionists and 
workers.'* Laurie Aarons and Jack Mundey were just two of the Party officials 
who sponsored the conference with leading figures in the student movement, such 
as Brian Laver and Dan O'Neill.'^ The theme of the Conference was the lack of 
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democracy in Australian society and the action necessary to change this 
situation.^° The CPA's informal involvement in this activity indicated that 
prominent officials were influencing and being influenced by the New Left 
activists. 
However, a major concern of this study is the debate that took place at 
the 1967 Congress between General Secretary Laurie Aarons and Pat Clancy, a 
prominent Building Workers Industrial Union (BWIU) official. Both speakers 
recognised that society was undergoing massive changes in relation to technology 
as well as the great influx of migrants, women and white collar workers into the 
workforce. They both argued that communists must be more militant in their 
activities in the trade union movement and should be involved in political issues 
such as Vietnam. The solutions advanced by these speakers differed gready, 
however. Clancy put his faith in legislative change and bigger unions. In his 
view. 
Many of the demands which today's conditions require 
can be satisfied only by Parliamentary legislation and a 
higher level of political activity is necessary.^' 
and further 
the kind of trade unionism that Australia needs is the 
development of such big industrial unions united in a 
single national centre.^ "^ 
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Aarons took up the theme of workplace unionism by arguing for democratic 
control of unions by rank and file activity at the workplace. He used terms such 
as the 'new unionism' and 'new concept of unionism'," a theme espoused by 
the NSW BLF a number of years later. He argued that unions were currently 
agitating for more control over the decisions that were affecting their working 
lives. Aarons stated: 
These demands are symptomatic of a new temper of 
workers as citizens, and should be seen as forerunners of 
a new, wider program for unionism, that asserts the right 
to exert some control over the decisions taken by 
management.^ '* 
In conclusion, he blundy told his comrades that "Communists in the unions are 
standard-bearers of this new concept of unionism, but they are not the only 
ones".'' 
Two distinct irreconcilable positions on the question of trade unions 
emerged from the debate. The Clancy view contended that the organisational 
structure should be built from the top downwards by paid officials who made 
decisions at national and state centres. This approach would resolve industrial 
problems at high levels of business and government and through the Arbitration 
Commissions. Militant grass-roots action would be opposed and the workplace 
would play a minor role in the change. The Aarons' view, on the contrary, held 
that national trade union unity could be brought about by democratic control of the 
workplace and democratic control of the union. It followed that unions would not 
Laurie Aarons, Report of the Central Committee, Communist Party of Australia 21st 
Congress Documents, 9 July, 9169, p.23. Mitchell Library, Communist Party of 
Australia Collection, MLMSS 5021/1. 
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simply be concerned about wages and conditions but develop a wider social 
perspective. His view was summed up in a report referring to the interests of the 
workers: 
It sees these interests as embracing economic and 
industrial (wages, hours, conditions), also social 
(education, social services, health, retraining) and political 
(action for peace, democratic control of industries and 
economic decisions, trade union rights and civil 
liberties).'^ 
Aarons proposed drastic changes to existing practices and the development of 
grass-roots unionism. Unions would have to develop wider perspectives and the 
political parties of the labour movement should develop policies and methods of 
actions to incorporate these changes. These ideas represented a new concept of 
unionism. The CPA became the standard bearer of this new thinking and militant 
action would be needed to bring about these changes.^" 
Prior to the 1970 Congress, these two positions became more pronounced. 
A letter from Frank Purse, a CPA activist, to Laurie Aarons and his subsequent 
reply were published by the Party so that the two positions could be publicly 
discussed. Purse's letter was written after a meeting of industrial activists held on 
8-9 November where Laurie Aarons made the opening address. Purse attacked 
Aarons for his support for workers' control and his opposition to arbitration. 
Purse described Aarons as having Left sectarian views. Aarons' reply went back 
to the 'two views' model, enunciated in 1967, stating that workers' control implied 
democratic control. Reference was made to the 'division' following the Party's 
26 Ibid., p.21. 
"^ Ibid. 
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condemnation of the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia.'^ The two conflicting 
views were becoming more pronounced and Aarons summed up the position in the 
following way: 
A key issue will remain that between the two differing 
concepts of unionism: either a democratic movement 
based upon active participation of its members in 
workshop or organisation, its methods always based upon 
mass action, or a movement run from the top, committed 
to arbitration and legalism and thus absorbed into the 
system. The left still needs to develop its ideas and action 
program for unionism.'^ 
Aarons appears to have been promoting a Function C position here. 
At the 1970 Congress the existing trade union movement was branded as 
politically uninspiring and narrow. Various pressures confined the activities of the 
trade unions to limits set by the system: 
1...confining the trade union activities to questions of 
wages and conditions 
2...tying the trade unions to the Arbitration machinery 
3...the view that trade unions should leave politics to other bodies, 
that politics had no place in the trade unions 
4...the view of trade unions as pressure groups concerned 
with solely the economic demands of their members 
5...there are those who in theory accept the socialist goal, 
but who in their activity do little or nothing to arouse the 
working class to challenge the system and to awaken its 
socialist consciousness.^" 
These pressures led to the adoption of a conservative approach by the majority of 
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trade unions, but to combat this situation, greater democracy was needed. This 
concern was "expressed in the demand for workers' control".^' Unions were 
urged to take a leading role in changing society, at the 1970 Congress. To 
achieve these goals an alliance with militant workers and students must be 
organised.^' 
The Split 
The Aarons' leadership radically changed practices and policies in the 
Communist Party. Attitudes towards the political questions of the day differed 
amongst various leaders of the Party. In 1968, a spontaneous uprising of students 
and workers took place in France and nearly ousted the government.^^ The Party 
leadership viewed these events with considerable interest. In contrast, the Soviet 
invasion of Czechoslovakia produced an open opposition from a significant section 
of the Party. The Czechoslovakian Communist Party under Alexander Dubcek's 
leadership, instituted reforms, such as "the lifting of censorship and a new 
freedom for political activity outside the framework of the 'leading role of the 
Communist Party'."^'* This about-face was described as creating "socialism with 
a human face". When the Soviet-led Warsaw Pact forces invaded Czechoslovakia 
and overthrew Dubcek in August 1968, the aggressive action was condemned by 
the CPA. Aarons wrote in Tribune that there were four factors that led to the 
invasion: 
" Ibid., p.7. 
* Ibid., p. 10. 
^^  This has been discussed in the Chapter on the New Left. 
* Eric Aarons, What's Left, p. 165. 
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l...The interests of the Soviet Union as a country have in 
its thinking become identical with the interests of 
socialism as a whole 
2...Bureaucracy has developed, and with it an over-
concentration of power, which the means have not been 
sufficiently sought for or found to combat 
3...Democracy, particularly beyond certain levels has 
been restricted, and the pressure for it has been regarded 
as departure or incipient departure from the principles of 
socialism 
4...Theory and ideology arising out of particular 
conditions and experiences has become rigid, taken as 
THE truth, and given state sanction.^' 
However, the Soviet Union had a history of controlling its constituent parties and 
was prepared to use force to maintain its authority. It seemed inevitable that a 
major clash would occur between the CPA and the CPSU. This was reinforced by 
the CPA's support for Third World independence movements, particularly the 
National Liberation Front of South Vietnam (NLF) as well as the French students 
and workers.^^ Moscow supported the North Vietnamese government and did not 
appear to give great support to these 'liberation' struggles.^" Because of a 
combination of these issues, a 'pro-Soviet' group formed within the CPA which 
was opposed to the political direction of its leadership. 
A National Committee meeting was held on 28-30 November 1969 to 
consider documents for the 22nd Congress that was to be held in 1970.^ ** A 
majority supported the principles of the documents, however a significant minority 
opposed them. Edgar Ross, a leader of the pro-Soviet group, criticised the 
35 Eric Aarons, "Czechoslovakia and die USSR: WHY?" Tribune (4 September 1968), 
pp.8-10. 
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documents for failing to mention Marxism-Leninism, the nationalisation of 
monopolies and the Soviet Union. On the question of the coalition of the left, the 
Party was criticised for placing the 'Left Wing' of the Labor Party on an equal 
footing with every other left group in society. A further criticism noted that the 
term 'communist' never appeared in the document. J. Waten, another pro-Soviet 
member, criticised the documents for outlawing organised activity in the Party that 
would lead to undermining majority decisions. 
At the 1970 Congress, a number of these pro-Soviet members were not 
returned to the National Committee, including E. Ross. W.J. Brown, F. Brown, 
E.V. Elliott. R. Gibson, G. Curthoys, T. Wright, J. Waten, and J. Mitchell. The 
new National Committee wrote on 8 June 1970 to these members, placing on 
record its appreciation for their past work and asking for their co-operation in 
implementing Congress decisions.^'' These members refused this request. Ross 
and Watt continued to distribute a dissident newspaper entitled The Australian 
Socialist throughout the Party,'*" and as a result Ross and Watt were charged with 
a number of offences against the Party:'*' 
1...refusing to accept, attempting to frustrate, and 
working against decisions adopted by the 22nd Congress; 
2...establishing a separate organisation within the Party 
around a political platform specifically rejected by 
Congress, and pursuing this fundamental difference on 
aims, methods, organisation and policy without regard for 
Letter from Laurie Aarons to Edgar Ross, 8 June, 1970. Mitchell Library, Conmiunist 
Party of Australia Collection, MLMSS 5021/17. 
District Officers, Jack Mundey, President, N. Olive, Secretary, An Open Letter to 
Sydney Communists, Communist Party of Australia, Sydney District Committee, 24 July, 
1970, pp. 1-3. Mitchell Library, Communist Party of Australia Collecdon, MLMSS 
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Party opinion, unity and activity.'*'^  
Ross and Watt contested the charges. Hearings were held on 21 
September and 28 September, 1970. Ross claimed that he was not bound by 
Congress decisions as Congress delegates were tricked into making these decisions 
by the Party leadership. He asserted that the clauses did not prohibit the 
formation of separate organisations within the Party. Watt defiantly stated that he 
was going to continue his present activities. The National Committee concluded: 
It is the unanimous opinion of the Committee that the 
charges against Comrades Watt and Ross are valid. They 
have stated their intention of continuing actions which 
constitute a complete repudiation of party policy, flouting 
of the Constitution and establishment of a separate 
organisation which is in reality another Party with its 
platform, policies and organisation.'*^ 
and further 
... their continued presence in the Party can only result in 
further damage to the Party in carrying out its democratic 
and revolutionary tasks. The committee recommends the 
expulsion of Comrades A. Watt and E. Ross from the 
Party. ^ 
Watts and Ross were then expelled from the Communist Party of Australia. 
Their expulsion was the catalyst for a split in the CPA, but other events, 
discussed in the following pages, occurred which contributed to this situation. 
On 1 January 1971, an article appeared in New Times (Moscow) which 
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the CPA leadership felt had the 'blessing' of the CPSU leadership. Tribune 
republished the article on January 27."*^  It attacked the new CPA policies in a 
number of areas. Firsdy, the CPA was charged with being openly critical of the 
policies of the Soviet Union and other socialist countries. It referred to the 1970 
Congress document "Aims, Methods and Organisation of the CPA""^ in which 
some countries were referred to as socialist-based countries and not socialist."" 
New Times argued that this was a way of distancing the CPA from the problems 
encountered by the existing socialist countries. Secondly, the CPA was attacked 
for supporting "the right-opportunist 'Dubcek line'"** in Czechoslovakia and 
being critical of the Soviet-led invasion of August 1968. In 1969 the leadership 
refused to sign the document "Tasks at the Present Stage of the Struggle Against 
Imperialism and United Action of the Communist and Workers' Parties and all 
Anti-Imperialist Forces", which upheld the intervention. Thirdly, it questioned the 
Party's attitude toward internationalism, accusing it of being more concerned with 
regional issues such as liberation struggles in Vietnam and New Guinea and not 
adopting a 'true internationalist perspective'. Fourthly, it criticised the decisions 
made at the 22nd Congress in relation to the idea of a 'coalition of the Left'. New 
Times argued that the 'coalition of the Left' weakened the concept of the 
Communist Party and the working class leading to the overthrow of capitalism and 
the setting up of a socialist society. The Party was accused of abandoning 
m 
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'Marxism-Leninism' as the theoretical foundation of the communist movement. 
Lasdy it referred to Denis Freney, a former member of a 'Trotskyite' 
organisation, who had been allowed to join the CPA and who was given a position 
on Tribune's editorial board.'*^ This action was contrasted with the expulsion of 
Ross and Watts, comrades who had given long and dedicated service to the 
Party.'° 
The second issue that contributed to the 'split' was the involvement of 
Denis Freney at high levels of the Party. Freney was a schoolteacher and political 
activist who joined the CPA in 1970 just after the Congress. A short time after 
the Congress, he became a Tribune journalist. Freney had been a member of a 
'Trotskyite' organisation following Michel Pablo's theories,^' and was involved 
in organising demonstrations against the Vietnam War, as well as forming 
'Liberation', an anti-war youth group." Freney brought to the Party ideas that 
were current on the campuses and streets. His elevation, coupled with the 
expulsion of the older comrades, sent shock waves through sections of the 
Party." 
The third event was the 'Ultimo' meeting of certain Party members at the 
Esme Hacket Hall in Ultimo on 18 October 1970. The evening before, the same 
group had met at the Glebe Town Hall. The object of the meeting was to discuss 
recent developments with "like-minded people concerned with the situation in the 
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Communist Party of Australia".^ "* Members who disagreed with this position 
were excluded, but a group of party members who had not received invitations 
attempted to enter the meeting. After some discussion, Joe Palmada, a senior 
member of the Party, was allowed to speak for two minutes. During this time, he 
tried to point out that holding "such selected and secret meetings were opposed to 
the spirit and letter of communist principles of organisation and the Party 
constitution."^^ He said that the Party had organised many meetings over these 
questions and every Party member had the right to participate. He was allowed to 
state this fact and then was asked to leave. Those excluded from the Ultimo 
meeting later issued a statement in Tribune.^^ They protested that the secretly 
organised meeting was in conflict with established principles of organisation and 
action and argued that the Ultimo group "has established a separate, exclusive 
organisation within the CPA, They did not share the CPA's aims, strategy and 
policies, flouted its Constitution and were contemptuous of majority opinion within 
the Party."^" Some of the signatories were Jack Mundey, H. Hatfield, and Tom 
and Brian Hogan, all members of the NSW BLF.^* Two of the leaders of the 
"rebel" group were Alf Watt, a long time member of the Party, recendy expelled 
from the Party, and Bill Brown. During the week after this meeting, two press 
releases were issued, arguing that the meetings were not secret and those 
responsible had a right to organise these meetings. Their justification was that the 
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59 CPA leadership allowed other 'factions' (Trotskyite) to form.^ ^ It was also 
reported that a "Trade Union Socialist Activities Committee" had been formed to 
regularise the visits of trade union officials to the Soviet Union.'^ The Ultimo 
meeting's decisions were: 
We protest against the expulsions of Comrades Alf Watt 
and Edgar Ross and, in fact, refuse to recognise them. 
We support the appeal wholeheartedly of Socialist 
Publications for a $30,000 fund ... 
The meeting decided to set up a representative 
Continuation Committee and raised the perspective of a 
national gathering which would formulate a 
comprehensive, up-to-date programme...^' 
The fourth event that contributed to the 'split' was the resignation of Pat 
Clancy, Secretary of the NSW Branch of the BWIU. He resigned from the CPA 
in October 1971. His resignation was the culmination of long-standing differences 
that had developed between Clancy and the Party leadership. Clancy argued that 
the Party had been taken over by 'ultra-radicals' and 'middle-class left 
intellectuals'.^^ These accusations were challenged by others in the Party and a 
petition was organised amongst the membership in response to Clancy's 
accusations.^^ 
A year before, on 5 August, Clancy wrote to Laurie Aarons advising the 
Party that he had resigned from the National Committee. Clancy lost his position 
on the National Executive at the 22nd Congress. A series of letters were 
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exchanged between Clancy and Laurie Aarons during October and November, 
1970, and published in Praxis, the Party's official journal.^ Clancy's letters 
criticised the leadership's super 'militant' position by not building an alliance with 
the ALP, particularly over Vietnam.^^ He was highly critical of the CPA's 
attitude to the CPSU and other established Communist Parties, claiming that the 
CPA was isolated internationally. The CPA's promotion of Roger Garaudy, who 
had been expelled from the French Party for promoting Marxist-Christian 
dialogue, was damned by Clancy. He argued that a Trotskyite influence had 
pervaded the Party and he helped in organising a Declaration signed by 300 
members opposing this Trotskyite influence.^^ 
His second letter criticised the 'Aarons leadership' for bringing the 
Party's membership to its lowest ebb. He considered the situation as a struggle 
between 'two lines', which would be fought out in the mass movement." In 
reply, Aarons denounced Clancy for voting for various changes to policy and then 
publicly criticising them. Aarons criticised Clancy, who now refused to debate 
these issues publicly, and denied that the CPA was isolated, cidng CPA 
involvement in the Moratorium Movement. Furthermore, Aarons claimed that the 
Vietnam Workers Party supported the CPA's international policy. On the question 
of Czechoslovakia, Aarons noted that the Japanese and Spanish Parties questioned 
Laurie Aarons and Pat Clancy, "Correspondence between Nadonal Committee & 
Comrade Clancy", Praxis (November 1970), pp.23-34. There was a difference between 
the Nadonal Executive and National Committee, the former body meeUng more 
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Clancy's posidon was to work with the ALP on a number of issues. This was the 
dilemma of the conservadve posidon; they supported the Soviet Union as well as the 
ALP and were opposed to 'grass-roots' movements such as the student movement, 
workers' control, and the NLF. 
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the decision to 'invade'.^* 
These disputes led to the formation of the Socialist Party of Australia 
(SPA) on 4-5 December 1971, in Sydney. Its establishing resolution proclaimed. 
Having considered the Australia-wide decline and 
disintegration of the Communist Party of Australia and its 
serious departure from Marxist theory and practice, we 
consider the immediate establishment of a political party 
based on scientific socialist principles, essential for the 
further development of the people's struggle against 
monopoly capitalism, for peace and advance to socialism. 
Conference therefore, resolves to establish a political 
party to be called the Socialist Party of Australia.^^ 
A Committee of 25 was elected and they selected an Executive of 7 
comprising P. Clancy, P. Symon, W. Brown, Barbara Curthoys, J. McPhillips, J. 
Henderson and L. Kelton. Clancy was made Chairman and Symon became the 
Secretary. Clancy and Symon had extensive trade union experience; Clancy was 
the Secretary of the NSW Branch of the BWIU and on the ACTU Executive; 
Symon was the Vice President of the Port Adelaide Branch of the Waterside 
Workers' Federation. The Conference urged its members to organise locally. 
The SPA claimed to be 
A party for working class unity - for peace, international 
solidarity and socialism - against monopoly and 
imperial ism."° 
References were made to the ownership of the means of production. 
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exchange, communications and information and a united front for a socialist 
Australia. The SPA charter attempted to point out its differences with the CPA. 
Firsdy, it emphasised the term 'People's Power' as opposed to 'Student Power', 
'Black Power' and 'Pensioner Power'. Secondly, it stressed that the SPA would 
be guided by Marxism-Leninism and classes would be conducted on the writings 
of Marx. Engels and Lenin."' 
The Aftermath 
After the 'split', the CPA followed the policies adopted in previous 
congresses. 'Grass-roots' decision-making in all sections of society was 
emphasised. This policy embraced the trade union movement. The concept of 
workers' control and self-managed interaction were promoted by some of their 
trade union leaders such as Jack Mundey and Laurie Carmichael."^ Both 
Mundey and Carmichael had experience in their respective unions with 'on the 
job' action, following the policies developed at the 1970 and 1972 Conferences. 
The 1972 conference argued for a change in consciousness through broad 
education which challenged the ideas of the ruling class: 
A key question in developing the workers' movement is 
the building of the anti-capitalist consciousness and culture 
since it is mainly the hegemony of capitalist ideas which 
holds back the possibility of vigorous challenge to the 
system. This requires a creative challenge to the ideas 
and values of capitalism particularly through the 
development of education and cultural programs within the 
union movement. Shop stewards' schools, lectures, 
classes and art should become a regular feature of union 
work directed towards the development of union expertise 
in fields such as organisation, awards, public speaking, 
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negotiations, etc. together with a deeper political 
understanding of the fundamentals of capitalism. A real 
challenge to capitalist ideas and culture in every field is 
vital in developing working class socialist 
consciousness."^ 
The Party opened its eyes to environmental issues and sought appropriate 
responses.""* It believed that ad hoc decisions were adversely affecting the 
environment. Concern was also expressed about the level of atmospheric 
pollution, the misuse of energy resources, and the failure to recycle. Its reference 
to the unplanned development of Australian cities is of fundamental relevance to 
this study. 
The present structure of large cities under capitalism (for 
instance, unplanned high rise office blocks and home 
units) seriously affects the physical and mental health of 
all people, especially the poorer paid workers who live in 
slums or semi-slums, or in the outer reaches of the urban 
sprawl."^ 
The decisions made at these Congresses gave the NSW BLF direction in 
the area of the environment. It was a two-way process as the leadership of the 
NSW BLF also gave the Party direction in this question. Aaron's leadership, in 
which Jack Mundey played an important part, considered the NSW BLF as one of 
the unions that would carry out 'the new concept of unionism'. The NSW BLF 
became the CPA's ideological flagship, venturing into Function C practices. The 
next chapter examines the innovations of the BLF in this area. 
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Chapter 9 
PRAXIS : THE NSW BUILDERS LABOURERS' FEDERATION 
The NSW BLF was involved in numerous industrial and social/political 
campaigns from 1965 to 1975. Tribune lists these as being Green Bans, safety 
campaigns, wages and conditions, cessation of Arbitration, job amenities, 
permanency, workers' control, women in the industry, political and social issues, 
migrant support and limited tenure of office,' in which the BLF broke new 
ground industrially and politically. This chapter examines a number of industrial 
campaigns to evaluate their relevance to Function A, and also certain 
social/political campaigns in order to establish their relationship to Function B. 
BLF rank and file actions at Wyong, NSW, constituted a workers' control 
situation which will be regarded as Function C. 
The NSW BLF and Function A 
Men who worked in the building industry from the 1940s to the 1970s 
acknowledged that the working conditions were extremely poor.^ The work was 
particularly arduous as there was very litde mechanisation, and other equipment, 
such as ladders and scaffolding, were often unsafe. Toilets, clean water, and 
lunchrooms either did not exist or were in very poor condition. As Darcy Duggan 
said. 
' Peter Thomas, "Fighdng on the many trails blazed by the NSW Builders Labourers, 
Tribune (8 April, 1975), p.5. 
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Harry Connell and Darcy Duggan. 
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... make-shift bloody ladders, the likes of toilets of which 
were only four posts with a bit of hessian around, the state of 
the sheds was bad, just made out of corrugated iron.^ 
Builders' Labourers had no sick leave or holiday pay, and men could be sacked at 
a moment's notice. The general state of the industry was summarised by Keith 
Jessop: 
The industry was in a very bad way in relation to amenities 
and conditions in Awards. There was little or no 
mechanisation in the industry. Brickies and plasterers were 
looked after by hod carriers and all the steel reinforcement 
was bent on the site, which was extremely hard work. There 
was no payment for public holidays, there was no wet weather 
pay, no annual leave and no sick leave. In all, it was a very 
hard, arduous, dusty and dirty and thankless job as a builder's 
labourer in those days."* 
The union did not appear to do very much about these poor working 
conditions. A number of men became active on the job, fighting for basic 
conditions like clean drinking water on the sites, better amenities and basic work 
safety. As workers began to fight for these conditions, they discovered that their 
union was ineffectual and lacked any internal democracy.^ Various activists 
claimed that a 'gangster element' ran the union.^ Harry Connell stated. 
At this stage of Fred Thomas's thug leadership, he run [sic] 
the BLF union ..... He run [sic] the union like a sort of 
standover set up. In the Trades Hall they met in a room and 
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there was only about six or seven of them." 
There is no written evidence to substantiate these claims, but activists recall 
"briberies and bashings".^ Mundey and Connell claimed that the leadership 
bribed members of other unions to attend BLF meetings. They were issued false 
membership tickets which were reclaimed after the meetings.^ To add to the 
turmoil, Connell was beaten up on a number of occasions when he attended these 
meeungs.'° 
A BLF Rank & File Committee had been formed in 1951 by CPA activists 
which met regularly. Harry Connell became one of its leading activists and 
speakers. In response to the thuggery and lack of democracy in the official union, 
BLF meetings were called at the Railway Institute Hall to work for a change in the 
running of the Union. Brawls ended these meetings when the leadership sent in 
their 'standover men'. By the end of the 1950s, more men attended 'rank and 
file' meetings, and a movement emerged which was a serious challenge to the 
official leadership. Rank and file candidates were nominated for election to union 
positions." 
In November 1961, the Rank & File team was successful in the elections to 
a number of positions. Mick McNamara was elected General-Secretary, and Jack 
7 Harry Connell Interview, Sydney, January 1992. 
Jack Mundey Interview, Sydney, September 1990; Harry Connell Interview, Sydney, 
January 1992. 
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Mundey became a temporary organiser the following year.'' A new direction 
was being forged in the union. In the 1963 elections the Rank & File team won 
all contested positions and thus 'controlled' the union. In 1968, Mick McNamara 
resigned from the Secretary's job due to ill health and Jack Mundey became the 
new Secretary. Jack Mundey praised McNamara's contribution to the union and 
referred to the militant, progressive unionism that began in the 1960s.'^ In 1969 
Bob Pringle became the new President and Joe Owens, a temporary organiser."* 
Civilising the Industry 
One of the main jobs of the new leadership was "to civilise the 
industry",'^ This task characterised two BLF campaigns, the Margins Strike and 
the Accident Pay Strike. As Joe Owens stressed. 
The Margins strike, the Accident Pay strike the following year 
- a campaign that we had to civilise the industry, we called it -
the 1970 Margins strike, we started a campaign to civilise the 
industry, I mean it was before 1970 that we didn't have hot 
water on the job - I remember as a rigger - in the early days 
working on a job out at Hurstville and we were boiling the 
bloody billy, over a wooden fire and a billy can, on a bit of 
steel over a fire, that was simply what it was, to clean up, to 
civilise the industry - to give labourers a pride in 
themselves.'^ 
These two successful campaigns raised the industrial status of the NSW BLF, 
giving them the 'launching pad' to move into other areas. 
Jack Mundey, Green Bans and Beyond (Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1981), p.35. 
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By the end of the 1960s the industry was undergoing massive changes. An 
enormous amount of money was flowing into Australia and this was being invested 
into the building industry.'" Height restrictions on buildings were lifted in 
Sydney and building workers were expected to develop new skills.'* 
Traditionally, workers with the poorest working conditions in the industry were 
expected to accept these changes, without improvements to their wages, conditions 
or industrial status. As Tom Hogan said. 
It was a period where building developers had been making 
record profits, buildings were going higher and higher, and 
new dangers had been coming into the industry, and also a 
period where because of the new heights we had to develop 
skills, far in excess of anything that we'd ever envisaged, 
skills that no other tradesman on the sites had ever possessed, 
or were going to possess in that period, and our wages had 
remained static. We'd been the second class people in the 
building industry and we knew it and we didn't like it. We 
did the shit work. We would be the first on the job and of 
course would be sacked before anyone else. It would be quite 
common to give us two days work and just as soon as the 
trench was dug, out you go, go through the same thing again, 
read the Herald, hope for the best, try and get in before your 
mates got the job.'^ 
In May 1970, builders' labourers went on strike over an increase in their 
wages as well as industrial recognition of their skills. This became known as the 
'Margins Strike'.^° It was run by a Strike Committee which was characterised by 
a large migrant representation in order to match the representation in the 
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industry.^' The employers responded to the strike by employing 'scab' (non-
union) labour.^^ Some members of the union were still working on various sites, 
however. The Strike Committee decided to form voluntary vigilante^^ groups to 
go out to work sites and talk to the workers about conditions and the employers 
use of 'scab' labour. Police were called as confrontations occurred. The first 
serious incident took place at a building site in North Sydney where a large 
number of builders' labourers confronted Alsatian dogs, security men and police m 
attempting to stop non-union labour working on the location.^" 
Damage was done to some property and the Sydney press highlighted this 
as the main issue. The builders' labourers were depicted as 'thugs' engaged in 
sabotage. Pete Thomas, a Tribune journalist,^^ travelled with a group of 
'vigilantes' to various building sites. He described the different ways the men 
would deal with builders' labourers who were still working. Most of the time it 
was simply a matter of talking with the men and endeavouring to convince them 
that they should not be working as a majority of builders' labourers had voted to 
strike. ^ ^ 
Some buildings were occupied by the 'vigilantes' and no work was done on 
the site.^" The employers called in the police, which brought further publicity to 
a 
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the cause, but the police did not always side with the bosses. At a Balmain site, 
the police agreed that the scabs should not be employed and ordered the builder to 
dismiss the scabs from the site.^* In the third week of the strike, the employers 
made an offer, which was a partial payment.^^ The union did not accept this 
offer but allowed room for negotiation.^° After five weeks, the employers 
accepted the demands of the union.^' The builders' labourers won the principle 
that with increasing technological change, the gap between tradesmen and 
labourers was closing and this was to be reflected in their wages.^^ 
The decision was regarded as a victory for the union. Mundey, writing in 
The Builders' Labourer, which was the official union organ, stated: 
One aspect that emerges is the position of union organisation. 
Respect for unionism in the industry will improve and from 
this all building unions will benefit.^^ 
The victory in the Margins Strike propelled the BLF into a variety of other 
causes. It gave them the confidence to struggle for a greater involvement m the 
industry, and it enhanced the reputation of the BLF as an organisation that was 
prepared to use a variety of tactics to win this fight. As Tom Hogan said. 
If I were asked prior to the 1970 strike, what I did for a 
living, I would probably mumble, I'm just a builders labourer. 
After that, if someone asked me what I did for a living, I was 
a bloody BL.^ ^ 
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This is reinforced by Duggan: 
In the 70s we had a period, leading up to the 70s you know 
the wage structure was well below what the tradesmen were 
receiving, we didn't have much recognition as workers in the 
industry was concerned, but they didn't know the full potential 
of what fight there was inside the Builders Labourers and how 
much say they did have in the industry - so from the 70s, 
that's when I believe the Builders Labourers came of age,... it 
was around about a five or six weeks strike when Builders 
Labourers became first class citizens as far as the building 
industry was concerned and not second class citizens, that's 
when they really come [sic] into their own and also it was a 
major break through for a wage structure where you didn't 
just fight for the cost of living adjustments, we went for one 
lump sum which was six dollars, and that was a major 
breakthrough for all unions from then on to go for lump 
sums...in the sense not just for the cost of living...catch-up 
pay type things then, we went for six dollars...we was [sic] 
the first union at that time, and from then on we had all the 
recognition we wanted, and we fought tooth and nail for what 
we believed in.^ ^ 
Through a combination of direct action and union organisation, the BLF 
achieved a reputation in the union movement for being prepared to fight for better 
conditions, and hence enhance a Function A position. 
In May 1971, the BLF joined forces with the BWIU over the issue of 
workers receiving full accident pay.^^ Prior to this, workers would only receive 
half-pay if they were injured on the job. The building industry was becoming 
more dangerous for workers because of the technological changes in the industry. 
Buildings were taller and workers were digging deeper into the ground and an 
increasing number of workers were becoming injured.^" In an interview with Joe 
Owens, he claimed that in the mid 1960s the work was becoming much more 
Darcy Duggan Interview, Sydney, January 1993. 
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dangerous with a significant number of dogmen being killed in any given year 
All building unions joined in the struggle, with the BLF adopting tactics used in 
the Margins Strike. These actions, and the fact that the BLF wished to maintain 
the strike for a considerably longer time than the BWIU, highlighted the 
differences between the two unions.^^ On 21 May, the NSW Industrial 
Commission awarded compensation on full pay for injured workers."*" According 
to Joe Owens, however, compensation was only to be paid for six months; he 
believed that if the workers had stayed out longer, they would have got a better 
result."" The great achievement of this strike was that this decision flowed on to 
other industries.''^ Once again, the BLF's reputation was enhanced as a militant 
industrial union that achieved results."*^ 
The NSW BLF was successful in the area of Function A and this success 
gave them the industrial confidence to launch campaigns on social and political 
issues. This 'civilising of the industry' allowed the union to move into social and 
political areas. Jack Mundey asserted. 
If it wasn't for that civilising of the building industry in 
campaigns of 1980 and 1971, well then I'm sure we wouldn't 
have had the luxury of the membership going along with us in 
what was considered by some as 'avant-garde', 'way-out' 
actions of supporting mainly middle-class people in 
environmental actions. I think that gave us the mandate to 
allow us to go into uncharted waters."*^ 
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The Political and Social Activity of the NSW BLF under Function B and C 
Many activities of the NSW BLF embraced Function B and C, including 
participation in the Vietnam and Black Moratoriums, demonstrations and actions 
against apartheid, concepts of community and workers' control, with leaders such 
as Mundey, Owens and Pringle taking part in protests alongside students and other 
members of society. The BLF leadership promoted these actions in their 
publications."^ 
During the late 1960s and early 1970s the Australian community was 
divided by the Vietnam War. In the beginning the concern about Australia's 
involvement in this war was largely expressed by students on university 
campuses.''^ The Communist Party and some leading left-wing members of the 
Labor Party also played a leading role in this growing anti-war movement."*" By 
1971 the opposition to the war became so great that it was the main political topic 
in Australian society. During that year two large 'Vietnam Moratorium' 
demonstrations took place. The leadership of the BLF was involved in these 
demonstrations as many of them were active members of the CPA or the Labor 
Party."** Jack Mundey was arrested six times during the Vietnam War protests of 
the 1960s, the first being in 1964."^ He was involved in the Vietnam Action 
Defence Fund which also helped organise money for people who were arrested 
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during demonstrations.^" The BLF played a significant role in helping 'draft 
dodgers', with its leadership actively demonstrating against the war. Many 
builders' labourers were arrested during these times and this helped 'politicise' the 
membership;^' rank and file members were beginning to link industrial and 
political issues. Their thinking was reinforced by articles in the union journal, 
The Builders' Labourer. Tom Hogan, writing in 1968, gave an historical account 
of the unionists' struggle against war and fascism. He argued that unionists in 
Australia must oppose conscription and the Vietnam War.^ ^ The movement that 
had originated in the university campuses against the Vietnam War began to 
branch into other areas and started to develop an ideology of its own. As 
discussed in an earlier chapter, this movement became known as the 'New Left' 
and began to influence the CPA as well as the BLF. 
The BLF was also involved in supporting the Black Movement. During the 
1960s the union organised demonstrations and 'talk-ins' in support of the Gurindji 
people.^ ^ In 1972 the Black movement organised the 'Black Moratorium' 
following the successful Vietnam Moratoriums. The BLF was involved in this 
action and many members took part in this demonstration.^" In the Builders' 
Labourer, Bob Pringle wrote a stirring article in support of the black struggle,^^ 
which examined the history of the struggle in recent years. It also recalled his 
involvement in one of the large demonstrations in which he was 'bashed' by 
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police.^ '^  
During 1971, the Springboks, the South African Rugby Union team, toured 
Australia. The Apartheid system in South Africa was gaining global attention and 
a world-wide movement of protest had been organised against their touring 
sporting teams. Demonstrations occurred at all their matches in Australia and 
there were numerous arrests and violent confrontations." 
Prior to their match in Sydney, Bob Pringle and the then President John 
Phillips broke into the Sydney Cricket Ground and started to saw down the goal 
posts with a hacksaw before being arrested by the police.^* Their trial was 
considered as political in nature. Many builders' labourers attended the last day's 
hearing when both men were fined $500 and placed on good behaviour bonds.^' 
When leaving the Court, Jack Mundey was interviewed by a Channel 10 reporter 
for his comments on the outcome. Mundey said he was relieved because he 
thought Phillips and Pringle might have gone to gaol.^° He also said that he was 
disappointed that the judge had not allowed evidence on the world-wide 
abhorrence to apartheid.^' In his opinion, if Phillips and Pringle had been 
gaoled, then there may have been industrial and political action. For these 
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comments, he was charged with contempt of court.^^ A five-day trial followed 
and Mundey was acquitted of attributing racism to the judge, but found guilty of 
contempt by asserting that the presence of builders' labourers in the Court had 
swayed the judge's decision.^^ These actions aligned the BLF with the broad 
Left political movement which was extremely active during this period. 
Towards Function C Internally - Concepts of Community 
In the early days the Rank & File Committee was ultimately successful 
because of its social and political dimension. When many labourers worked on 
buildings in the inner city, they would naturally mix together in pubs and 
invariably talk about their conditions. For Harry Connell, this had a 
consciousness raising effect as they began to become active in the Committee and 
attended meetings.^ 
After the victories in the Margins strike and the Accident Pay strike, the 
BLF members developed a community pride in being called 'builders' labourers' 
(BLs).^ ^ This concept of community was fostered by the scale of union activities 
and accentuated when they became the focus of national attention. The work 
system in the building trade could not help but foster this concept as jobs were 
impermanent and men moved to other sites. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, 
with the massive development in inner Sydney, large numbers of men were 
employed. After work BLs congregated in pubs and discussed issues raised on the 
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job and broader political and social issues.*^ *' Harry Connell claimed that the rank 
and file movement which eventually took over the union was born in the pubs 
around Circular Quay,^" although the officials and the staff of the union drank at 
the Sussex.'^ ** Political people in a variety of pubs in the inner city linked up, 
particularly on a Friday night."^ ^ The pub was not only the place where you 
could find out about what work was available, but it also served a variety of 
functions. As Joe Owens explained. 
Pubs are very important places for building workers. They 
are not only places to drink and meet people. You can find 
out lots of things in pubs when you work on the buildings. 
For example, if you are looking for a job, you go to the 
current watering hole, where someone will let you know if 
they've heard of anything going. You get all the latest 
rumours in pubs, you hear of what jobs have the best wages, 
or where you can pick up a day or a couple of days work. 
You can find out who's got sacked, where, and why."" 
Over the years the BLF participated in an annual picnic with other building 
unions. These were very large gatherings of over 20,000 people, including wives 
and children, and were always reported in the press. For example, in December 
1964, 30,000 people attended a picnic at Gunnamatta Bay. This was an Australian 
record for a picnic crowd."' Ten years later, 22,000 people attended a picnic at 
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Limited Tenure of Office 
The BLF tried to ensure a democratic structure of organisation. One of its 
principal policies was 'limited tenure of office'. This meant that after a certain 
period of time, an official should step down from his position in order to allow 
'fresh blood' to come into the organisation. In 1973, Jack Mundey as Secretary 
and Dick Prendergast as organiser, stepped down from their respective 
positions."^ Then Mundey stood as Treasurer, a rank and file position, and 
won."" This was probably one of the most contentious actions of the NSW BLF, 
as it was attacked by a variety of unions, particularly the BWIU."^ Clancy 
argued that it was the responsibility of the working class to train its leaders and 
maintain them in their positions, but Mundey responded that it was necessary to 
have a turnover of officials as many of them had lost touch with the rank and file 
and had become careerists in the labour movement."^ In an interview conducted 
with Verity Burgmann in 1995 for her book Revolutionary Industrial Unionism, 
Mundey stated that the idea was even unpopular with the CPA leadership and 
admits that it was a Wobbly (IWW) idea."" This position was an attempt to 
promote the Function C position of democratic and grass-roots decision-making. 
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Workers' Control, The Shed and Wyong 
During the late 1960s and early 1970s, the concepts of workers' control 
and self-management were discussed amongst the CPA and the New Left. In 
1973, the BLF, with other unions, was involved in the organisation of a 
conference on this issue."* The BLF produced a booklet called Workers Call the 
Tune at the Opera House^'^ which was a result of work-ins at the Opera House in 
1972, resulting in improved pay and conditions. Part of their operation was to 
elect foremen and regulate production.*" A number of other sites experienced the 
same circumstances in 1972. At the Kent Street site, for example, BLs elected 
their own safety officer and foremen who would discuss with management the 
work schedules each day. A similar situation happened at the Lanray site.*' 
Two more examples of workers' control that had lasting effects in Sydney and in 
Wyong will be discussed here. 
As noted in an earlier section, the amenities on the job site were poor. 
Tom Hogan recalls that in 1971 the situation became too much for the men to 
endure when they were forced to stand in the rain because they could not fit into 
the existing shed, with the result that workers marched from various building sites 
and pushed the shed down an embankment.*^ In response to this action, new and 
bigger sheds started to appear on the sites and the companies that manufactured 
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these structures sent brochures to the union asking them for comments.*^ 
During the first half of 1974, an ongoing dispute between the BLF, BWIU, 
and the FEDFA and the company, Miruzzi South Seas, resulted in a strike, and 
occupation of the site. Earlier in the year, after a four-week strike, workers were 
offered money to leave the site so that no militant action could take place.*" 
During the following months tensions remained high. On 9 May, after a worker 
was sacked on the Wyong Shopping Plaza Site, a week-long strike followed and 
this developed into an occupation as seven men took over the jib of a crane on the 
project. The Gosford Star described it as a 'perch-in'.*^ It was reported in the 
Wyong press that all police leave was cancelled and police were called in from 
Sydney.*^ A stand-off situation occurred when the police refused permission to 
supporters to approach the men up the crane.*" Attempts were made to feed 
them by throwing food up to them after some supporters had broken through 
police ranks.** Some people were arrested and it was alleged by one woman that 
police were throwing stones at the men.*^ This whole incident occurred between 
Thursday, 9 May, to early Sunday morning, 12 May, when police left the site. A 
large crowd supported the men, with union officials coming up from Sydney. Joe 
Owens set up a radio station, radio 2BLF, to give the men support and provide a 
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commentary as well as music* An attempt was made to bring a crane driver in 
to shift the men, but FEDFA intervention prevented this.^' Harry Connell, who 
was a worker on the site, recalls the last moments of the occupation: 
The workers said that when the police leave the site the men 
will come down. After 63 hours in wind and driving rain, the 
police left the site and the builder relinquished and the men 
came down. From then on we occupied the site with women, 
men, etc.^^ 
The Wyong News of 8 May, under the headline of 'Worker Control', wrote: 
Wyong (was) placed in the history of Australia this week, 
when the workers made their first successful attempt at taking 
control of a building site. The Wyong Shopping Plaza, not 
Victoria Street, the Woolloomooloo Basin, Waterloo, Glebe or 
the Rocks, is the location of one of the most important issues 
in industrial relations on Australian building sites, and will be 
a major issue of both parties in the Federal elections.^^ 
After the men came down from the cranes, workers occupied the site. 
Calls were made for more decision-making on the job and the social usefulness of 
the building was questioned.^ "* A BLF meeting was called for the following 
Monday and a decision was made to continue the occupation. It was decided to 
set up a roster to make sure that sufficient workers were on the site in case the 
police moved in again as well as calling a meeting of local residents and workers 
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95 in order to decide on the future of the project. This meeting took place on 13 
May. Jack Campbell, from the FEDFA, and Joe Owens put forward arguments 
that the industrial dispute had thrown up social issues and questioned whether the 
town needed a shopping complex more than a hospital. Much debate followed and 
finally a motion was passed in support of continuing with the shopping centre 
project.^ ^ Bob Pringle, and other people who had been involved in Green Bans, 
supported the 'social usefulness' position but the BWIU did not support the idea of 
changing the shopping centre into a hospital and argued that only through the 
return of a Labor government could social change occur.^" Jack Mundey has 
contended that even though the idea of substituting a hospital for a shopping 
complex was an admirable one, it was doomed to failure as it did not have public 
support.'* A counter-argument to Mundey's point is presented by Mark McGuire 
in Rebel Voice, who stated that the meeting was infiltrated by developer's agents 
and their families and thereby questions the representative role of such meetings, 
but he gave no follow-up evidence for this assertion.'^' 
Meanwhile, a series of meetings was held in order to establish working 
conditions on the site and a Log of Claims was negotiated successfully.*'^ Some 
of the conditions in the Log were: immediate re-employment of all sacked 
workers, workers to elect foremen and leading hands; and no police intervention 
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in further disputes."" During the lock-out Harry Connell went to Sydney and 
collected money from building sites to keep the men 'in pocket .'°- After six 
weeks the dispute was won and the union established conditions on the job that 
had been won earlier in Sydney: 
Workers will return on the same wages, plus a 42 cents an 
hour all-purpose allowance, 80 cents a day meal allowance, 
accumulated wet weather leave, election of foremen and 
leading hands, one hour a fortnight for a site meeting, 
consultation with unions on hire and fire, election of safety 
officers and other major gains. Wages will be adjusted to 
quarterly based on the NSW Consumer Price Index.'^^ 
According to Connell, workers had a major say in operating the sites, with 
the foremen and the leading hand being elected by the men on the job. He 
described it as such: 
We returned to the site but we also had some conditions there, 
important ones in regard to the management structure. We 
said the foreman must leave the site over his behaviour in the 
lockout, etc. The only one that's allowed on the site of the 
past management would be Rick Mirtus, and he's the man 
who brings the money up to pay the workers. The workers 
(and this is important) will run this site in co-operation with 
the management. There will be no demarcation even if the 
BWIU in Sydney would like it, we're not going to have it. 
We've sat down and typed out our own program to finish this 
job in the interests of the people of Wyong. In fact, we're 
running the job. The workers met every second day. We put 
our own leader-foreman in, our own leading hands, all the 
structure to organise the workers in production. We put them 
in. We also had restrictions against any working on the job, 
any disco-operation [sic] with one worker or a subcontractor, 
that this must be eliminated. We achieved all this. That job 
at Wyong Plaza was finished with trade union co-operation of 
all the workers on Wyong Plaza, not by Sydney and not by the 
BWIU. We achieved it and the Plaza was finished. After the 
101 Ibid. 
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agreement in Sydney, the BLF officials, delegates, etc. we 
returned to the job, we sacked the company's foreman, we put 
our own foreman in, our own leading hand. This was a 
totally new situation for the Australian trade unions.'*"* 
These industrial and political actions in respect to Function A and B 
provided encouragement for the leadership to support Function C activities. The 
next chapter deals with the Green Bans of the union, an action which could be 
described as the social responsibility of labour in practice. 
m Harry Connell Interview, January, 1992. 
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Chapter 10 
PRAXIS : ENVIRONMENTAL GREEN BANS 
AND THE LOCAL COMMUNITY 
Traditionally, in union parlance, a black ban is understood to be "a refusal 
by trade unions to supply or purchase goods or services."' In 1973, when 
interviewed by Malcolm CoUess, industrial writer for The Australian, Jack 
Mundey coined the term 'green ban' to describe the withdrawal of labour for 
social and environmental reasons.^ This expression became internationally well-
known and a symbolic expression for workers' opposition to socially destructive 
work.^  By 5 June 1974, the NSW BLF listed forty-nine green bans in the Sydney 
metropolitan area. Some of the green bans were still in operation, some had 
achieved their aims, while others had been lifted at the request of local resident 
action groups or the National Trust."* Green bans were successful because the 
BLF had control over an important part of the construction work, i.e. demolition 
and excavation work. As Joe Owens reasoned. 
The green bans were a peculiar phenomena [sic]. The BLF do 
demolition work, we carry out excavation work, which are the 
first requirements before any construction can take place. 
This gave us extraordinary power over construction. We were 
able to control areas which other unions could not.^  
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Green bans thrust the NSW BLF into national and international 
prominence. The actions of withdrawing labour for social, political and 
environmental reasons sparked controversy in the community, generating 
widespread support as well as opposition. In this chapter the major BLF green 
bans are described and analysed - Kelly's Bush, the Rocks, Woolloomooloo, and 
Victoria Street. The key element of these bans was the relationship the BLF 
established with the local community. 
KeUy's Bush 
The BLF became involved in the struggle to preserve Kelly's Bush, a park 
land in Hunter's Hill, Sydney, in June 1971. The struggle to preserve this 
parkland began in 1968 when A.V. Jennings, corporate developer, unsuccessfully 
attempted to re-zone the site,^ the application being rejected by the Hunter's Hill 
Council. Earlier in the year, a civic action group called the 'Hunter's Hill Trust' 
was formed to try and preserve the amenities in the area. In 1969 the Council 
changed its policy, switching Open Spacing Zoning to Residential Zoning. This 
allowed A.V. Jennings to proceed building townhouses and home units on the 
parkland. In September 1970, 'The Batders for Kelly's Bush' were formed to 
oppose the re-zoning and to campaign for the State government to purchase the 
land. They registered themselves as a local charity and commenced their 
campaign by writing letters to people and organisations, including newspapers and 
Cited in the following documents - NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection Z235, Box 19, Joe 
Owens, "Untided History of the NSW BLF, 1969-1974", Z235, Box 62; Monica 
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politicians. Apart from letter writing activities, the Battlers held 'boil the billy' 
functions adjacent to the bush which brought the Hunter's Hill community 
together. Deputations were made to local politicians and even to the NSW 
Premier, Robert Askin." Until June 1971, 'the Battlers' continued their 
campaign, but on 2 June, Mrs Betty James, President of 'the Battlers', was 
informed by the Premier that his Minister for Lands would re-zone the land. On 
advice from a barrister friend, the Battlers phoned the NSW BLF, the 
Miscellaneous Workers Union and the FED&FA.* The Batders organised a 
meeting and an inspection of the Bush for the Unionists.^ On 4 June, the BLF 
passed the following resolution: 
Bro.R. Pringle investigate and report on the Kelly's Bush issue 
and report back by next Tuesday.^ ° 
Bob Pringle investigated the situation on the following Saturday, recommending a 
ban at its next executive meeting." The proposition that a left-wing union should 
support a group of middle-class women was fiercely debated at the next BLF 
Executive meeting as Joe Owens confirmed: 
Well Pringle was the first bloke that brought the green bans to 
the union's attention - with the green bans in Kelly's Bush. 
When he came along to an executive meeting and said that 
these people from Kelly's Bush didn't want a building built 
there; and a lot of us were very sceptical - my question at the 
time was, what the fuck are we doing tangling around with the 
7 NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection, Box 15, Minutes of Executive Meeting, 15 June, 
1971, Australian Building & Construction Workers Federation, NSW Branch. 
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blue-rinse brigade from over there - you know they weren't 
our natural allies. But however Bob insisted and it went 
ahead. *^  
Both Bob Pringle and Jack Mundey argued that it was important for 
workers not only to fight for better pay and conditions, but they also needed to 
fight for an environment that was not denuded of all natural foliage.'^ In 
Mundey's words. 
Our cities had to be for people, not for corporations to plunder 
and destroy. Kelly's Bush wasn't just for its neighbours, it 
should be public land and used by everybody who wanted to 
use it.'"* 
The Executive of the BLF decided they would place a ban on construction 
work only on the condition that 'the Battlers' held a public meeting and obtained 
endorsement for this action. This occurred and a meeting of builders' labourers 
placed what was to become the world's first environmental ban.'^ A.V. Jennings 
responded that they would use 'scab' labour. A meeting of BLF members was 
held on a half-completed North Sydney building site and a resolution was passed 
that "if one blade of grass or one tree is touched in Kelly's Bush, this half-
completed building will remain forever half-completed as a monument to Kelly's 
Bush".'^ This decision invoked outrage from various quarters. Tom Hogan 
recalls that the popular feeling in the press was that they were "mere builders' 
Joe Owens Interview, Sydney, September, 1990. 
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labourers' who had the gall to make monumental decisions".'" In response, 
Jennings sent a Federated Engine Drivers & Firemen's Association (FEDFA) 
driver with excavation equipment to Kelly's Bush,'* but the BLF contacted the 
FED&FA and the driver was instructed not to proceed with the job."^ Accepting 
the union decision, A.V. Jennings sent representatives to talk to the Hunter's Hill 
residents.^" 
The Hunter's Hill branch of the ALP and the Hunter's Hill Trust supported 
the Battlers' stand.^' A group of young activists set up the Kelly's Bush Citizens 
Action Committee to support the Batders which brought some university student 
activists to the cause.^^ 
The struggle to preserve Kelly's Bush lasted for 20 years. In November 
1974, the Hunter's Hill Trust officially thanked the BLF by writing letters to the 
then Federal Secretary, Norm Gallagher, and the then NSW Secretary, Joe 
Owens.^ ^ It was not until 1994 that the land purchased in 1983 was entrusted to 
the care of the Hunter's Hill Council by the NSW government. The Battlers and 
the NSW BLF were given public recognition for this victory.^ 
The BLF's involvement in Kelly's Bush struggle alerted the union to the 
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community concern for the environment organised through resident action groups. 
The union sought to work in a democratic way with such organisations. These 
Kelly's Bush actions were the BLF's first steps in the area of environmental 
actions in accord with Function C. 
The Rocks 
The struggle to save the Rocks from proposed redevelopment was 
considered the most important green ban of the BLF because it recognised the 
Rocks area of Sydney was the first area of European settlement. The BLF 
struggle highlighted its historical significance. The struggle was conducted on two 
fronts: the BLF sought to preserve not only the Rocks buildings but also its 
community identity. The Askin State government made the BLF's 'Green Ban' in 
the Rocks a 'political battleground' for a law and order campaign in October 
1973,^ ^ which brought the BLF union into an alliance with the Rocks Residents 
Action Group.^^ This section examines the proposed redevelopment for the area 
and examines the organised opposition to this proposal and its political 
effectiveness. 
The Sydney Cove Redevelopment Authority (SCRA) was set up by the 
NSW government in 1968 in order to develop "a rehabilitation scheme which 
would do justice to the area."^" The proposal was to preserve "the most 
significant historical and architectural sites in the East Rocks".^* New shops. 
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hotels, office blocks, and apartments would be built. Rent from these enterprises 
was expected to pay for the scheme. A massive high-rise development was also 
planned. The person responsible for this operation was Colonel Owen Magee, an 
ex-Army officer. According to the local residents. Colonel Magee never consulted 
the local community.^^ The plans were well and truly formulated by the time 
local residents knew of any redevelopment.^'^ 
When the residents became aware of the scale of this proposal, they formed 
themselves into the Rocks Residents Group (RRG) in February 1971. The 
president of the group was Frank Ashton, a crane driver from Cockatoo Island, 
and the Secretary was Nita McRae, a fourth generation resident.^' In June 1971, 
the SCRA served eviction notices on residents in the East Rocks area. The RRG 
turned to the unions for help and Nita McRae wrote to various unions.^^ She 
pointed out the historical significance of the area and argued that the community 
should be preserved because it housed workers and retired workers who had 
traditionally lived in the inner-city at affordable rents. McRae believed the 
proposed redevelopment would force residents out because of the increased rents. 
Of the unions contacted, the NSW BLF was the only union to reply.^^ After 
meeting with organisers of the RRG, the BLF proposed that a public meeting be 
held to request a ban. Subsequently a ban '^' was placed on the whole of the 
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Rocks area which forced the SCRA to talk to the residents.^^ The RRG then 
developed a 'People's Plan' for the area after discussion with the SCRA and the 
BLF.'' 
The Opposition 
The RRG set up a committee comprising town planners, financial experts, 
social workers and local residents with the intention of developing the 'People's 
Plan' and it was chaired by Neville Gruzman, a Sydney architect.'" One of the 
main issues was adequate compensation to the people who were displaced by the 
redevelopment. The NSW Labour Council became involved through the building 
trades group and its Secretary, R. Marsh, inspected the area and reaffirmed the 
BLF's position of a ban until the residents accepted the compensation.'* Magee 
wrote to Marsh on 24 January commenting on six proposals that had been put 
forward by the residents. The six proposals were: 
1...provision of alternative housing regardless of means test 
2...value of properties reclaimed by the SCRA 
3...accommodation to pensioners in the general area 
4...clarification of the general plan 
5...responsibility for West Rocks-Millers Point area 
6...consultation with the residents and the unions involved.'^ 
Magee attempted to clarify his position on these points but the residents were 
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generally dissatisfied. On the question of alternative accommodation, Magee gave 
an assurance that an attempt would be made to rehouse people in the area in the 
best available accommodation,'*'^  but secure tenure was not guaranteed. 
Accommodation in the area for pensioners was promised and consultation with all 
residents was pledged.'*' The problems encountered by the residents who were 
rehoused were many. A family was offered an alternative house in the Rocks but 
found that when they moved in with some of their belongings that the place 
leaked, electrical fittings came away in their hands, and the foundations had 
shifted.'*" Another couple was moved into a place with two elderly women whom 
they did not know."*' This general dissatisfaction was voiced at a public meeting 
and the BLF ban stayed.'*^ Another tactic that the SCRA employed that caused 
disquiet was to raise the residents' rent to move them out."*^  
In August 1972, the RRG, the FED&FA and the BLF called a press 
conference to discuss the report of the Royal Australian Planning Institute (RAPI), 
NSW Division, on the proposed Rocks redevelopment.'*'^  The report was critical 
of the high-rise proposals and claimed that the Rocks should not be exploited for 
profits. It stated: 
The Rocks Area is not a privately owned piece of real estate 
to be exploited in the most profitable way. The land in 
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question has been acquired or is controlled by the government 
on behalf of the people of New South Wales. It is part of the 
National heritage, paid for many times over by the generations 
since the Continent was first settled."*" 
The combined organisations called for a public meeting on 28 August 1972 in the 
Rocks.'** The two unions publicly stated that they would ban all demolition work 
and the construction of new buildings in the area, but would perform restoration 
work."*^  They called for the area to be set aside for public use just as Hyde Park, 
the Domain and Centennial Park were reserved during the early settlement of 
Sydney following a recommendation of RAPI (NSW)'s report. This statement 
elicited a critical response from the Sydney Moming Herald.^^ A Herald 
editorial of 11 August 1972 criticised the BLF and the FED&FA for not raising 
the issue much earlier and claimed that the BLF's position was one of "cynical 
opportunism".^' It was highly critical of the ban imposed on the area on the 
grounds that it would scare away overseas investment and accused the BLF of 
"encouraging or condoning violence. "^ ^ 
Jack Mundey replied to these accusations immediately.^' In a published 
letter he strongly criticised the tone and content of the Editorial. '^* He stated that 
the BLF was not "jumping on the environmental bandwagon" and argued that all 
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sections of society had a right to speak out on issues.^^ Mundey demanded that 
the government should enact legislation that would protect people from developers 
who destroyed the environment.^^ His letter cited the RAPI recommendations 
and concluded by stating that many office buildings had been erected during the 
building boom of the 1960s but lay idle whilst there remained "a scarcity of 
hospitals, schools, universities, kindergartens, creches and quality homes"." 
Another Mundey letter^* praised green ban supporters and this was supported by 
a letter signed by Neil Runcie and Patrick White.^^ Mundey took exception to 
the accusations of physical violence levelled at the union and argued that only a 
small amount of damage was done to properties during the BLF's earlier struggles 
with the 'scabs'.*^ He criticised the Herald for being overly concerned with this 
issue when it had nothing to say about the injury and death of conscripts sent to 
Vietnam. He observed: 
What a strange double standard your newspaper has when it 
says nought about the Australian conscripts' blood being split 
in the futile Vietnam War but is prepared to cry tears of blood 
over the demolition of a few bricks erected by scab labour.''' 
The Runcie and White letter criticised the lack of adequate town planning 
throughout Australia and praised the BLF ban for giving everyone some 'breathing 
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space' so that new ideas could be found.'^ ^ Jack Mundey was praised for his 
commitment to the urban environment and a concern for community planning.* '^ 
A public meeting was called by the RRG on 30 October 1972.*^ ^ The 
meeting was addressed by sociologist, Andrew Jakubowitz, BLF Secretary Jack 
Mundey, architect Neville Gruzman and Federal Labor politician Tom Uren, 
MHR.^ ^ Another meeting was held on 13 November 1972 and a series of 
resolutions was passed rejecting the SCRA proposals.^^ The SCRA, in turn, 
rejected the RRG resolution and wrote to residents individually.*^" In a letter 
from Colonel Magee to Nita McRae on 22 November, he argued that the RRG 
was not representative of the residents and that 'outsiders' had infiltrated the 
organisation which was why the SCRA approached the residents individually.^* 
A form which accompanied the letter required residents to fill it out and return it 
if they agreed with the SCRA plan.^^ 
During 1973 the black ban remained and in time it became known as a 
'green ban'. The SCRA finally responded to the 'People's Plan' and abandoned 
some of its proposals for high-rise buildings. Nevertheless, the SCRA set aside a 
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building in Playfair Street as a five-storey block of 48 home units."° Colonel 
Magee said that it was to be available to all socio-economic levels."' This 
proposal was designed to counter the 'People's Plan', but the Rocks residents 
requested that the green ban remain. The RRG issued a statement rejecting the 
SCRA proposal as they claimed that it ignored "the residents' request for a 
PERMANENT OR LONG TERM COMMITMENT TO LOW COST 
HOUSING"."-
On 29 August 1973, the SCRA chairman. Colonel Magee, released a press 
statement"' claiming that the BLF and Jack Mundey"'* were only interested in 
preserving the Rocks for a small number of people."^ Magee asserted that the 
proposed redevelopment had the overwhelming support of the people as thousands 
had visited the SCRA Information Booth in the Rocks and had endorsed the 
plan."^ The statement ignored the RRG and attacked the BLF."" 
In October, 'scabs' were sent in to knock down buildings needed for the 
redevelopment. According to Nita McRae, the Rocks, for two weeks, became a 
batdeground for Premier Askin's law and order campaign leading up to a State 
"® "Union puts 'green ban' on Rocks apartment block". Sydney Moming Herald. Undated, 
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election."* Local residents demonstrated against 'the scabs' who were protected 
by a large number of police. Askin had decided to challenge the power of the 
BLF in the Rocks and thereby set an example of how to defeat the other green 
bans in place around Sydney."^ 
A sit-in at the Playfair building was organised by the residents for the early 
hours of 24 October 1973. Many residents were arrested along with Jack 
Mundey, Joe Owens and Denise Bishop representing the BLF and R. Divers from 
the WWF.**^  When they were released in the middle of the day, they held a 
meeting at the Sydney Trades Hall and decided to hold a mass rally at Circular 
Quay the next day.*' 
The green ban stayed in the Rocks until the 1975 takeover of the NSW 
BLF Branch by the Federal body. Many of the buildings were saved but, 
according to Nita McRae, most of the community was forced to leave.*^ The 
preservation of the Rocks stands as a monument to the social conscience of the 
NSW BLF. This action was a successful implementation of Function C because 
firstly, the BLF helped to preserve the Rocks buildings and thus controlled the end 
product of their labour, and secondly, democratic decision-making was activated 
through the RRG and the mass meetings held by the union. 
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Woolloomooloo 
Woolloomooloo was probably the most successful BLF green ban. This 
green ban ensured that discussions took place between the community and levels of 
government, and a democratic solution to the residents' protests was peacefully 
concluded. 
Woolloomooloo had traditionally been a working-class area housing 
maritime workers who worked on the nearby wharves. Prior to the 1970s, the 
area had suffered major disruption when the Cahill Expressway was built through 
the suburb. The proposed Eastern Suburbs railway line was also planned to cut 
through the heart of the area. As the central business district began to expand 
close to the city, Darlinghurst and Woolloomooloo, like the Rocks, were 
earmarked for redevelopment.*' The Sydney City Council was responsible for 
the area and in 1969 the State Planning Authority (SPA) proposed a multi-storey 
redevelopment. The person who was to oversee this development was Sid 
Londish, a Sydney developer, on behalf of a company called Gateway Pty Ltd. 
The plan proposed that 90,000 people would work in high-rise office blocks.*'* 
As a response to all these changes in the area, the 'Loo residents*^ 
established an action group at a street meeting on Sunday, 8 October 1972.*^ 
The Secretary of the group was Edmund Campion, a Catholic priest at a local 
church, called St Columbkilles. Campion wrote to Jack Mundey on 13 October 
1972 informing him of the formation of the group. In his letter he said that his 
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group was interested "in the acquisition by the NSW Housing Commission of 
Commonwealth Government and City Council land at Woolloomooloo for medium 
density housing development".*" It was envisaged that people put out of their 
houses would be re-housed in this area. Prior to the 1972 Federal election, the 
residents obtained a guarantee from Gough Whitlam, Labor Party Federal leader, 
that if he won the federal election he would use whatever powers he had to keep 
Woolloomooloo residential. The new Federal Minister of Housing in the Whitlam 
Government, Les Johnson, promised in January 1973 that he would not support 
high-rise development.** 
The 'Loo residents were still being evicted and a number of buildings were 
being demolished in early 1973. Following a request from the BLF, a green ban 
was placed on the area in February 1973.*^ The Woolloomooloo Resident Action 
Group (WRAG) in a pamphlet claimed that Londish, with the aid of L.J. Hooker, 
was evicting residents and replacing them with Gateway employees who would 
then allow the buildings to be demolished.^ " It further pointed out that resistance 
existed to Londish's activities, with the local ALP member, Albert Sloss, calling 
on the Premier and the Lord Mayor to halt the evictions. A combined action of 
the WRAG, DRAG (Darlinghurst) and the BLF prevented demolition of the 
William Hotel in Williams Street. WRAG appealed for a general freezing of all 
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proposed redevelopments.^' 
During the first half of 1973 various appeals were made from local 
residents to the NSW Premier, the Federal Minister for Transport and to the BLF 
to do what they could to halt the redevelopment.'^^ A letter from Lyndy McPhee, 
a local resident, to Mr Morris, Minister for Transport, pointed out fifteen reasons 
why the proposed expressway should be abandoned.^' Most of her points 
covered damage to 'community' in the area with the loss of homes, families, 
parklands and general historical considerations.^" She pointed out that the 
proposed redevelopment would not be affordable to the residents who were already 
living there.^ ^ 
The Whidam Government set up a Department of Urban and Regional 
Development (DURD) headed by Tom Uren.^^ DURD decided to bring the three 
levels of government together to discuss the future of Woolloomooloo. The three 
parties were the NSW government, which owned land there through the Education 
Department, the Commonwealth government and the Sydney City Council.^" 
The Federal government allocated seventeen and a half million dollars through the 
NSW Housing Commission in order that an acceptable plan for all parties could be 
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achieved.^* The signing of the documents that led to the handing over of the 
money occurred at a ceremony at the Sydney Town Hall attended by Labor Prime 
Minister, Gough Whitlam, Federal Minister Tom Uren, the Lord Mayor of 
Sydney Civic Reform, Nick Shehady, the Premier of NSW, Robert Askin, and the 
Head of the NSW Housing Commission.^^ A planning committee was established 
which involved representatives of WRAG. It opened an office in Woolloomooloo 
where its plan was displayed for public comment."'^ The plan set aside 
approximately 60% for low-income dwellings and 40% for other developments. 
The NSW government, however, did not direcdy approve the plans. In July 1974, 
WRAG was still concerned with the planning process and called for a halt to all 
evictions.'°' This pressure from the local residents coupled with the continuing 
BLF green ban enabled a satisfactory community solution to be reached in the 
beginning of 1975.'"^ For Tom Uren, it was the most difficult submission he 
ever had to push through the Whidam Cabinet."" Jack Mundey stated that this 
was an important victory as it allowed residents to be significantly involved in the 
planning process of their community."^ This BLF action emphasised the 
democratic aspect of Function C. 
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Victoria Street 
Victoria Street in 1969 was a fashionable Kings Cross street, overlooking 
Woolloomooloo, made up of terraced houses built around the turn of the 
century.'°^ Its residents were artists, wharfies, seamen and other people who 
worked in the area. The majority of its residents were in rental accommodation. 
In 1969 the developer and wealthy Sydney businessman, Frank Theeman, 
submitted a plan for three forty-five storey towers to be built in the street. This 
plan was submitted to the Sydney City Council (SCC) and the Sydney Planning 
Authority (SPA). The SCC approved the plan but the SPA and the National Trust 
rejected it. The SPA described it as "one of the worst cases of visual pollution it 
had seen".'°*^  Between 1969 and 1973 Theeman bought various properties in the 
street in the name of the company, Victoria Point Pty Ltd.'°" During 1972, a 
Victoria Street Protest Committee (VSPC) was set up by local businessmen who 
were concerned about the excavations the Railways Department was making in the 
street;'"* the street was fenced off for eighteen months which adversely affected 
businesses in the street.'°^ The VSPC contacted the BLF which later became 
involved in the struggle to preserve Victoria Street. On 3 April, Victoria Street 
residents were given notice to vacate their properties within the week."" By the 
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end of that week, 100 residents had left.'" Various methods were used to evict 
the residents including money inducements; some had gas and electricity cut off 
while others had their houses broken into and bricks thrown through windows."^ 
In early 1973, Theeman submitted another plan and this new project provided for 
a "20 storey tower set on a three storey podium with stepped development and a 
six storey car park".'" 
In response to the eviction campaign, a meeting was held on 6 April 
between the residents, the BLF and Theeman representatives. The three parties 
agreed that no further evictions would take place until a decision was made by the 
National Trust on 16 April; the BLF placed a green ban on the street. A street 
meeting was held on 8 April and a Residents Action Group (RAG) was formed, 
with the Coalition of Resident Action Groups (CRAG) offering support.'"* 
Further evictions took place. Men were reported stealing wrought iron and stained 
glass from the vacant properties. A meeting was held on 11 April and the BLF 
reaffirmed its green ban provided there was resident support. On the weekend of 
14-15 April, Arthur King, one of the most active members of the residents, 
mysteriously disappeared."^ It was feared that he had been kidnapped and the 
police and press were notified. He returned on Monday, however, and gave no 
explanation for his absence. A short time later he left the area."^ 
On 2 May 1973, the National Trust placed a large section of the street on 
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its classified list, then on 9 May 1973, a public meeting chaired by Professor Neil 
Runcie was held to discuss the future of the street. The meeting was convened by 
the Victoria Street-Kings Cross Action Committee (VSKCAC) and was supported 
by CRAG. It was addressed by Albert Sloss (MLA for Kings Cross), Alderman 
Gerrard Draper (SCC opposition leader). Rev Ted Noffs (Wayside Chapel), Jack 
Mundey (Secretary of the NSW BLF), Patrick White (author), and George Clarke 
(President, RAPI (NSW))."" The meeting called for a joint session of Federal 
and State ministers, residents, unions, developers and the National Trust to 
preserve the street. It sought for the NSW Minister for Local Government to 
suspend the planning scheme so that alternative schemes could be proposed. 
Capturing the mood of the meeting, Professor Runcie stated: 
"inner city planning was in the melting pot on a world wide 
basis and that the meeting showed an awareness of many of 
the critical issues concerned with over-development, 
deficiencies of open space, the provision of low income 
housing and the preservation of historical and pleasing 
streetscapes as well as the problems of moving long-
established residents.""* 
In June 1973, the National Trust came out in support of a revised Theeman 
plan which was devised by the architect. Ken Wooley."^ This action brought 
the union into conflict with the resident action group as the BLF had previously 
stated that it would support the National Trust's decision.'^° However, a 
number of residents wished to stay in their premises. The BLF issued a press 
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release on 15 June in which it reported on a meeting held with the National Trust, 
the VSPC, CRAG, Victoria Point Pty Ltd, and the FEDFA.'^' The union stated 
that it had traditionally supported the National Trust and the resident action groups 
but in this case there was a conflict between these two groups. The BLF called 
for a public meeting of residents to discuss the latest developments and until then 
the green ban would remain. The struggle then became one for the rights of low 
income earners to live in the inner city, a struggle that had involved the BLF in 
other parts of the metropolis.'^^ 
By the middle of 1973 only a handful of residents remained in their houses 
and these included the wharfie and seaman, Mick Fowler. Mick had returned to 
Victoria Street after a long stint at sea and was shocked to discover that the 
majority of residents had left the street. After consultation with various residents 
and BLF officials, Mick decided he would "make a fight of it" and stay for as 
long as he possibly could.'^' 
In response to Theeman's third plan, a number of politically active people 
organised to squat in the buildings.'^ Some of the group were anarchists in 
their political philosophy and they included Darcy Waters, Roelof Smilde, Wendy 
Bacon, and Liz Fell.'^^ Another person who became involved was Juanita 
Nielsen, who ran a Kings Cross newspaper.'^^ The next six months saw a batde 
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to evict the squatters with a combination of physical intimidation and legal action. 
Physical intimidation came in the form of Theeman's 'scabs and goons"^" 
patrolling the streets carrying pickhandles and intimidating the squatters; Joe 
Meissner, the Australian karate champion, organised Theeman's security 
guards.'^* Theeman also took one of the squatters, John Cox, to court,'^^ 
which resulted in an appeal; the whole process extended over nearly six 
months."° Meanwhile the squatters had developed a "community" in the 
disused houses and proceeded to make various alterations to the buildings as well 
as setting up child-care facilities, a playgroup and various other community 
projects, such as a food cooperative.'" The group issued a newsletter called 
Victoria Street Rag which informed people of the latest developments in the 
struggle to preserve the street."^ In December the Courts ruled that squatting 
was illegal and Theeman ordered the squatters to move out. 
In the last week of 1973, Bob Pringle and Joe Owens discussed with the 
developers the proposed redevelopments in the Kings Cross area which included 
Victoria Street."' On 2 January, Joe Owens received information that several 
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hundred police were being moved the next day to Kings Cross. They were being 
sent there to help evict squatters and protect the demolishers sent to knock down 
various buildings.""* Joe Owens contacted Victoria Point Pty Ltd and was told 
that there were no such plans. He phoned Theeman who was holidaying in 
Surfers Paradise and Theeman curtly stated "he was not demolishing 
anything"."^ Wendy Bacon, who was one of the organisers of the squat, was 
also contacted. 
On 3 January, at 7 o'clock in the morning, a team of 30 'controllers'"^ 
moved into thirteen houses which had been occupied by the squatters."" Eighty 
squatters were cleared from the buildings and forty-four people were arrested, 
including Joe Owens. The squatters resisted by barricading themselves in their 
houses and occupying roofs. Two squatters stayed on one roof until 1 a.m. the 
next morning and then were arrested by police."* Another squatter climbed on 
to a chimney and it took two police to bring him down."^ The evictions of the 
squatters forced the remainder of the tenants to leave - everyone except Mick 
Fowler."*" One of the remaining tenants, a wharfie who worked at Darling 
Harbour, had "had enough" and moved out to Mt Druitt."*' 
The actions of Theeman were immediately denounced by the BLF, VSAG, 
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CRAG and the Victoria Street Rag, as well as by Norm Gallagher, Victorian and 
Federal Secretary of the BLF. The hiring of 'thugs' by Theeman was roundly 
condemned. The Victoria Street Rag lamented the breaking up of the community 
and vowed to continue the struggle by supporting the green ban.''*^ A BLF press 
statement stated the union would continue to picket Victoria Street in order to 
preserve the historic buildings as well as saving the area for low-income residents. 
It noted that the actions of Theeman's developers at Victoria Street, and those by 
developers in the months before, were protected by a massive police presence.'"*' 
The BLF called for a public meeting to be held on 6 January'"^ to discuss the 
matter. CRAG also issued a press release calling for a Royal Commission to 
investigate all aspects of the Victoria Street redevelopment's recent disturbances, 
demanding that the NSW government suspend its current planning scheme and 
establish a public enquiry into town planning in the area.'"*^ In his capacity as 
General-Secretary, Gallagher condemned the police and "gangster" presence and 
promised that no members would work on the project until a settlement had been 
reached.''*^ A NSW BLF meeting on 7 January called on State and Federal 
governments and the SCC to meet with unions and various resident action groups 
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to resolve the Victoria Street problem.'"*" Tom Uren, Federal Minister for 
Urban and Regional Development, replied on 30 January that his officers were 
working with all parties concerned in seeking a resolution of the dispute.'"** 
On Thursday, 17 January, Joe Owens and Jack Mundey met with 
Theeman.''*^ They accepted a number of terms for setdement of the dispute. 
The BLF agreed to lift the green ban if a revised plan was accepted by the 
residents of Woolloomooloo and Victoria Street.'^ "^ Owens and Mundey 
stipulated that a solution to the problem in Victoria Street could only be resolved 
with a settlement of the situation in Woolloomooloo.'^' They agreed that there 
should be no more squatting or demolition. Four other issues were discussed: the 
tenancy of Mick Fowler; the situation of the people who were arrested on 3 
January; the people who were employed by Theeman and who were currently 
patrolling Victoria Street; and the deregistration of the BLF case which was 
currently before the courts.'" Theeman agreed to do what he could to withdraw 
charges against the squatters and take the majority of his employees from the 
street.'^' But he insisted that Mick Fowler immediately leave his premises and 
he refused to commit himself on the deregistration case.'^" A further meeting 
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was held on Friday, 18 January 1974, and eight propositions were agreed upon: 
1...Fencing to be provided from No. 113 Victoria Street, down 
to the Woolloomooloo Stairs to make the buildings secure. 
2...After the fence is erected, the so-called "controllers" to be 
replaced by union labor [sic] from a genuine security service 
to prevent further vandalism. 
3...The necessary technical personnel to be allowed free 
access to the site for the purpose of inspecting and measuring 
of the total area and the ensuing plans to be accessible to the 
Planning Committee of Woolloomooloo. 
4...Where necessary, arrangements to be made to remove any 
rubbish from the houses which would be a potential fire 
danger. 
5...No so-called "controllers" are to remain at 115 Victoria 
Street. 
6...Following erection of the fence there will be no other 
tenants in the property other than Mick Fowler till agreement 
has been reached on the Woolloomooloo scheme. 
7...Victoria Point Pty Ltd reserves its right to man the 
company's agency situated in Victoria Street 
8...A further meeting to take place with Mick Fowler at 115 
Victoria Street on Tuesday, 29 January, 1974 at 8.30 a.m.'^^ 
The BLF issued a press release on 21 January, 1974 oudining the agreement but 
stressing that the green ban would only be lifted when the residents of 
Woolloomooloo agreed to the revised plan. It added that the problem of low 
income residents being able to live in the inner city had to be solved.'^^ 
Victoria Street was largely saved by the combined efforts of the residents, 
squatters and the BLF's green ban. Theeman was forced to submit five plans until 
his scheme was approved.'" The changes that occurred subsequently within the 
BLF affected the outcome of Victoria Street and will be discussed in a subsequent 
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chapter. The struggle to preserve the street was carried on by Mick Fowler who 
remained in the street for the next three years.'^* 
Mick Fowler 
After the evictions on 3 January, Mick Fowler took out a court order to 
prevent being harassed by 'Theeman's thugs'.'^^ During this week, the 'thugs' 
had moved into a room in one of the buildings near Mick's residence, and had 
constantly threatened him. This took the form of verbal abuse during the day and 
interruption of his sleep at night.'^° There was "thumping on the walls, 'hyena 
crackles' and even a threat to 'put a bullet in his head'."'^' Anyone attempting 
to visit Mick's residence was threatened with physical violence and one such 
person was beaten up.'^^ When Mr Elvis Kippman, a technician for the ABC, 
was introduced to the press by the President of the BLF, Bobby Pringle, on 11 
January, he alleged that he had been hit on the shoulder and leg, by the 
'controllers' in Victoria Street when he was attempting to visit Mick Fowler on 
Sunday, 6 January.'^' Theeman made numerous advances to Mick Fowler, 
including monetary inducements.'^ "* On one occasion Theeman, accompanied by 
two of his 'controllers', visited Mick while Joe Owens was at Mick's place.'^^ 
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Mick explained that the struggle was about the rights of ordinary people to live in 
the street and that he was not prepared to move.'^^ 
For the next three years Mick was the sole tenant in the street and 
continued to publicise the incidents that occurred."*" He was finally forced out 
in 1977. Mick died suddenly of a heart attack in 1979 and articles were written 
about his life and struggles in Victoria Street in a number of leading Sydney 
papers.'^* Over 700 people attended his funeral which included a New Orleans 
style jazz procession down Victoria Street.'^^ 
In an article in the Sydney Morning Herald in 1979, the journalist 
Geraldine Brooks stated that no winners emerged in the Victoria Street struggle as 
the residents had lost their premises; Theeman did not make any money out of his 
investment; and the street itself had lost its "old worldly" charm as the 
redevelopment looked artificial.'"^ 
The green ban in Victoria Street was much more political than the other 
three bans discussed in this chapter as the local residents who took part in the 
struggle were political squatters who organised themselves in a collective way. 
The BLF's involvement in this action took it further down the path of Function C. 
The next chapter examines the situation when the union adopted explicidy political 
positions in the interests of certain sections of the community. 
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Chapter 11 
PRAXIS : SOCL^L AND POLITICAL GREEN BANS 
As the NSW BLF became well-known in the community, a number of 
individuals and groups sought their assistance. The "Litde Green Book" listed 
over thirty green bans and described the diverse groups that sought support from 
the BLF.' Amongst some of the green bans that have not been previously 
mentioned were the fight against the Opera House Car Park, the struggle to save 
the Newcastle Hotel from demolition, the fight to prevent the North West Freeway 
cutting a path through the inner-city suburbs, the struggle to save the Theatre 
Royal from demolition, and Preservation Bans instituted by the National Trust.^ 
By the middle of 1974, the union was concerned by the extent of their 
involvement and nominated a three-man panel to review all the bans as the 
Executive wished to ascertain if some could be lifted.' 
Activists categorised green bans in slightly different ways. Jack Mundey 
claimed that two types of green bans existed: those that were placed on Centennial 
Park and Kelly's Bush which were non-negotiable as they were put in place to 
preserve historic parts of Sydney;'* and those that were negotiable and in these 
the residents and the National Trust had a voice in the implementation of the 
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developers' plans and could request the lifting of the green ban once all parties 
were satisfied.^ Mundey was referring to purely environmental bans in this 
particular context. In the somewhat different view of Nita McRae, green bans had 
two purposes. Firsdy, historic buildings that were about to be demolished should 
be preserved and secondly, the community that had been living in the area for a 
significant length of time required protection. McRae conceded that in the case of 
the Rocks, the buildings were preserved but the community was largely 
destroyed.^ Joe Owens, for his part, made a distinction between green bans by 
stating that one type attempted to preserve the buildings and communities, and the 
other type was instituted for social and political reasons." In this study, Joe 
Owens' classification will be used to distinguish various green bans. This chapter 
shows the diversity of the groups that sought assistance from the BLF by 
examining a number of these social and political green bans. 
Diethneses, formerly called Nick's, was a Greek restaurant, offering 
affordable meals in the city of Sydney. It was one of five businesses that operated 
in a building located at 343-349 Pitt Street and was to be auctioned in the middle 
of 1973. One of the other properties was the Hotel Lismore, whose clients were 
mainly working-class people who drank in the public bar.* 
After receiving notification of the auction, the five business people from 
the property contacted the BLF seeking assistance in preserving their enterprises. 
Jack Mundey attended the auction and spoke, making it clear that whoever bought 
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the property must preserve the five businesses or the BLF would institute a green 
ban, according to which no demolition or reconstruction work would occur on the 
site.^ The local businessmen made a bid at the auction but were outbid by a 
wealthy city property owner. After the auction the frustrated locals formally 
wrote to the BLF seeking assistance.'" Mundey replied that the green ban would 
remain. Diethneses is still in operation today and is frequented by former 
builders' labourers on a regular basis although it was forced to change its address. 
The NSW BLF had its twenty-year reunion there in March, 1995." 
The Newcastle Hotel, on the outskirts of the Rocks, was a pub frequented 
by residents of the area as well as by artists, poets, political activists and the 
famous 'Sydney Push'.'^ The pub was to be demolished as part of the Rocks 
redevelopment plans. The BLF placed a green ban on the site and Jack Mundey 
addressed the drinkers on the need to preserve it." The week before the licence 
was to be reviewed, Mundey in a public speech, standing at the bar of the hotel, 
stated: 
This pub is a symbol of what all thinking Australians are 
concerned about. Builders' labourers are not going to say 
'Thank you' to the boss and build what we are told. We will 
preserve the best of Sydney and we will decide which 
buildings will be put up and which wdl be pulled down.'"* 
9 Fiske, Rocking the Fouruiations. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. See Meredith Burgmann, "In Memory of the BLF", Sydney Moming Herald (18 
March 1995). 
See Anne Coombs, Sex and Anarchy: The life and death of the Sydney Push (Ringwood, 
Victoria: Penguin, 1996), pp.UO-lll, p.ll6, pp.178-9, pp.280-1. 
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The struggle to preserve the Newcastle was not successful as it was 
eventually demolished. However, it stood for a long time before this eventually 
happened. This was an example of a green ban that was not successful but the 
fact that the hotel remained intact, if vacant for a number of years, demonstrates 
the social power of the green bans. 
The BLF also used green bans to protect the rights of vulnerable university 
students and staff. In 1973 the BLF came to the support of Jeremy Fisher, a 
Macquarie University student expelled from a residential college of the university 
for declaring himself a homosexual.'^ The BLF had a policy of supporting the 
rights of homosexuals but was concerned about how the rank and file would 
interpret this policy.'^ When Bob Pringle addressed the workers at the 
Macquarie University site about the issue of Jeremy Fisher, they immediately 
walked off the job and determined that no work would occur until he was 
reinstated at the college. This occurred fairly swiftly.'" Mundey wrote to the 
Macquarie University Students' Representative Council (SRC), stating that the 
reinstatement was a significant victory against prejudice in the community.'* The 
SRC of the University of New England wrote to the BLF on 5 July to thank them 
for their involvement in the action and asking them to convey this sentiment to the 
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men on the job at the University.'^  Many organisations and individuals wrote to 
the BLF congratulating them on their stand.^ ° 
When a proposed women's studies course, to be offered by Joan Curthoys 
and Liz Jacka, was vetoed by the Professorial Board at Sydney University, the 
BLF threatened the university with a green ban on some building projects which 
needed urgent completion. '^ The University allowed the course to be taught by 
the women." These two incidents demonstrated how the BLF was using its 
power to implement green bans outside the usual environmental area. The success 
of these two events encouraged the BLF to take action over another form of 
discrimination, the withdrawal of a Teacher Education scholarship from a student 
at Macquarie University in 1973. 
Penny Short was a student at Macquarie University and was being financed 
by a Teacher Education scholarship from the NSW Department of Education. 
During 1973 she had to attend a medical examination and passed the physical 
section, but later she was requested to attend another examination which required 
her to fill out a personality questionnaire and have a discussion with a psychiatrist. 
The impression was given that this was normal procedure for all scholarship 
holders. '^ During the interview. Short was asked if she was in a stable 
n 
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relationship. She replied that she was in a stable lesbian relationship. The 
psychiatrist commented that she would not mention this fact in her report and 
would recommend that the student keep her scholarship. The student was advised 
to keep quiet about it. Some time later Short wrote a poem for Arena, the 
University student newspaper, describing the experience of making love to another 
woman. After this was published, she was summoned to attend another interview 
with the same psychiatrist and was handed a photocopy of the Arena poem.^ 
This time the psychiatrist informed her she would lose her scholarship "because 
the Department didn't allow this sort of thing".^^ Short was told later, officially, 
that her scholarship was terminated because she had "personality and emotional 
problems".^^ Short proceeded to obtain favourable references from staff 
members of the University as well as two other positive psychiatric reports. She 
was told by Dr Orr, the Chief Officer of the Medical Examination Centre, that 
these references would not alter the Departmental decision. The NSW Teachers' 
Federation requested more information about the case from the Director-General 
of Education, Mr T. Buggie, but he refused to discuss the matter with the 
Federation.^" In addition, the Macquarie University Students' Council called 
upon the Attorney-General to make a statement on the matter and requested a 
general meeting of students on Wednesday, 27 March, to discuss the issue.^* 
The meeting was addressed by Penny Short as well as by representatives of 
the NSW Teachers' Federation, and academics from the Schools of Education, 
^ Ibid. 
^- Ibid. 
'^ Ibid. 
" Ibid. 
m Ibid. 
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Behavioural Science, and Historical, Philosophical and Political Studies.^^ The 
meeting was attended by around 1,000 people and passed the following 
resolutions: 
1... We condemn the Department of Education for this 
decision and demand that the scholarship be reinstated. 
2... We demand that the Department give a policy statement 
on its attitude to employing homosexual teachers. 
3... We demand that the Department of Education set up a 
medical tribunal which includes a doctor chosen by the teacher 
or teacher trainee to judge cases of medical unfitness."^ 
The meeting decided to hold a demonstration outside the Department of Education, 
in Sydney, on the following Friday, preceded by a rally at the University." 
The BLF was encouraged to give its support to the struggle by the 
Students' Representative Council. A clinical psychologist, John Bowling, wrote to 
the BLF on 22 March after seeing Penny Short being interviewed on This Day 
Tonight, the ABC current affairs program.'^ He described it as the worst case of 
discrimination that he had seen and urged the union to take some action." The 
BLF Secretary, Joe Owens, sent a telegram to Eric Willis, Minister for Education, 
condemning the department's action. Owens' telegram stated: 
NSW Builders Labourers Federation condemns Education 
Department for discrimination against Penny Short. If 
scholarship is not returned, bans will be placed on 
tt. 
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maintenance work by builders' labourers on Education 
Department buildings and other Government offices.''* 
Willis replied on 16 April, stating that the Director-General of Education 
had contacted the BLF.'^ In his submission, Director-General Buggie stated that 
it was necessary for all scholarship holders to undergo a series of medical 
examinations during the course of their studies as it was necessary for the 
Department to ascertain their suitability for permanent employment. He claimed it 
had been a long-standing practice of the department to terminate the scholarship of 
students deemed to be medically unfit and he concluded by stating "Penny Short's 
scholarship was terminated on medical grounds and only on medical grounds".'^ 
Owens replied to Buggie on 22 April, observing that his reply was extremely 
vague on details.'" He passed this information on to the Macquarie SRC and 
Penny Short.'* 
These actions demonstrated that the NSW BLF had moved into an area 
where no other union had gone before, by using its industrial muscle to help the 
disadvantaged in society. 
This led to much discussion and controversy within Australian society. 
Some of this debate will be examined in Part IV of the study. However the 
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conservative side of the debate argued that the use of the strike weapon in defence 
of urban environment and the disadvantaged was 'going too far'. These Function 
C actions mobilised conservative forces in society to set about destroying green 
bans and the NSW BLF. The next chapter discusses these actions. 
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Chapter 12 
PRAXIS : THE LIMITATIONS OF FUNCTION C UNDER CAPITALISM 
INTERVENTION AND DESTRUCTION 
The NSW BLF's actions of supporting resident action groups in a 
democratic way and instituting a broad array of green bans eventually brought it 
into conflict with the Federal body of the union. Simmering away all this time 
were ideological differences between the leaderships of the Federal body and the 
NSW branch. Federal Secretary Norm Gallagher was a member of the dissident 
Communist Party of Australia (Marxist-Leninist) which had bitterly split from the 
official CPA in the early 1960s. The scene was set for a confrontation between 
Gallagher and the CPA leadership of the NSW BLF. This chapter traces the 
conflict that was generated between these two bodies. It examines the intervention 
of the Federal Management Committee (FMC) and the Federal Council of the BLF 
into the affairs of the NSW Branch in 1974-75. This tumultuous relationship 
resulted in the lifting of green bans and the destruction of the NSW Branch. 
Relationship of the NSW BLF with the Federal BLF 
An antagonistic relationship was beginning to develop between the NSW 
BLF and the Federal body during 1974. Two issues were brought before the 
FMC meeting in Melbourne on 24 April 1974.' Firstly, charges of 'committing a 
breach of rules' by giving false and misleading information to the FMC were 
brought by the NSW President Bob Pringle and Secretary Joe Owens against the 
' NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection, Z235, Box 35, ABCE & BLF Federal Management 
Committee Minutes and related papers. Minutes of meeting of Federal Management 
Committee held in Melbourne, 24 April 1974. 
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2 Federal Secretary, Norm Gallagher and Joe Ferguson.^ Secondly, a number of 
auditors' reports into the financial affairs of the NSW branch were to be 
presented.' The reports of the NSW Branch's auditors were available but the 
independent report was delayed.'* The NSW delegation argued that the charges 
against Gallagher and Ferguson and the auditors' reports should be considered at 
the same time and called for both matters to be postponed until a later date.^ The 
FMC rejected this proposition and decided to hear the charges against Gallagher 
and Ferguson. Pringle was admitted to the meeting and the hearing began. The 
first charge against Gallagher related to his handling of an accusation made against 
the NSW branch by Joe Ferguson in 1972. Ferguson had laid the following 
charges against the NSW Branch: 
(a)...The branch have [sic] loaned money to members in 
violation of the union rules. Some of this money has been 
written as irrecoverable. 
(b)...The Branch Executive has failed to take action against 
organisers who have absconded with union money. 
Their failure to recover this money can only mean that they 
condone the present corruption that exists in the financial 
affairs of the NSW Branch.' 
The second charge related to the ruling made by Gallagher that NSW officials 
were to be denied 'right of entry' to building sites. This decision was conveyed to 
the Master Builders' Association (MBA) in the following letter addressed to J.D. 
Martin, Executive Director of the MBA: 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Ibid., p.6. 
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Dear Sir, 
I wish to advise that the Federal Management Committee 
of the above Federation at its meeting on Wednesday, 6 
February, has instructed me to advise your Association of the 
following. 
As from 12 noon this day, all right of entries of officials of 
the New South Wales Branch have been withdrawn by the 
Federation until further notice. 
Yours fraternally, 
N.L. Gallagher 
General Secretary" 
This latter issue was extremely serious for the NSW Branch. Pringle 
argued that the order issued by Gallagher had obstructed NSW officials from 
doing their job and had been ruled invalid by the NSW Equity Court.* Gallagher 
replied that he was merely following directions from the FMC. Pringle's charge 
read: 
Norman Gallagher, by addressing a letter dated 6th February, 
1974, to J.D. Martin, Executive Director of the Master 
Builders' Federation Association, purporting to withdraw entry 
of officials of NSW Branch, he [sic] obstructed officers in the 
course of their duties.^ 
After much discussion both charges were dismissed. Joe Owens was the only 
dissident.'" 
The decisions of this meeting further worsened the conflict between the 
NSW Branch and the Federal body. It came to a head at the 7 October meeting of 
7 Ibid., p.4. 
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the FMC." Joe Owens, representative of the NSW delegation, was not able to 
attend this meeting and requested that it be held on another date.'^ Owens 
claimed that he had to address workers outside of Sydney on the 8-Hour Day 
public holiday." This proposition was rejected by the meeting which condemned 
Owens for not being in attendance or sending a proxy. Delegate McHugh, from 
the ACT, accused the NSW branch of going 'down the drain' and trying to 
destroy the Federation.''* Much discussion followed which was critical of the 
NSW Branch. The following motion was carried unanimously: 
This meeting of the Federal Management Committee places on 
record its complete disgust with the New South Wales Branch 
of the Federation for failing to attend this meeting in view of 
the serious situation confronting the Federation in relation to 
attacks being made on the whole of the Federation by the 
employing class. 
Further, we see no reason why the New South Wales Branch 
Executive could not have sent the State President, R. Pringle, 
who was invited, or arranged for another proxy delegate to be 
in attendance at this Federal Management Committee Meeting. 
We can only assume that the New South Wales Branch 
Executive does not have the interest of the whole of the 
Federation's Membership at heart. 
This latest manoeuvre of the Officials of the New South Wales 
Branch is designed to further disrupt and divide the 
Membership of the Federation.'^ 
In addition, some other resolutions were carried relating to the affairs of the New 
Ibid. 
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South Wales Branch.'^ The resolutions called for: 
Re-registration of the BLF except the NSW branch had not 
carried out FMC directives. 
A $2 levy on all members to compensate for NSW 
withholding finance. The Federal Secretary to take immediate 
action to protect finance assets in NSW. The FMC set up a 
federal branch and a federal ticket in NSW. The FMC directs 
NSW branch to hand over all funds and condemns the NSW 
branch. 
The Auditor's Report from Williams, Coopers & Lybrand has 
shown that the NSW branch officials have mismanaged money 
and thus proves the original charge brought by Ferguson. The 
FMC calls on NSW branch members to remove branch 
officials, a response to the NSW FEDFA who have stated that 
they would not work with federal officials of the BLF in that 
the Federal BLF would organise a national campaign of 
builder's labourers not to work with FEDFA members.'" 
Three auditors' reports were commissioned by the FMC: a NSW Branch 
report, a Federal report and an independent one by Coopers & Lybrand.'* The 
auditors examined a number of campaign funds, these being The Permanency 
Campaign Fund and the Green Ban Lock-out Fund.'^ The Federal report 
concluded that no one could tell how much money was collected as no receipt 
books were issued.^° The $19,286 in the Permanency Fund and the $6,344 in 
the Green Ban fund could not be verified. A number of other matters were also 
a 
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investigated. Approximately $300 was paid to Bev Hogan, wife of an official, 
when she encountered financial difficulties after separating from her husband. The 
auditors stated that this action was in contravention of the rules and constituted "a 
gross mismanagement of members' money".^' Another issue considered was the 
selling of two motor cars under their true value. According to the auditors, this 
action resulted in a loss of approximately $1,500 of members' money.^^ The 
Federal auditors also made note of the fact that the NSW officials refused to co-
operate as Joe Owens allowed the auditors only 20 minutes to look through 18,000 
membership cards.^' They concluded that $2,157 had been lost through 
mismanagement and implied corruption: 
When you add to this the fact it cannot be discovered how 
much money was collected for the Permanency Fund and 
Green Ban fund, or how much money was collected from job 
delegates by Prendergast, the picture starts to take on a nasty 
colour. If corruption was not going on, Owens would have 
been happy to make all records available.^" 
The Coopers & Lybrand report was not as scathing as the Federal one, 
avoiding statements about mismanagement, but it did refer to what the auditors 
considered as "a major weakness in the financial control over the income and 
assets of the branch".^^ 
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Intervention by Rule Change 
On Saturday, 12 October, Gallagher drove to Sydney from Melbourne with 
the intention of setting up a new Federal office in Sydney, a plan he announced on 
TV the following night.^^ On Monday, 14 October 1974, the press reported that 
Gallagher had rented rooms in the Hyde Park Hotel.^" On the same day a 
meeting of over 1,500 builders' labourers met at the Town Hall and voted to reject 
the Federal ticket which Gallagher intended to put together in NSW. A report of 
the NSW Auditors of the Branch was read out which stated that in their opinion a 
misappropriation of funds had not taken place.^* A big demonstration was 
subsequently held outside the Hyde Park Hotel in support of the NSW branch.^^ 
On 15 October, Ian Makin, a member of the NSW Branch, "sought declarations 
that the Federal Management Committee, when it decided to set up the new 
Branch, was unlawfully constituted and was conducted in bad faith".'° Makin 
sought to establish that the FMC's decisions were unlawful in attempting to seize 
the NSW Branch's finances and assets." On 16 October, a Federal Council 
meeting decided that an enquiry was to be held into the affairs of the NSW 
Auditors' report, and that Daniel Hellier and Tom Domican, both active members 
of the NSW branch and closely aligned with Gallagher, were to be in charge of 
the enquiry. The Federal organisers moved onto the Watts Technical College on 
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Broadway.'^ Tom McDonald, the NSW Secretary of the BWIU, issued a 
statement of 'non-interference', meaning that they would not give support to either 
side." 
The day after Gallagher arrived in Sydney, 14 October, a special meeting 
of the FMC was held in response to a request from Joe Owens who wanted the 
Federal Council to manage problems between NSW and the Federal body.'"* 
Only five delegates were in attendance and two of them, W. Morgan from 
Tasmania and D. McHugh from the ACT, submitted a written request that the 
special meeting of the Federal Council should be delayed until 16 October.'^ 
When this meeting took place, it resolved to set up an enquiry that would report to 
the Federal Council. Daniel Hellier and Tom Domican were instructed to obtain 
evidence as to whether the Executive Committee of the NSW Branch had: 
(a)...committed any breach of the rules of the Federation, or 
of a Branch; 
(b)...knowingly failed to comply with any decision of the 
Management or the Federal Council or of a Branch meeting or 
of the Executive Committee of a Branch; 
(c)...misapplied any of the funds or property of the Federation 
or of a Branch; 
(d)...behaved in an insulting or offensive manner at any 
meeting of the Federation or of a Branch; 
(e)...done any act calculated to injure or destroy the 
Federation or has made any wilful false statement concerning 
the administration of its affairs.'^ 
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The Executive Committee of the NSW branch was ordered to deliver all 
documentation relating to the affairs of the Branch.'" They were also told not to 
meet as an Executive except under authority from the Federal Secretary. They 
were directed to inform organisers that they were to work under Federal 
jurisdiction and to shift the NSW office and all its equipment to premises in Surry 
Hills; and all NSW branch business was to be conducted from this office.'* The 
Federal Council ruled that any membership tickets issued by the NSW Branch 
were deemed illegal.'^ The meeting assigned twenty-two organisers to the NSW 
branch but "subject to the directions of this Council and/or Federal Management 
Committee the duties normally performed by an organiser within the 
Federation".'^° The General Secretary was given the power to ensure that these 
resolutions were followed.'*' Also, Gallagher organised a group of officials who 
were given a 'Right of Entry' to building sites.''^ 
Some members of the NSW Executive Committee were charged with 
various offences, including Jack Mundey who was accused of corrupting union 
affairs: 
l...That he has committed breaches of the Rules of the Union 
2...That he has knowingly failed to comply a decision of the 
Federal Management Committee and/or the Federal Council 
3...That he has misapplied the funds and property of the 
Federation and of the New South Wales branch 
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4...That he has done an act calculated to injure or destroy the 
Federation."*' 
In relation to the first charge, Mundey was accused of not keeping 'distinct and 
intelligible account of all moneys received and expended'.'*^ It was further 
emphasised that he had failed to pay to the Treasurer all money that he had 
received as Secretary which was not stated in his reports to Executive."^ On the 
second charge he was accused of not handing over all documentation materials to 
Hellier and Domican for the purposes of the enquiry and was accused of not 
following the FMC, Federal Council and General Secretary directives, specifically 
refusing to hand over office equipment to the new offices in Surry Hills.''^ The 
third charge related to making loans to a number of people, including Bev Hogan, 
estranged wife of a member who experienced hardship after a marriage break-
up."*" The fourth charge related to his involvement in the attempt to establish a 
separate union, called the Australian Builders' Labourers Federation (NSW), in the 
Industrial Register of the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission.'** 
Joe Owens and Bob Pringle made the initial application to the Australian 
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission, which was signed by Jack Mundey.'*^ 
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Ian Makin and eleven other builders' labourers (BLs)^" took out an application in 
the Equity Division of the NSW Supreme Court to curtail the activities of the 
Federal body in setting up a Federal Branch in NSW.^' On 19 December, the 
Equity Court rules that the Federal Council meeting of 16 October was "neither 
convened nor conducted in accordance with the rules of the said Federation".^^ 
The resolutions carried at that meeting were declared invalid. Gallagher and his 
Federal officials were restrained from taking action from decisions made at that 
meeting.^' 
On 14 October 1974, the day Gallagher attempted to set up a Federal 
Branch in NSW, a meeting of builders' labourers was held in the Town Hall. It 
passed a resolution condemning the NSW MBA for its attack on the NSW Branch 
and condemned Norm Gallagher's efforts to set up a Federal Branch in NSW. 
Part of the resolution stated: 
We view with contempt the actions of N. Gallagher and the 
Federal Management Committee in attempting to set up a scab 
union in NSW in collusion with the employers. We declare 
that we will not recognise any federal office in NSW nor will 
we recognise federal tickets. We will not exchange NSW 
tickets for the scab federal tickets.^ "* 
The resolution declared support for the formation of a new union in NSW to cover 
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builders' labourers under federal jurisdiction." This new union would be in 
competition with the one under Gallagher's control.^^ The resolution stated that 
each branch should have the right to elect its own leadership without Federal 
interference." 
On 1 November, Gallagher received a note from Professor R.T. Martin, 
President of the Hunter's Hill Trust, which included a copy of a letter from the 
Trust thanking the NSW Branch for its efforts in preserving Kelly's Bush.^ * The 
Trust pointed out that it was not in a position to make any judgements on the 
dispute between the Federal body and the NSW branch but merely wished to 
express to the Federal body its appreciation for the work of the NSW Branch.^' 
Dr Jones, vice-president of the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF), on 2 
November, stated that the ACF was concerned that green bans "would be the first 
major casualty in the battle between the State and Federal branches of the BLF."* 
He stated that the only winners would be the NSW Government, the MBA and 
major developers.^' Gallagher replied that the ACF should "keep its nose out of 
the Builders' Labourers Federation business"." He claimed that the Federal 
body was in NSW because of 'maladministration' in the State Branch and that the 
Federal body had sought injunctions in the Equity Court on six officials of the 
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NSW branch who had been found guilty by the Federal Council of 
maladministration of the affairs of the Branch. The six officials were J. Owens, 
R. Pringle, J. Mundey, R. Prendergast, B. Cook and P. Barton.^' Gallagher 
stated that the current policy on green bans would not change. In response, the 
ACF sent a telegram to Gallagher on 6 November, welcoming Gallagher's 
assurance.^ 
The NSW Branch received internal support from a variety of groupings 
within the industry. The Builders' Labourers Unity Committee put out a leaflet 
entitled Industrial Crimes of Norman Gallagher in which it asked how Gallagher 
could justify a series of actions, including: 
...negotiate a $40,000 pay off to lift a Black Ban on the New 
port Power Station; do a deal with extreme Right Wing forces 
to gain election to the ACTU Executive at the last ACTU 
Congress; 
Import scabs from Victoria to take the jobs of striking 
FED&FA crane drivers in NSW 
Have 25 officials and union cars full time in NSW at over 
$3,000 per week when the union is going bad financially 
Rent a full floor at the swank Sydney Hyde Park Plaza at 
$4,000 per week.'^' 
A group called the Job Delegates & Activists Association issued a booklet titled 
The Rank & File Rag.^^ The publication supported the NSW Branch's struggle 
against Gallagher with news items about the E.A. Watts job and other sites in 
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Sydney. It also contained a copy of the leaflet Industrial Crimes of Norman 
Gallagher, a poem by Denis Kevans criticising Gallagher with the title Judas, 'pen 
pictures' of leading activists, Pat and Mick McNamara, other industrial news and 
letters of support for the NSW Branch." A news-sheet of the Rank & File 
Committee of the Builders Labourers Federation was issued in Brisbane. The 
BLF Queensland leadership supported the Gallagher actions but the Rank & File 
news-sheet was critical of the general leadership shown by Gallagher.^ * 
Direct Action, a publication of the Socialist Workers Party, reported on the 
stealing of membership files on 17 March 1975.^ ^ On the same page it ran a 
story on a demonstration in support of the NSW Branch held on 13 March. It 
pointed out that besides the NSW officials, other people backing the branch 
included George Petersen, NSW State MLA for Illawarra and Richard Walsham, 
from the NSW Teachers' Federation. Mick Fowler and Nick Origlass also spoke 
up for the NSW branch. The article expressed solidarity and lamented that no 
other prominent CPA member indicated backing for the NSW branch and implied 
that the CPA did not really support the union. It was also pointed out that a small 
number of rank and file builders labourers turned up."° This raises the point as 
to whether the BLF was moving outside its traditional support base of the CPA. 
On 17 April 1975, Joe Owens wrote to the Secretary of the Painters' & 
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Decorators' Union, pointing out the reasons why Gallagher had intervened into the 
affairs of the NSW branch. Owens stated that the Federal body had accused the 
NSW branch of going 'too far' with green bans. Also: 
Allegations that the Branch had not gone along with decisions 
made by the federal body. 
That the branch officials were guilty of corruption and 
maladministration."' 
But Owens accused the Federal officials of strike-breaking and claimed that a 
number of NSW members had been refused payment of their wages until they 
joined the Federal branch."^ He claimed that the cost of intervention was 
approximately $150,000 and the Federal body did not have this money."' 
According to him, green bans appeared to be finished and many former officials 
had been expelled or suspended."" Former militants of the NSW branch were 
being victimised as their Federal tickets were under constant review."^ 
Intervention on the Job - The E.A. Watts Job"^  
The building of the Technical College on Broadway under the management 
of E.A. Watts, according to Joe Owens, revealed the forces lined up to smash the 
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NSW BLF."" When Gallagher moved into NSW, Federal organisers appeared on 
this site. Approximately half of the builders' labourers declined to take out 
Federal tickets and wished to stay with the NSW branch. They decided to carry 
out the decision made at the mass meeting on 14 October of not working with 
Federal ticketholders. These builders' labourers were sacked as the company 
stated that it only recognised Federal tickets. The Federated Engine Drivers and 
Fireman's Associadon (FED&FA) members walked off as well. An Equity Court 
injunction was sought and on 21 October the Equity Court issued an interlocutory 
injunction which "restricted the federal BLF from setting up a branch in NSW, 
issuing tickets, appointing officials, or in any way interfering with the NSW 
branch or its officials"."* The NSW branch members returned to work but found 
the gates locked, so they scaled the walls and commenced work. After about an 
hour the company and the NSW MBA officials arrived with the police and asked 
the workers to leave. They refused and were then forcibly removed from the site. 
As a result, pickets were set up outside the gates. The MBA claimed they were 
not interfering in the BLF dispute but continued only to recognise Federal 
officials. The MBA stated that they would recognise NSW officials if they had a 
letter signed by the Industrial Registrar; this message was conveyed to MBA 
members by letter. Two parts of it are relevant to the emerging political situation: 
firstly, the preference given to Federal officials over NSW officials; secondly, the 
possibility of 'smashing' some of the existing green bans. When referring to the 
different 'rights of entry' that NSW and Federal officials enjoyed, the letters stated 
that the NSW officials could go onto the site: 
" NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection, Z235, Box 62, 'Untided History of BLF, NSW, 
1969-1974', Chapter tided - E.A. Watts Job on Broadway. 
"* Ibid., p.3. 
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... only during the lunch period or any non-working time as is 
required by their right of entry permit and in accordance with 
the Industrial Arbitration Act of NSW. Such restrictions are 
not placed on the federal organisers by the Federal Award. 
(MBA emphasis)."^ 
also. 
The MBA of NSW actively encourages commencement of 
work (operations) on projects subject to illegal bans and 
limitations where approval of the National Trust and all 
statutory authorities have been obtained.*° 
When E.A. Watts brought up a crane driver from Melbourne who was a 
BLF member and a dogman from NSW, other 'scabs' from Victoria joined them 
on the site. Owens has claimed that these men were recruited through the 
Victorian BLF office, given free air tickets, and were directed to E.A. Watts and 
other sites in Sydney.*' It was also claimed in affidavits that the NSW 
Department of Labour and Industry (DLI) issued dogman tickets to Victorian BLs 
as they arrived in Sydney to work. The permit was already completed when they 
arrived at the DLI office.*^ 
The message that 'scabs' from Melbourne were working on the E.A. Watts 
site was sent to building sites throughout Sydney. Tension heightened as other 
workers thus joined the picket line. Workers scrambled over the fence to disrupt 
the 'scabs" work and arrests were made. Although the NSW branch had an 
injunction stating that Federal officials were to desist from organising the men, 
they were reluctant to use the police against fellow unionists. 
"' Ibid., p.5. 
^ Ibid. 
* Ibid, p.7. 
® Ibid., p.7. 
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On 22 October, the Executive Director of the NSW MBA issued the 
following statement: 
Work on about 100 banned sites would begin with the least 
possible delay. 
It also claimed that: 
individual employers are confident they can take advantage of 
the split within the labourer's union and draw a labour force 
from membership of the new federal body.*^ 
This was a reference to destroying the green bans. On 24 October a statement 
was made by a number of Federal MPs in support of the NSW branch.*^ 
The Secretary of the BWIU and leading official in the Building Trades 
Group (BTG), Tom McDonald, attacked the NSW BLF leadership and stated that 
they would adopt a position of 'non-interference'.*^ The NSW Labor Council, 
through its Secretary, John Ducker, also supported 'non-interference' along with 
the Socialist Party of Australia (SPA) which accused the leadership of the NSW 
BLF of 'incorrect' political thinking. But the NSW Transport Workers' Union 
refused to allow its members to deliver materials to 'scabs' for fear of establishing 
a precedent in their union. The Federal TWU was left-wing, and the Federal 
FED&FA was SPA-controlled, but both NSW branches of the respective unions 
opposed amalgamation for different reasons. The TWU maintained a ban on the 
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Watts job, and as Joe Owens reasoned, "'right' were 'left' and 'left' were 
'right'".*^ This meant that the traditionally 'right-wing' State branch of the 
TWU adopted a 'left' position by enforcing a ban on the Watts job whereas the 
BWIU, an SPA 'left' union, did not support a ban and behaved in a right-wing 
way. The State FED&FA stayed solid with the NSW BLF and issued a statement 
supporting the NSW branch. They stated that the Federal body of the BLF would 
attempt to take over FED&FA work on cranes in other states. When a Victorian 
builders' labourer was brought on to the Watts' site, the State Council of the 
FED&FA passed a motion of condemnation. Part of the resolution read: 
The State Council have been informed this morning that a 
person holding a Victoria BLF ticket has been employed by a 
builder in Sydney to operate a crane on one of their city 
building sites. As soon as the BLF federal officials with the 
collaboration of the employers attempt to man our traditional 
classifications we will bring the resources of this union in 
behind the efforts of the NSW branch of the BLF. We believe 
that this is in the best interests of our members employed in 
the building and construction industry.*" 
Since the BLF was federally deregistered, the NSW BLF could not use the 
Industrial Court. However, the NSW FED&FA could use this court to press the 
issue. Jack Cambourn, the Secretary of the NSW FED&FA, argued successfully 
that the crane drivers and the BLF workers who were sacked by Watts for not 
taking out Federal tickets should be reinstated. The NSW Industrial Commission 
ordered the company to reinstate all workers who had been sacked and granted 
officials the right to hold a meeting. Watts ignored the ruling and the meeting was 
sabotaged by Federal organisers. 
'* Ibid., p. 10. 
^ NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens Collection, N72/1141. Letter/Leaflet fi:om J. Cambourn, 
Secretary NSW Branch, FED&FA, tided Dispute in the Building Industry. 
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The NSW organisers were not allowed on the job. The site was occupied 
and the men took over two cranes.** Some 500 BLF workers picketed the site 
and the police were called with the legendary 'Bumper' Farrell*^ in charge of the 
force, but he became agitated when he discovered that his son was on the picket 
line. Security guards supported the struggle when their Assistant Secretary, Jack 
Dwyer, recommended that they were not to interfere with supplies given to the 
occupiers.^" On a number of occasions the BLs taunted the police while others 
gave supplies to the occupiers behind the backs of police.^' On 13 November, 
the NSW Minister for Works, L. Punch, launched an attack on the NSW BLF. 
Punch alleged that they were responsible for the loss of millions of dollars on the 
site by taking strike action. No mention was made of the Federal body's role.^^ 
Then Watts and the MBA sought an order in the Equity Court to evict the 
occupiers.'^ This situation suited the NSW BLF as they could use the earlier 
Equity Court ruling in their defence. At this point a group of men managed to 
penetrate the site and proceeded to throw metal objects at the occupiers. The two-
way radios that the occupiers were using were apparently jammed by the police 
and this brought the men down from the cranes. '^* According to Owens, there 
was a general feeling that the police, the Federal officials and the employers had 
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collaborated and he believed, "even right wing unions were sickened".^^ After 
this incident the job was under constant guard. The Watts' site was the starting 
point as the MBA, the Federal BLF and the police combined to destroy the green 
bans and eventually the NSW branch. 
Destruction of Green Bans and the NSW BLF 
Federal intervention into the NSW branch brought about the lifting of the 
green bans. The Age reported on 12 December 1974 that the NSW government, 
through the Planning Minister, Sir John Fuller, had announced plans that would 
eliminate green bans by involving local residents in future decision-making. The 
Minister stated that "the Builders' Labourers Federation had played an important 
part in highlighting the need for community involvement".^^ This recognition 
was a positive endorsement in the struggle for local involvement in the planning 
process and was one of the most positive outcomes for the green ban movement. 
The first green ban to be lifted was in Woolloomooloo. On 13 March 
1975, the local resident action group and the NSW BLF stated that they would lift 
the green ban in most of the area almost immediately. This followed agreement 
between the Federal government, the state government, the city council and 
private developers on one site, with the BLF and the local resident groups on the 
other, over the acceptance of plans put forward by the resident groups.^" Two 
possible results followed from this agreement. Firsdy, out of work building 
workers would be provided with work. Secondly, immediate past and existing 
'^ Ibid., p.22. 
'^  "Scheme aims to end green bans". Age (12 December 1974). 
" Fred Wells, Industrial Reporter, "Woolloomooloo green bans may be lifted", Sydney 
Morning Herald (13 March 1975). 
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tenants would get first priority to the restored houses.^ * The residents would 
have continuing involvement in the planning process.^' 
These positive results did not prevent the destruction of the NSW branch 
and the cessation of the remainder of the green bans. On 24 March 1975, a 
meeting of over 800 supporters of the NSW BLF decided to join the Federal 
BLF.'°° The meeting decided that it would be more beneficial for them within 
the Federal organisation as they considered the NSW branch was losing rank and 
file members. The lack of investment in the building industry meant less work. 
Many BLs put personal welfare ahead of broad political principles. This action 
effectively destroyed the NSW branch. Although it was reported that the Federal 
leadership supported green bans, its support was qualified. The Federal branch 
lifted all remaining green bans without any trade-offs."'' 
The turning point, oudined earlier, involved Gallagher signing up 3,000 
members in NSW from October 1974.'°^ He obtained assurances from Ray 
Rocher, MBA director, that only Federal tickets would be recognised on job sites. 
The NSW branch found that many employers would not employ NSW 
ticketholders and in some cases refused to pay them. The NSW Branch's 
membership records were stolen in the second week of March 1975."'^  Joe 
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Owens reasoned that the theft was "aimed at crippling our organisation"."^ It 
was feared that the first green ban in Victoria Street would be the first one lifted 
by the Federal leadership.'"^ 
Five days after the decision made by the NSW branch, a cottage in 
Centennial Park, protected by a two-year green ban, was demolished.'°^ Joe 
Owens and Bob Pringle marched on to the site and were immediately arrested.'°" 
The Australian reported on 22 April that the Victoria Street green ban, removed 
by Norm Gallagher, represented a major change in policy from the former NSW 
Branch.'"* Gallagher maintained that the resident action groups would no longer 
influence BLF policy: 
We won't have these residents action groups telling us what to 
do. One of the big problems in the past has been that these 
groups deprived our members of their jobs. We will make 
our decisions in the future.'"^ 
He stated that green bans would only be imposed on historic sites requested by the 
National Trust,"° adding: 
If we are asked to impose a ban on a building but we do not 
believe it has general public support we will say to the 
National Trust 'You have two months to rally the necessary 
support or the ban will be lifted."" 
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The Federal body was prepared to co-operate more closely with the BTG and the 
NSW Labor Council. The Acting Secretary for the new NSW Branch, L. 
Robinson, denied that the ban at the Rocks had been removed."^ Robinson's 
comment was a response to Bob Pringle who claimed that parts of the Rocks green 
ban would be lifted as some agreement had been reached between the local 
residents and the NSW Housing Commission. Robinson stated that Pringle held 
no authority as he did not represent the NSW Branch whose former officials had 
been suspended."^ The Australian reported on 20 April that the green ban in 
Victoria Street had been lifted by Federal Council.'"* 
On 21 April 1974, Jack Mundey launched a 'Friends of the Green Bans 
Movement' which aimed at extending the influence of green bans throughout 
Australia."^ The organisation had prominent supporters "including novelist 
Patrick White, botanist Professor Charles Birch from Sydney University and Mr 
J.G. Mosley, the director of ACF."'"^ Jack Mundey, as national convenor, said 
the aim of the organisation was "to protect the cultural and natural environment 
from indiscriminate development"."" 
Jack Mundey took the cause of green bans 'far and wide'. At the Radical 
Ecology Conference held in Melbourne, Easter 1975, he and Joe Owens handed 
out a leaflet describing the green ban actions and pointing out how Gallagher had 
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effectively destroyed them."* The leaflet referred to the expulsions and 
suspensions of the former leadership of the NSW branch and why the Federal 
body had refused to hold elections in that State in order to settle the dispute."' 
The only NSW unions noted as supporting the NSW BLF were the NSW 
FED&FA and the NSW Teachers Federation.'^ *^ The leaflet alleged collusion 
between Gallagher and the MBA. It asked where the money had come from to set 
up the Federal Branch in NSW. It estimated that the Federal campaign had cost 
approximately $150,000, a sum which the Federal body did not possess.'^' 
Expulsions and Suspension 
On 7 November 1974, Jack Mundey and Joe Owens received telegrams and 
letters stating that they had been found guilty of five offences and the Federal 
Council was suspending them for three years.'^^ Tony O'Bierne, an organiser, 
received a letter that charges laid against him would be heard at a later date.'" 
Charges were also laid against the following officials of the NSW Branch: A. 
O'Bierne, D. Duggan, R. Pringle, H. Cook, D. Crotty, P. Barton, J. Mundey, R. 
Prendergast, D. Bishop, V. Pirey, and J. Owens. The charges were related to the 
non-compliance of the NSW Executive with certain directions from the FMC and 
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Federal Council. These included not delivering materials of the Branch to Hellier 
and Domican; Federal officials conducting an enquiry into the Branch; 
continuing to operate as an executive committee, and not making sure organisers 
complied with Federal directives; and not moving the branch office to Surry 
Hills.'^ Other charges included: "having done an act calculated to injure or 
destroy the federation".'^^ The 'act' involved lodging with the Industrial 
Registrar of the Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission "an 
application for an organisation, separate from the Federation, to be called the 
Australian Builders Labourers Federation (NSW)."'^^ Prendergast was accused, 
in his capacity of Branch Trustee, of not ensuring that the funds of the Branch 
were invested in accordance with the rules.'^^ Mismanagement of funds, the 
Bev Hogan case and the under-valued sale of two cars, mentioned earlier, were 
also raised.'^* 
On 26 February 1975, Joe Owens replied that he. Jack Mundey, Bob 
Pringle, H. Cook, R. Prendergast and T. Hogan would not attend the hearing of 
charges that were laid against them. He requested that the NSW branch have a 
representative on the FMC when the charges were heard.'^^ This letter was 
accompanied by 1,872 signatures of NSW members who demanded a settlement of 
the dispute between the Federal body and the NSW branch. A telegram was sent 
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130 to Gallagher on behalf of the meeting.'^" Gallagher replied that he refused to 
talk to Owens or Mundey, who had been expelled, and Pringle who had been 
suspended. He demanded that they read out the telegram to the men at the next 
stop-work meeting.'^' 
On 18 April, The Australian reported that 26 executive members and 
officials from the former NSW Branch had been expelled for life.'^^Gallagher 
said that they had been expelled for "failing to hand over property and funds 
entrusted to them on behalf of the federation".'^^ This expulsion implied that the 
twenty-six members could not work on building sites anywhere in Australia. The 
Federal Council gave fourteen days notice to anyone who signed a petition 
supporting the setting up of a separate NSW BLF to withdraw their names. If 
they did not comply, the Council would consider withdrawing their 
membership.^ ^"^ A letter was sent out to members who signed this petition with 
an accompanying document not only stating they were prepared to withdraw their 
name from the application but that they 'deplored' the action of setting up a 
separate union. A 'loyalty' clause was included. If a member did not sign this 
document, they were threatened with action from the Federal Council.'^^ On 9 
May, Bob Pringle was informed by letter that he had been expelled for life for not 
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handing over property and funds to the Federal body.'^^ The solicitors acting on 
behalf of the Federal body served notices on the 26 expelled members but met 
with mixed success. A number of the people could not be located at their listed 
addresses.'" 
Two of the leading activists supporting Gallagher, Tom Domican and Vince 
Ashton, were in opposition to Gallagher by October 1975 because they perceived 
that Gallagher was pursuing undemocratic and violent actions.*^^ Ashton 
received a telegram from Gallagher requesting him to return his Right of Entry, 
'sacking' him from his job as a Federal Organiser.'^^ This action appears to 
have been in retaliation for a leaflet put out by Domican and Ashton on behalf of 
the Builders Labourers' Rank and File. In this leaflet Domican and Ashton 
accused Gallagher's supporters of 'bashing' workers in Victoria and not allowing 
the rank and file to have a say in the affairs of the Federal body.'"*" Robinson, 
then a NSW official, was singled out for not allowing any democratic procedures 
to occur in NSW.''^' However, they claimed that the former officials, Pringle, 
Owens and Mundey, had done the same thing under the direction of the CPA and 
still refused to accept their dismissal from office.''*^ A number of meetings 
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continued to call on Gallagher to lift the expulsions and conduct elections in NSW. 
Workers who supported the NSW branch celebrated when Gallagher was expelled 
from the ACTU Executive.''*' 
The BLF members who received the expulsion orders continued to fight to 
have their tickets returned for a number of years.'"^ Although some members 
were successful, there was never any return to the political and social activities of 
the 1970s. 
This chapter has shown that the Federal BLF destroyed a branch of the 
union that was breaking new ground in employing trade union power in defence of 
the community. The ideological differences between the Federal body and the 
NSW Branch and the subsequent actions of the Federal body brought about the 
destruction of green bans. The NSW Branch's actions raised fundamental 
questions about the nature and value of work within capitalist society. The 
question that needs to be raised is to what extent the path of Function C will 
develop before it is destroyed by the combined forces of Big Unions, Big Business 
and the State?'^^ 
In the concluding section, the actions of the NSW BLF, and those of the 
WWF, are analysed in the framework of the Beier/Moses model in attempting to 
answer this question. 
''' NBAC/ANU. ABCE & BLF Federal Office file, N130/393. Telegram 18 September 1975 
from BLs in Sydney regarding the ousting of Gallagher from interstate executive and from 
Joe Owens, "tough luck, fatso" - 18 September 1975. 
'•" Jack Mundey Interview, Sydney, April 1999. 
''•' Although this chapter is mainly centred on the destruction of the NSW BLF by the 
"conservative" Gallagher forces, evidence has been provided in the earlier chapters of the 
opposition to the NSW BLF by developers and the Askin Government. The next chapter 
details the Parliamentary attack on the union. 
PART IV 
TOWARDS AN EXPANDED CONCEPT 
OF TRADE UNION FUNCTIONS: 
FUNCTION C AND THE FUTURE OF 
TRADE UNIONISM 
"Let those who drink the water remember 
those who dug the well."' 
Remark attributed to Colonel Jack Argent, founding president of the Parramatta District Rugby 
League Football Club (1947) and founding secretary manager of the Parramatta Leagues Club 
(1959). This quotation is inscribed on a plaque in the foyer of the Parramatta Leagues Club. 
Taken from John Shields "Working Life and the Voice of Memory: An Introduction" in John 
Shields (ed.) All Our Labours: Oral Histories of Working Life in Twentieth Century Sydney 
(Sydney: New South Wales University Press, 1992), p.l. 
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Chapter 13 
THE NSW BLF, GREEN BANS AND FUNCTION C 
In Part III two main questions were posed. Firstly, were the actions of the 
NSW BLF unique and could they be classified as Function C activity? Secondly, 
what was the ideological framework of these actions? 
The public debate surrounding these questions was extremely fierce and 
emotional. Because the NSW BLF 'broke new ground' in the area of trade union 
actions, great support and hostility were generated in the public arena.^ This 
chapter discusses that heated debate, followed by an analysis of Jack Mundey's 
thinking on the various issues thrown up by the NSW BLF's intervention in social, 
political and environmental issues. Meredith Burgmann's and Verity Burgmann's 
writings on the BLF are then examined within the framework of the union's 
emerging ideology. Lasdy, left critiques of the NSW BLF's actions are discussed. 
Support for Green Bans 
The BLF's green bans garnered much support from the public. A wide 
range of groups and individuals publicly and privately expressed solidarity by way 
of letters of support, by joining the Union and by attending rallies and 
demonstrations. Eminent Australians such as Patrick White endorsed green bans. 
The celebrated author spoke on the same platform with BLF officials on a number 
The Green Bans not only generated great support, but a hatred of the union's position was 
exemplified in die 'hate' mail diat officials received. An example is shown in Appendix 
D. From NBAC/ANU, Joe Owens File, Z235, Box 6. 
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of occasions and held Jack Mundey in high regard.^  In a letter to the Sydney 
Morning Herald on 5 November 1973, White defended the BLF from the constant 
criticism it received in the media. He argued that the BLF had an advanced social 
conscience and was forced into the situation of defending the public from 
environmental destruction, which should be the responsibility of the government. 
He stated that neither of the major political parties, Labor or Liberal, had any 
program for environmental protection. White further stated that the average 
citizen should have more input into decisions affecting the cities of the world, 
something the BLF and its supporters advocated." 
As outlined in an earlier chapter, the developers and the government tried 
to destroy the green bans placed on the Rocks and Victoria Street during the 
second half of 1973. These actions created great public debate, leading to the 
Sydney Moming Herald publishing on 23 April three perspectives on the issue 
from the National Trust, the developer Theeman, and the BLF.^  
In 1972, the Sunday Times of London had published an article supportive 
of the BLF's action in Kelly's Bush. It described the struggle sympathetically and 
pointed out that "Mr Mundey and his men became the darlings of middle-class 
Sydney."^ It described the saving of the trees at the Sydney Opera House and 
predicted that the involvement of unions in environmental issues would spread.^  
By 1973 the 'popular press' in Australia was beginning to run sympathetic 
Letter to the Editor: Patrick White, "The oasis of the backyard", Sydney Moming Herald 
(5 November 1973). 
Ibid. 
I.F. Wyatt, F.W. Theeman, J.B. Mundey, Letters to die Editor: "Three views on 
development, die Trust, die Developer, the Union", Sydney Moming Herald (23 August 
1973). 
"Workers to the rescue", Sunday Times (24 December 1972). 
Ibid. 
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Stories about green bans.* The Federal Labor government had set up the 
Department of Urban and Regional Development (DURD) under Tom Uren which 
sought solutions to the problems of urban Australians.^ In November 1973, 
DURD publicly recognised the work that the BLF had done in widening the 
concern about the urban environment.'° Its public submission to the National 
Estate stated that the BLF had given strength to the conservation movement 
through democratic direct action. The Australian and The Age also reported Jack 
Mundey's appointment to the Cities Commission," a small but significant 
gesture. Newspapers began to run stories on other unions that were getting 
involved in environmental actions. For example. The Australian in November 
1973 commented on how the Plumbers and Gasfitters Employees Union had 
supported green bans with 'bathroom bans'.'^ It also reported that the national 
body of this union had decided to prevent work on projects that had an undesirable 
environmental impact and it was in the process of investigating ways they could 
prevent a petro-chemical plant being built at Redcliffs, north of Adelaide. ^ ^ 
The Australian Financial Review covered the issue and reported on the 
support for green bans from the Australian Institute of Urban Studies. The report 
itself did not mention green bans by name but stated that it supported 
"controversial environmental 'revolutions'" that had taken place in Sydney and 
"Official praise for green bans: BLF giving conservation its teeth". The Australian (14 
November 1973) and "Unionist on Cities Conamission", The Age (7 December 1973). 
Tom Uren, Straight Left (Sydney: Random House, 1994), pp.254-283. 
Ibid. 
"Mundey to take up federal job". The Australian (7 December 1973). 
"Plumbers boost green bans with badu-oom bans". The Australian (19 November 1973). 
Ibid. 
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Melbourne.'"* Amongst some of its recommendations were that "Public 
authorities should take urgent steps to retain existing housing stock close to the 
central and other business areas. "'^  
In February 1974, the ACT started a campaign to double its membership 
by October of that year. Three trade union officials. Jack Mundey, Ken Carr, 
Victorian Secretary of the Furniture Trades Society, and the South Australian 
Secretary of the Plumbers and Gasfitters Union, Bob Giles, set up a committee to 
recruit unions to the Australian Conservation Foundation (ACF).'^ All three 
officials were members of the ACF Council and both The Australian and The Age 
reported on the campaign.'^  It quoted the director of the ACF, Dr Mosley, to 
the effect that the involvement of unionists would make the organisation more 
representative of the full range of society.'* 
On 12 November 1973, The Australian reported that 10,000 copies of The 
Little Green Book on Green Bans had been released.'^ The book was produced 
by Wendy Bacon and Ann Summers and other activists in the resident action 
groups. It provided information on forty green bans and one 'amber ban'^ " at the 
Newcastle Hotel. However, the book received an unfavourable review in the 
28 
"Urban Institute backs 'Green Ban' Policies", The Australian Financial Review (31 October 
1974). 
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"Mundey wants unionists to join conservation campaign," Australian (18 February 1974) 
and "ACF campaign to recruit unionists". The Age (18 February 1974). 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
"Spreading die green word". The Australian (12 November 1973). 
Amber ban meaning to refuse to drink at the Newcastle Hotel as a protest to its proposed 
closure. 
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Australian Financial Review in January 1974. '^ 
Towards the end of 1974, the BLF came under severe attack from a variety 
of combined forces. As discussed earlier, the Federal BLF was in the process of 
intervening in the affairs of the NSW branch. But The Age, in October 1974, 
reported on the ACF's support for the NSW Branch against the rival Federal body 
that Norm Gallagher was attempting to organise.^ ^ Thirty-four Federal 
politicians, which included five ministers, produced a statement of support for the 
NSW BLF and stated that Sydney would have lost some of its character if it had 
not been for the green bans." Part of it said: 
Until the NSW government takes action to preserve our 
national estate, and to genuinely include public participation, 
no one else has the power to prevent mindless bludgeoning of 
the past.^ 
Wharfie, publication of the Maritime Branch of the CPA, reported on 31 
October 1973 that the Executive of the Sydney Branch had called wharfies out on 
strike the previous Thursday to support the BLF rally over the Rocks.^ ^ 
According to the publication, many wharfies, seamen, painters and dockers had 
attended the rally and taken part in the march to Premier Askin's office and that 
officials from the WWF and other unions spoke at the rally.^ *^  Wharfie examined 
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the political situation at the Rocks. It argued that Premier Askin was not prepared 
to negotiate with the residents and the BLF as he intended to campaign on a 'law 
and order' issue directed at the NSW BLF in the coming NSW election. It 
pointed out that the BLF would only take action if the residents voted for such 
action. ^ ^ 
On 9 November 1973, Moss Cass, Federal Minister for the Environment 
and Conservation, issued a press release that stated that green bans "were 
immensely effective and ought to be supported by every Australian who cared 
about the environment".-* He went on to say that he deplored the actions of the 
MBA which had imposed a lockout on projects being worked on by the BLF. 
Cass criticised the Askin government for not attempting to seek a solution to the 
Rocks dispute.^^ Poignantly, Cass declared: 
We middle class, trendy intellectual environmentalists should 
hang our heads in shame when it is only by the resistance of 
socially-aware builders labourers that the callous destruction of 
the soul of Sydney is slackened.^° 
NSW ParUament's Attack on the BLF 
The BLF came under constant attack from the Liberal-Country Party 
government of NSW. Under parliamentary privilege, officials of the BLF were 
personally abused.^' The Labor Party did little to defend them against these 
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attacks, and in some instances Labor politicians joined the Liberal Party in 
attacking the BLF leadership.'^ 
In the Address in Reply debate to the Governor's speech on 22 August 
1972, Mr Jackett, Liberal Party MLA, attacked Jack Mundey as a Marxist who 
took on a popular issue and fooled his allies by taking control of the situation. 
Mundey's actions were compared to Stalin's during the Second World War. He 
further stated that the builders' labourers were taking the law into their own hands 
and when this happened "the Soviet system will have arrived".'' Jackett 
defended his government's record on the environment and claimed it was the best 
in Australia.'^ 
On 7 November 1972, the following motion was put to the Parliament by 
Mr Coleman, Liberal member for Fuller: 
That this House deplores the actions of those militant trade 
unionists who (a) have caused so many unnecessary industrial 
stoppages that their employers are being forced to reduce their 
operations, thus causing hardship to their unionists, through 
unemployment and increased cost of living; and (b) have set 
themselves on the path of industrial anarchy and political 
violence; and, with a view to protecting the rights of all union 
members and the community generally, calls on the 
Government to investigate cases of industrial anarchy and 
politically motivated violence Instigated by these militant 
unionists.'^ 
Coleman outlined the current disputes within the Australian 'communist 
movement' naming Jack Mundey and Laurie Aarons as leaders of the non-aligned 
CPA and Pat Clancy as a leader of the Moscow-aligned SPA. Coleman quoted 
m Ibid. 
^ NSW Parliamentary Debates (1972). Governor's Speech: Address in Reply, 22 August 
1972, p. 154. 
* Ibid. 
* NSW Parliamentary Debates (1972), Militant Trade Unionists, 1 November 1972, 
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Aarons as urging the Left to be involved in militant action in many areas such as 
ecology, the environment, black power, student power, women's liberation, and 
gay liberation. The BLF was cited as an organisation that was following this path 
and Jack Mundey was allegedly involved with the draft resisters station, 2DR. He 
quoted from a SPA publication which attacked the BLF as being 'adventurous' 
when it knocked down half completed buildings during the Margins Strike. The 
issue of BLF violence was highlighted by Coleman who linked the raids on 
buildings during the Margins Strike to the fight in the Labor Council on 21 May 
1971. He quoted John Ducker, Secretary of the Labor Council, as condemning 
the actions. Syd Einfeld, ALP member, then rose to his feet and immediately 
branded Jack Mundey as "an enemy of the worker".^^ Coleman concluded his 
statement by stating that anything Mundey did or was doing deserved the greatest 
criticism. Reference was made to a writ Jack Mundey had lodged against the 
Premier and Einfeld attempted to close the debate on the grounds that the matters 
being discussed were sub judice. This action was unsuccessful and Coleman 
continued to pursue the links between the CPA's praise of the BLF to the 'black 
bans'^' on the Rocks, Kelly's Bush, etc. In summary, Coleman attempted to link 
violence, the Communist Party, guerilla warfare and the BLF, stating. 
I emphasize that in this situation we are dealing, as I said at 
the beginning of my speech, with urban guerilla warfare and 
the risk that the tensions involved in this vigilante system of 
which Mr Mundey boasts, in accordance with the policy of the 
Communist Party of Australia, will lead to greater and greater 
violence. Already guns have been involved and we risk a 
killing. 
Mr Quinn, member for Wentworthville, led the debate for the ALP. He 
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mentioned that the motion should refer to one particular union but did not move to 
amend the original motion. He challenged the government to discuss the matter of 
unionists being 'assaulted' by bosses' representatives and cited the case of Dick 
Prendegast, organiser for the BLF, who was 'bashed' on a building site at Mt 
Druitt, in 1971. Prendegast took the matter to Court and the employer was fined. 
Quinn further argued that this was not only happening to BLF officials but to 
officials of the BWIU, the Carpenters and Joiners Amalgamated Society of 
Australia, the Plasterers and Plaster Workers Federation of Australia, and the 
Operative Painters and Decorators Union.^* He stressed the harsh conditions that 
workers had to endure on building sites as well as condemning employers who 
used 'scabs' on building projects during industrial disputation, but also distanced 
himself from Jack Mundey and produced a letter from Neville Wran, Leader of 
the Legislative Council, to Actors' Equity Association of Australia. In this letter, 
Wran dissociated himself from the Committee to Save the Regent Theatre, stating: 
I made it clear to you that I would not associate in any way 
with a Committee of which Mr Mundey was a member or 
which accepted his support.^' 
On 8 November, Eric Willis, Minister for Education, rose to attack the 
BLF in Parliament: 
That it is a matter of urgent necessity that this house should 
forthwith consider the following motion, viz: 
That this House -
(a) affirms its unswerving adherence to the democratic 
principle that everyone is equal before the law; 
(b) rejects completely the plank of the Australian Labor 
Party's platform which proposes that trade unions and their 
Ibid, p.2293. 
Ibid, p.2296. 
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officials be placed beyond the law; and 
(c) guarantees that trade unions, their officials and members 
guilty of wilful damage to property will not be exempted from 
the normal processes of the law.'*'^  
A motion was then passed that this was urgent business. 
Willis alleged that the ALP secredy supported the actions of the BLF. He 
stated that the radical Left had three doctrines: 
Parliament should not have the monopoly of decision making 
in society and thus trade unions should have some part in this 
process. 
If people had a moral objection to a particular law, then they 
had a moral obligation to disobey. 
It was right and proper to divert any institution from its 
'correct' path and turn it into a political vehicle."' 
Willis continued to use the example of the fight at the Trades Hall allegedly 
started by the BLF, and linked this with an article in the Australian Left Review by 
Jack Mundey."*^ The ALP was accused of protecting the BLF and other unions 
from various laws that other citizens would have to obey and, in particular, it was 
supposedly soft on violence when related to trade unions.''^ 
Mr Neilly for the ALP, in reply to Willis, argued that it was the employers 
who historically had exercised violence, stating: 
The history of the trade union movement is studded with 
violence and oppression by the employing classes.'^ 
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Neilly continued in this way without mentioning the BLF. The motion was 
eventually carried in favour of the State government. 
On 23 November, a question was asked of Mr Cuder, Deputy Premier and 
Minister for Local Government and Highways: 
Has the Builders Labourers Federation under the leadership of 
Mr Mundey placed a black ban on redevelopment of The 
Rocks area in Sydney Cove? Has the federation given as its 
reasons for this black ban the possible destruction of historic 
buildings and the eviction of people from their homes? Will 
the Minister advise me and the House of the facts of the 
matter and outline the effects of the black ban on employment 
and financial aspects of the redevelopment scheme?"^ 
This question gave Cutler the opportunity to once again attack the BLF, 
and in particular Jack Mundey. Cutler claimed that the buildings that were to be 
pulled down in the Rocks area had no historic significance and the Rocks Resident 
Group forced residents to alter their minds about the SCRA and hence the 
government's proposals. He described the BLF and Jack Mundey as "traitors to 
the country".''^ When the Leader of the Opposition, Paul Hills, rose on a point 
of order, Cuder accused him of defending Jack Mundey. Hills replied: 
Mr Speaker, as you know, I did not request the opportunity to 
defend Mr Mundey, who is a communist and whom I oppose 
at every turn whenever I possibly can, and the Deputy Premier 
is aware of that fact."*' 
At the next point of order, he added: 
My point of order is that I want the Deputy Premier to 
withdraw and apologize for his suggestion that I would defend 
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in this Parliament a communist who is opposed to all my 
beliefs.'^ ^ 
On 15 August 1974, Mundey was linked with Laurie Carmichael and John 
Halfpenny as leading communist leaders in the country who were preaching 
workers' participation and workers' control. It was claimed that the ALP had 
deserted the ordinary worker."^ ^ 
The intensity of the public debate, for and against, shows the uniqueness of 
the BLF's actions as it moved into the new territory of Function C. As the central 
aim of this study is to examine the uniqueness and pioneering nature of the NSW 
BLF's actions, particular emphasis needs to be placed on the development of Jack 
Mundey's ideas during the 1970s. 
Jack Mundey's Conceptual Development 
During this time Jack Mundey was Secretary of the NSW BLF and also 
worked at the leadership level of the CPA which was involved with formulating 
policies. After the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, the CPA began to reflect 
the 'changing political times' in Australian society. As discussed in other 
sections, the position that Mundey adopted in the Party brought his group^° into 
opposition with the 'old guard' and this resulted in the CPA/SPA split.^' A 
dialectic process developed in which the BLF's thinking and actions affected the 
CPA's deliberations which in turn had an effect on the BLF. As Mundey stated in 
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his book Green Bans and Beyond: 
I'm sure that none of our innovations would have been 
possible except for the changes in the Communist Party of 
Australia, even though we went beyond the CPA 
mainstream." 
Furthermore, 
I myself had come into the Communist Party through my 
factory and union involvement. As a communist, I had a 
definite attitude towards the social system, an egalitarian 
attitude. In the union, I wouldn't go along with the attitude 
of: "I'm a builder's labourer", meaning we were not architects 
or tradesmen. This was part of the conditioning of our social 
system which arranges people in a hierarchy. After two 
strikes this concept changed from "I'm only a builders' 
labourer" to "I AM a builder's labourer. "^ ^ 
In an interview published in Australian Left Review,^'^ Jack Mundey discussed the 
new militancy that had emerged in the BLF out of the Margins Strike. He 
claimed that this strike developed new tactics which, although frowned upon by 
sections in the trade union movement and conservative sections of the CPA, 
brought a union victory. In his view, emphasis should be placed on winning 
disputes and not just setding them. The major gain, however, was that workers 
were having a greater say in the running of the industry and it was important for 
workers to think about issues that were not solely concerned with wages and 
conditions. The political consciousness of the membership was increased with 
many members participating in the Vietnam Moratoriums.^^ This shows that 
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actions under Function A created the conditions for workers to participate in 
Function B actions, as has been demonstrated in earlier sections of this study. 
In another interview conducted a year later with the Australian Left Review, 
Mundey pointed out that his earlier interview caused him to be visited by 
Commonwealth police who accused him of inciting workers to lawless actions.^ ^ 
Mundey observed that sections of the Press were attempting to depict the 
leadership of the BLF as a lawless bunch, and conservative elements in the trade 
union movement and the Communist Party were extremely critical of the BLF 
workers' direct action and workers' control. In any event, the BLF became more 
'politicised', through actions such as the campaign against the Summary Offences 
Act,^ ^ involvement in the Vietnam Moratoriums and various environmental 
actions including Kelly's Bush. Mundey also advocated that union officials should 
return to the workforce after a period of time, and thus practice 'limited tenure of 
office'.^ * These ideas needed to be extended to the whole trade union 
movement. ^ ^ 
In an article published in Praxis in October-November 1972, entided "The 
Urban Environment: Who is 'Irresponsible'", Mundey argued that "to be a 
meaningful workers' organisation, a union must involve itself in ALL issues 
affecting the lives of workers".'^ At this time the BLF was becoming active in 
green bans. He stressed that it was not only the BLF that was engaged in these 
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actions, but people from all walks of life, including a number of prominent 
citizens, such as Patrick White, Vince Serventy, Kylie Tennant and Harry M. 
Miller. In an Australian Left Review interview of December 1973, Mundey 
reflected on the major events that had occurred since 1970. He regarded the 
BLF's intervention in the environment as its most important action. This 
involvement only occurred because the union was involved in 'civilising the 
industry' through campaigns such as the Margins Strike, the Accident Pay Strike 
and the Permanency Campaign. Its members began to see that they were involved 
in a 'quality of life' issue that affected themselves and other members of the 
community. The union was demonstrating a sense of 'social responsibility' by 
urging that schools and hospitals should be built as opposed to high-rise office 
blocks which were regarded as being environmentally damaging. Mundey 
believed that the union should gain broad community approval before embarking 
on any sort of action. The BLF was to become more relevant to the outside 
community and not just its members.^' He also noted that the concept of the 
'limited tenure of office' was met with a hostile reaction from some 'left' unions. 
These interviews illuminate the evolution of Mundey's social philosophy in 
the context of the model presented in this study, from Function A to B and then to 
C. Such a social concern was manifest in the BLF's environmental politics and 
Green Bans. These campaigns could be described as encapsulating the social 
responsibility of labour in practice as they went beyond orthodox trade union and 
Communist Party practice. The next section examines the ongoing ideology of the 
NSW BLF. 
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The NSW BLF's Ideology 
Both Meredith and Verity Burgmann have written extensively on the NSW 
BLF. Meredith Burgmann has contended that the NSW BLF developed its own 
ideology which was a blend of New Left ideas, current CPA policies, and 
Australian trade union practice which could be placed in a syndicalist tradition. 
This ideology was transmitted not by formal instruction or pamphlets but by the 
spoken word in pubs and action on the job. She has contended that this behaviour 
has been the preserve of syndicalist movements as opposed to the existing Marxist 
party. The NSW BLF practised oeuverism, which is "a rejection of intervention 
by outside experts and an exclusive reliance on mass working class experience and 
action. "^ ^ An example of this was when Jack Mundey and the leadership spoke 
at Sydney University and discussed cutting off contacts with the radical 
intelligentsia rather than lose their working-class image. They brought humour to 
the struggle, as shown by the following example. When Federal intervention 
occurred and the Gallagher group sent speakers out to job sites, a young university 
'Maoist' student spoke at a meeting in the central city. The pro-NSW workers did 
not heckle him but simply nailed his briefcase to the floor while he was speaking. 
This became a talking point in the pubs around the city for many weeks." Their 
language did not contain jargon and there was a 'home-brewed' message in their 
acdons.^ 
According to Meredith Burgmann, the great strength of the movement was 
that the NSW BLF was part of the Australian trade union structure and was 
^ Meredidi Burgmann, "A New Concept in Unionism: die NSW Builders' Labourers 
Federation: 1970-1974", Macquarie University, Ph.D diesis, 1982, Ch.U, p.405. 
® Meredith Burgmann & Verity Burgmann, Green Bans, Red Union, p.295. 
« Ibid. 
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presenting a 'home-grown' solution and thus seeking Australian solutions to 
Australian problems. The leadership was also viewed as being products of the 
Australian trade union movement. Although Jack Mundey was publicly active in 
the CPA, he was considered as primarily a product of the Australian tradition of 
rebelliousness and larrikinism, as Burgmann commented: 
What is more Australian than a larrikin? For that matter what 
is more within the Australian tradition than a militant 
labourers' union with an ex-Rugby League star from the 
Atherton Tablelands at its helm?^^ 
An interesting blend of politics emerged that attracted people from different 
class backgrounds because of the radical mixture of New Left politics of the 1960s 
and 1970s combined with a general knockabout working-class culture. Meredith 
Burgmann observed: 
The BLF's blend of 'new left' idealism and morality, blended 
with the rough larrikin element of macho working class 
toughness, was an irresistible mixture for the basically middle 
class 'new left'.^^ 
For Meredith Burgmann, the green bans were a form of action worked out 
autonomously by the BLF which incorporated the New Left's philosophies of 
participatory democracy with questioning of decision-making in society.^' The 
union gave practical meaning to the concept of workers' control which had been 
an initiative of elements in the student movement and the CPA. They had an 
ultimate belief in working class power (but not dictatorship), and an insistence of 
* Meredith Burgmann, "A New Concept in Unionism, Ch.U, p.411. 
** Ibid., p.236. 
'^ Meredith Burgmann, "In Memory of the BLF", Sydney Moming Herald, (18 March 1995), 
p.34. 
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control over the social product of their labour. Ultimately, these workers were 
prepared to defend physically their policies. 
As for Verity Burgmann, she contends that the NSW BLF added a new 
radical dimension to the social movements (green movement, peace movement) by 
incorporating the demands over environmental matters with traditional trade union 
theory. A degree of workers' control was exercised so that labour could be used 
in a socially useful way and exercise real power through the withdrawal of their 
labour.^ * This could be summed up as: 
all work performed should be of a socially useful and of an 
ecologically benign nature.^^ 
By merging the trade union movement with the green movement, the NSW BLF 
epitomised the radical possibilities of a juncture between the old and the new. The 
leaders of the NSW BLF argued: 
In a modern society, the workers' movement, in order to play 
a really meaningful role, must engage in all industrial, 
political, social and moral struggles affecting the working 
people as a whole...In this context, building workers are 
beginning to demand of governments, employers and architects 
that buildings which are required by the people should have 
priority over superfluous office buildings, which benefit only 
the get-rich-quick developers, insurance companies and 
banks.™ 
Verity Burgmann contends that the new social movements lack the ability 
to mobilise real power in capitalist society. On the contrary, the workers' 
movement, through their trade unions, have the ultimate power of withdrawing 
Verity Burgmann, Power and Protest: Movements for Change in Australian Society (St 
Leonards, NSW: Allen & Unwin, 1993), p. 192. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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their labour and thus are crucially located to enforce their demands.^' The NSW 
BLF used organised political class power to achieve certain objectives compared to 
movements which did not have major access to the trade union movement. 
Burgmann compares the BLF actions in the Rocks which was saved in a relatively 
short time to the anti-war movement which took eight years to achieve its 
objectives in Vietnam.^- Thus a trade union committed to green objectives was 
well placed to achieve its ends while a green movement on its own could not hope 
to do so." 
Left Critiques of the NSW BLF 
This study has attempted to demonstrate that the NSW BLF developed a 
unique position in the trade union movement by adopting a stance classified as 
Function C which, firstly, was concerned with the end product of labour; 
secondly, it had a fundamental orientation to the trade union movement; and 
thirdly, it upheld democratic and local decision-making. So where does this leave 
criticism from the 'Left' of the NSW BLF position and how does this affect the 
concept of Function C? This section attempts to answer these questions. 
The first criticism comes from a member of the International Socialist 
Organisation (ISO), Tom O'Lincoln, who has argued that green bans did not 
fundamentally challenge the capitalist system.^ ** He states that the Penal Powers 
victory of 1969 provided opportunity for a militant offensive against the employing 
12 
73 
74 
Ibid., p.268. 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
Tom O'Lincoln, Years of Rage: Social Conflict in the Eraser Years (Melboume: 
Bookmarks Australia, 1993), p. 16. 
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class for shorter hours, higher wages and better conditions, all Function A 
activity. In his words: 
The shackles had been broken. Strike days topped three 
million by 1971 and, after a lull in 1972, were to peak at 
more than six million in 1974.^ ^ 
O'Lincoln's thesis is that with the militant climate in Australian society in the 
early 1970s, it was easy for 'left' trade union leaders to organise actions (Function 
B and Function C) which he claims did not fundamentally challenge the capitalist 
system. Workers' demands were met and, given that there was full employment 
and a boom in the building industry, it was easy for 'mainstream' communists 
such as Jack Mundey and Joe Owens to move into further areas which are defined 
as Function B and C in this study.'^ He further argues that the NSW BLF did 
not put forth a socialist alternative and were too tied in with the union structures 
to move fundamentally away from them.^ ^ 
This study has contended that for a union to move into the areas of 
Function B and C, it is fundamental that they develop strong credentials in 
Function A. Evidence has been presented that both the WWF and the NSW BLF 
did, in fact, do this. It will be argued here that O'Lincoln's analysis implies a 
'top-down' view of the organisation of political change. The leadership of the 
NSW BLF was concerned about bringing workers to an understanding of broad 
polidcal and social issues and then, to an extent, relying on this mass mobilisation 
to make the actions viable. This implied a 'bottom-up' approach which ultimately 
Function C is concerned about (democratic decision-making). From a 'top-down' 
'^  Ibid, p. 15. 
'^  Ibid, p. 16. 
77 Ibid. 
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view of political change, it did not challenge the system, but from a 'bottom-up' 
approach it presented a model in which workers and the community could 
organise. Wyong and Victoria Street provided this model. The NSW BLF was 
in a vexed position, being part of the trade union movement, but trying to change 
it in a fundamental way. This raises the question of syndicalism and its relevance 
to the NSW BLF. 
Mark McGuire, in his critique of Green Bans, Red Union,^^ compares the 
NSW BLF's struggle around Function A, B and C with the Paris Commune of 
1871, the Kronstadt Commune in Soviet Russia in 1921 and the Spanish 
Revolution of 1936-9, and argues that these movements failed to expand and 
sweep away their conservative opponents, and thereby became marginalised and 
crushed. He is supportive of the Burgmanns' refutation of New Social Movement 
theorists' view that unions are ultimately integrated into the system by the pursuit 
of job-based issues (Function A). In addition, McGuire is also supportive of the 
Burgmanns' locating the NSW BLF in the syndicalist tradition by referring to such 
typical policies as direct democracy, limited tenure of office, direct action and the 
disregard of political parties, and official organs of the State such as Arbitration 
Courts (Function C). To him, the workers' work-ins, in which they elected their 
own foremen and set the pace of work, as occurred at Wyong and some job sites 
in Sydney, were a syndicalist dimension of the union. He also sees green bans in 
this light. The Margins Strike in 1970 raised morale and built self-confidence, an 
important factor in syndicalist workplace activism.^^ McGuire views the New 
Left as being important in developing this syndicalist dimension as many young 
™ Mark McGuire, Review of Meredith Burgmann and Verity Burgmann, Green Bans, Red 
Union (Sydney: UNSW Press, 1998), in Rebel Worker, Vol.17, No.6 (156), (December 
1998-January 1999), pp. 16-18. 
'' Ibid. 
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activists joined the CPA and pushed it further to the left.**^  
On the negative side, McGuire claims that older CPA leaders tried to close 
down the workers' control movement when they felt that the CPA was losing 
control to students and more militant workers. He is critical of the Burgmanns' 
assertion that the CPA leaders of the NSW BLF disregarded the economic writings 
of Marx and hence that syndicalism is anti-intellectual. On the contrary, the 
history of syndicalism and anarchism is one of promoting education and an 
intellectual culture through organised study groups and lectures. However, his 
most serious criticism is reserved for the Burgmanns' approach to the practice of 
"industrial unionism, i.e. the uniting of all workers in the same industry and site 
in the one union".*' Building syndicalist industrial unionism would, according to 
him: 
involve the establishment and widespread generalisation of 
'site committees' and their federating together. These bodies 
would hold regular meetings of delegates of all unions on the 
site, would function in association with combined unions' mass 
meetings, and would play a key role in the exchange of 
information and the co-ordination of united direct action.*^ 
McGuire argues that no organised syndicalist movement existed in NSW and for 
this to happen a regular industrial paper was needed which could have been 
produced with the assistance of union officials and activists. The Burgmanns are 
criticised for not pointing this out; the result was reformist unionism and not 
syndicalist unionism. 
In assessing O'Lincoln's and McGuire's statements, it must be said that the 
leadership and activists of the NSW BLF were limited by the various constraints 
» Ibid. 
^ Ibid, p. 17. 
* Ibid. 
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placed on unions within capitalist society. The leadership had to deal with 
Function A issues such as wages and conditions and attempting to bring 
permanency into the industry. There were too many battles to be fought, 
however, and this limited the time to discuss the 'alternative socialist program' or 
organise syndicalist site committees. A syndicalist consciousness needed to be 
developed amongst the rank and file. O'Lincoln and McGuire are in agreement 
that the union reverted to traditional unionism but it must be stressed that the BLF 
was primarily a trade union within a capitalist society and had obligations to the 
membership to continue to pursue Function A objectives. This issue reverts back 
to the Beier/Moses model of balancing Function A and B (and in this case, C). 
Jack Mundey saw the environment as an important issue and needed to pursue a 
path of attempting to 'educate' the wider trade union movement on this issue. 
McGuire's attack on the Burgmanns' lack of appreciation for a true syndicalist 
movement does not deter the Burgmanns' attempt to place the NSW BLF's actions 
within a syndicalist conceptual framework. 
The difference between O'Lincoln and McGuire in terms of the framework 
of this study is that O'Lincoln is closer to a Function B position with his 'top-
down' approach and obvious party leadership role of the union movement. 
McGuire takes a 'bottom-up' approach with his emphasis on local committees that 
federated into a larger organisation with emphasis on 'grass-roots' education. 
However, this study has been concerned with what was possible within 
capitalist Australia in the 1970s given the constraints of labourism and arbitration. 
O'Lincoln and McGuire's critique is more concerned with what should be done as 
opposed to what could be done. The NSW BLF proceeded on a path which no 
other union had established and was the only union capable of bringing trade 
unionism and 'progressive' elements of the community together. 
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CONCLUSION 
The preceding chapters have attempted to demonstrate that the WWF and 
the NSW BLF displayed a committed sense of social responsibility when they took 
certain actions that were not solely concerned with wages and conditions. In this 
process, the thesis has challenged the view that unions could and should only be 
concerned with issues restricted to the material well-being of the workforce. The 
proposition has been advanced that the unions vindicated a social responsibility 
when they challenged the government and the employers in the areas of foreign 
policy, control of labour and destruction of the urban environment. These actions 
culminated in the WWF being engaged in the Pig-iron dispute in 1938 and a 
dispute over the control of labour in 1954, and the NSW BLF instituting green 
bans in the early 1970s. It was further contended that it was morally necessary 
for the unions to become involved in these issues and if they had not done so, 
society would have been seriously disadvantaged. For example, the preservation 
of various parts of Sydney, including the world famous Rocks, is an example of 
the conservation of historically significant buildings directly resulting from the 
implementation of green bans. 
In examining this issue of social responsibility, the thesis has attempted to 
answer two fundamental questions. Firsdy, what were the ideological and 
pragmatic influences on the WWF in 1938-39 and 1954, and the NSW BLF in the 
1970s, that led them to take actions that did not simply involve wages and 
conditions? Furthermore, did the actions of these two unions represent a new 
concept of unionism that took these industrial and political activities into terra 
incognita? 
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Answers to these questions require a suitable theoretical framework. 
Adopting Gerhard Beier's arguments, John Moses has presented a case that unions 
perform a dual role in capitalist society by working with and against capitalism. 
These authors have stated that trade unions have a limited autonomy, depending on 
economic factors, the historical and political context and the general good of the 
whole society. Two main functional elements emerge from the Beier thesis: 
Function A, which is defined as attempting to improve the wages and conditions of 
its members, and Function B which is identified with the struggle for a more 
equitable society, i.e. socialism.' This struggle takes various forms and it was 
necessary to clarify elements of Function B for the purposes of this study. 
Function B was redefined to contain the following elements: firsdy, political and 
social activity that is loosely coordinated with the program of a working class 
party; secondly, this activity is directed by the leadership of the union; and 
thirdly, this is generally single-issue activity and does not necessarily raise deeper 
questions of power relations within capitalist society. Function B can have a 
revolutionary or social democratic element. 
This thesis has contended, along with Beier, that in order for a union to be 
strong in the Function B dimensions, it must have established its strength in 
Function A. Oral testimony and archival evidence has indicated that the WWF at 
Port Kembla became engaged in a campaign to improve the working conditions of 
its members by fighting for and winning a roster system prior to the Pig-iron 
dispute. Similarly, the NSW BLF in the 1970s was successful in two major 
campaigns to improve wages and conditions: the Margins Strike in 1970; and the 
Accident Pay Strike in 1971 before instituting green bans. However, this study's 
^ John Moses, Trade Union Theory from Marx to Walesa (London: Berg Publishers, 1990), 
pp.157-8. 
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main premise is that the NSW BLF moved beyond traditional Function B activities 
and into what Jack Mundey has described as "uncharted waters".- This is 
summed up by him in an interview in 1991: 
If it wasn't for that civilising of the building industry in 
campaigns of 1970 and 1971, well then I'm sure we wouldn't 
have had the luxury of the membership going along with us in 
what was considered by some as 'avant-garde', 'way-out' 
actions of supporting mainly middle class people in 
environmental actions. I think that gave us the mandate to 
allow us to go into uncharted waters.^ 
It was necessary, therefore, to introduce a further concept called Function 
C which contains the following elements: firsdy, it is concerned with the end 
product of labour, a concept that emerged from the earliest writings of Karl Marx; 
secondly, this activity has as its fundamental orientation the trade union, rather 
than the working class party, i.e. the essential interests of the wage labourers; 
thirdly. Function C underscores the importance of democratic and local decision-
making. These three concepts tended to merge together in the framework of the 
New Left politics of the 1960s and 1970s and led to trade unions taking action 
which demonstrated a sense of social and moral responsibility for the benefit of all 
citizens and the preservation of the environment. 
In the light of this model, the study proceeded in the following fashion. 
The thesis was divided into four sections. Part I had two main tasks: firstly, to 
locate the WWF and the NSW BLF in a broad historical framework; and 
secondly, to develop the necessary theoretical concepts underpinning Function B 
and Function C. In this regard. Chapter 2 traced the development of the trade 
union movement in Great Britain and Australia within the framework of Function 
Jack Mundey Interview, Sydney, September, 1990. 
Ibid. 
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A and B and presented the argument that the mainstream of the movement 
considered the essential purpose of trade unionism to be the improvement of wages 
and conditions (Function A) and that social change would come about through the 
efforts of the working class party (Labour Party in Britain and Labor Party in 
Australia). This concept became known as 'labourism"* and it is contended that 
this formed part of a Function B position. However, not all unions accepted this 
model and some adopted more radical positions. In Chapter 3 a theoretical model 
for Function B and C was explored. As contended here, Leninism was the basis 
for Function B and Marx's writings on alienated labour, syndicalism and the 
workers' control movement provided the same foundation for Function C. 
Part II was primarily concerned with the WWF and Function B and C. As 
Leninism was put forward as the main theoretical base for Function B, the CPA's 
development in the 1920s and 1930s was examined. Two important aspects 
emerged from the CPA of the late 1920s. Firsdy, the Party 'purged' a number of 
its 'progressive' members and thereby adopted policies and positions closely 
aligned with the CPSU. The leadership adopted a 'top-down' bureaucratic 
approach, i.e. modelled on the Leninist concept of 'democratic centralism', in its 
dealings with members and fraternal organisations and this authoritarianism lasted 
well into the 1960s. Secondly, the Party was involved in forming the MMM and 
this organisation provided leadership to a number of unions beginning in the mid 
1930s. The WWF was one of the first unions to elect leaders with a CPA and 
MMM background. Two of these were Jim Healy, appointed General-Secretary in 
1938, and Ted Roach, who assumed the leadership of the South Coast Branch 
(Port Kembla) in 1938. Reflecting their traditional CPA and MMM backgrounds, 
Neil Massey, "A Century of Labourism, 1891-1993: An Historical Interpretation", Labour 
History Vol.66, (May 1994), p.46. 
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these officials were concerned with firsdy, 'capturing' leadership positions in the 
union movement and secondly, politicising the rank and file.^ Concentrating on 
this first aspect led to a "top-down" view of left-wing leadership which was to be 
challenged by developments in the CPA in the early 1970s. Both Healy and 
Roach played major roles in the Pig-iron dispute of 1938-39. However, Healy 
was concerned more with Function B activity whereas Roach was 'sowing the 
seeds' for Function C. Accumulated evidence has shown that Roach and the 
leadership of the Port Kembla branch worked independendy of the FCOM of the 
WWF and refused to load the pig-iron on to the Dalfram. Roach's militancy over 
this issue was more in line with syndicalist activity than communist democratic 
centralism as he set the agenda and the Branch operated independently of other 
organs of the Federation. Roach had a strong 'politicised' membership that 'cut 
their teeth' on industrial and political actions for over six months leading up to the 
Pig-iron dispute. In interviews. Roach contended many of these activists were 
later transferred to other ports and became leaders of different branches; this 
'exporting of militancy' made the Federation a major player in Australian 
industrial politics for many years.^ 
By 1954, the WWF represented a powerful and influential mass 
organisation in Australian society. It had achieved major victories in the Pig-iron 
dispute, the Dutch shipping bans, and the Communist Party Dissolution struggle 
and was exercising a degree of workers' control in the industry by controlling 
Alastair Davidson, The Communist Party of Australia: A Short History (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1969), p.56. 
Ted Roach Interview, Revesby, September 1990. 
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waterfront recruitment.^ The Union needed to preserve the existing conditions 
which gave it maximum control over who would be recruited into the industry. 
By controlling recruitment, it could define the political agenda on the basis of 
strong support amongst its membership. The Federal government changed the 
legislation in 1954 that controlled recruitment into the industry, however, and it 
heralded a nation-wide strike. The WWF response showed that the union was 
capable of great organisational efforts and hence had built up a 'community' or 
constituency through its Function A and B activity. It could be argued, moreover, 
that the recruitment struggle was also in line with Function C as it had the 
elements of rank and file activity associated with trade unionism. The 1954 
dispute was ultimately successful as the WWF made the federal legislation 
unworkable. However, in subsequent years the numbers of wharfies declined due 
to technological change which also had a major effect on the declining militancy of 
the organisation.* Thus Part II showed that the WWF had broken new ground by 
participating in Function B and C actions and thereby built up a strong community 
base. Their actions provided a platform for subsequent activity by the NSW BLF. 
The NSW BLF Legacy, Function C and the Future of Trade Unionism 
In order to answer the fundamental conceptual questions raised earlier, and 
Most commentators regard the activities of the WWF in these disputes as victories. These 
struggles have been discussed in die following publications: Victor Williams, 77?^  Years of 
Big Jim (Sydney: Lone Hand Press, 1979); Rupert Lockwood, War on the Waterfront: 
Menzies, Pig-iron and Japan (Sydney: Hale & Ironmonger, 1987); Tom Nelson, A century 
of a Union: Waterside Workers' Federation of Australia (Sydney: Sydney Branch, 1972); 
Margot Beazley, Wharfies: The History of the Waterside Workers Federation (Sydney: 
Halstead Press/Australian National Maritime Museum, 1996); Stuart Macintyre, The 
Reds: The Communist Party of Australia from origins to illegality (Sydney: Allen & 
Unwin, 1998). 
Greg Mallory, "Technology and Social Change in die Stevedoring Industry: A 
Comparative Study of the Impact of Containerisation on the Workforce in Australia & 
Great Britain", M.Sc. diesis. School of Science, Griffidi University, 1986. 
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to test the positions adopted by Meredith Burgmann and Verity Burgmann, Part III 
has selectively examined the IWW, the New Left and the CPA in the 1960s and 
1970s as a preliminary to studying the NSW BLF. A belief in expressing union 
power through direct action as opposed to parliamentary action has been the major 
legacy left by the IWW. Although the IWW was virtually destroyed as a viable 
movement in 1917, its traditions were informally handed down through the trade 
union movement over many years.^ The IWW's anti-authoritarianism and its 
support for free speech provided an inspiration for some of the actions of the 
emerging New Left of the 1960s. 
Two main elements emerged from the New Left, these being direct action 
i.e. street demonstrations and civil disobedience, and participatory democracy, 
where each person in society had a say in the decisions that affected his or her 
life. These concepts were taken up by certain sections of the CPA in the 1960s 
and 1970s, and eventually helped split the Party. Leading activists such as Laurie 
Aarons, Eric Aarons and Jack Mundey became proponents of the concept of 
participatory democracy and developed policies in this area for all Party work.'° 
This signified a major shift as it heralded a 'bottom-up' approach as opposed to 
the 'top-down' model that had dictated Party policy since the 1930s." The Party 
became increasingly involved in such issues as workers' control, self-management 
and the environment, actions which conventional/ orthodox members of the Party 
' Ian Bedford, "The Industrial Workers of die World in Australia", Labour History, No. 13, 
(November, 1967). 
'" Communist Party of Australia. Modem Unionism and the Workers Movement. The Left 
Challenge for the 70s: Statement of Aims, Methods and Organisation, 23rd Congress, 
March, 1972. 
" Ibid. 
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labelled as 'adventurist'.'^ Divisions on these matters, more than anything else, 
led to a split. The scene was set for the NSW BLF to be involved in Function C 
activity. 
The NSW BLF actions in accord with Function A were then traced. It has 
been argued that for a union to be successful in Function B (and hence Function 
C) activities, it must have strong credentials in Function A. The NSW BLF built 
up a militant organisation that was prepared to fight for better wages and 
conditions. The two most notable actions they engaged in were the Margins Strike 
and the Accident Pay Strike.'^ 
Function B activity was pursued with the union's involvement in the anti-
Vietnam War campaign and the Black Moratorium. Jack Mundey, Joe Owens and 
Bobby Pringle were active in the various organisations' campaigns over these 
issues. Mundey and Owens were also leading activists in the Communist Party 
while Pringle was prominent in the left of the ALP.'"* 
Wyong stood out as an example of rank and file workers attempting to 
implement 'progressive' ideas. A 'workers' control' situation developed at Wyong 
with the election of foremen, but evolved into workers demanding that socially 
useful projects such as hospitals be built instead of giant shopping centres. Wyong 
stood as an example of Function A activity moving directly into Function C. Its 
rank and file activism spiralled from traditional union issues to the social purpose 
of its labour. Lack of community support, however, negated its more radical 
possibilities. This would indicate the importance of espousing causes that can also 
BWIU Construction Branch of the Socialist Party of Australia, "Six Turbulent Years: 
Lessons from the rise and fall of die NSW Builders Labourers' leadership and die building 
industry struggles from 1969 to 1975," Sydney, SPA, 1975. 
Documented in Fiske, Rocking the Foundations. 
Jack Mundey Interview, Sydney, April 1999. 
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be adopted by the broader community or which indeed can be shown to affect a 
cross-section of society. 
In Sydney, green bans became the major activity of the BLF in 1973-74. 
This study has classified green bans as either environmental or social/political in 
nature. Within these environmental green bans, a sub-classification could be made 
between those designed to save buildings and those that aimed to preserve local 
communities. The NSW BLF moved into this Function C activity, firstly through 
environmental bans, such as those that took place at the Rocks and 
Woolloomooloo, then to the environmental and political ban on Victoria Street, 
and finally to the directly political bans of supporting students facing 
discrimination. This represented a new direction for trade unionism with the 
green bans fulfilling the criteria for Function C, these being: firsdy, a concern 
about the end product of labour; secondly, a fundamental orientation to trade 
unions rather than to the working-class party; and thirdly, a commitment to 
democratic and local decision-making. Green bans highlighted the concepts that 
had emerged out of the IWW, the New Left and the 'new directions' of the CPA 
by, firsdy, taking direct action to prevent buildings from being pulled down; and 
secondly, by involving the community in the decision-making process and showing 
how participatory democracy could work. 
This new direction in trade unionism was actively opposed by a 
combination of forces including the leadership of the Federal body of the BLF. 
The Federal body, directed by Norm Gallagher, intervened into the affairs of the 
NSW branch and dismissed its officials. Although the NSW branch fought a long 
campaign, it was eventually destroyed and all the green bans were lifted, however 
only after achieving many of their initial objectives. 
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The NSW BLF has been seen as a forerunner to the many green 
movements and parties that have sprung up around the world. Meredith and 
Verity Burgmann state that Petra Kelly took the green message to West Germany 
after seeing the green bans in action in the 1970s. They claim that the Green 
Party's role in Germany was influenced by green bans.'^ However, what made 
the NSW BLF unique was the fact that it was the first (and probably still) the only 
organisation to mix trade union politics with green politics and further open the 
possibility of a 'red' and 'green' alliance. It also brought to the attention of 
society that trade unions can be socially responsible and that it was necessary to 
have some control over the end product of labour. On a philosophical level, these 
actions attempted to address the problem of 'alienated labour', the issue Karl Marx 
raised in his earlier writings.'^ Jack Mundey has always maintained that for the 
union movement to continue to exist, it must show that it is relevant to the rest of 
society. By working with the local community, the NSW BLF showed that unions 
were not simply concerned with their own short-term interests, but were concerned 
about the wider issues that not only affected their members but the broader 
Australian society. As a consequence, governments were forced to set up 
bureaucratic structures to deal with issues of the environment and hence planning 
departments and environmental courts were established.'^ 
Jack Mundey succeeded in developing a committed personal following 
through his ideas on the urban environment and his ability to marry the objectives 
Meredith Burgmami and Verity Burgmann, Green Bans, Red Unions, p.281. 
Environmental Activism in the New South Wales Builders' Labourers Federation (Sydney: 
UNSW Press, 1998), pp.9-10. 
Eric Fromm, Marx's Concept of Man, p. 98. 
Meredidi Burgmann and Verity Burgmann, Green Bans, Red Unions, p.281. 
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of socialism and environmentalism. The origin of the fusing of the 'red and the 
green' can be traced back to him. In 1995 he was appointed by the Carr Labor 
government to the position of Chair of the NSW Historic Houses Trust.'* In 
1998 he was declared a 'National Treasure' by the National Trust and received 
honorary doctorates from the University of Western Sydney and the University of 
New South Wales in recognition of his work in attempting to preserve the urban 
environment. '^  
In summary. Part III has shown that the NSW BLF did indeed go into 
"uncharted waters" and developed a concept which has been classified as Function 
C. By being concerned about the end product of labour and working with the 
local community, it showed that it was acting in a socially responsible way. It 
developed this Function C position by a combination of paths, firsdy, by being 
part of a left-wing trade union heritage that was peculiarly Australian. This 
tradition was highlighted with the Pig-iron dispute of 1938 which showed that 
unions should not be solely concerned about wages and conditions and should 
actively question the effects the end product of labour has on society. This built 
on the heritage of the IWW and the CPA but in the 1970s it was replenished by 
the ideas of the New Left. The combination of these influences brought the NSW 
BLF into the "uncharted waters" of green bans. However, Function C activity 
was challenged by powerful conservative forces in capitalist society and they 
mobilised to destroy the NSW BLF and its green bans. The NSW BLF, however, 
left many legacies and much of the Function C activity was often unconsciously 
Geraldine O'Brien, "Top job for developers' scourge", Sydney Moming Herald (17 July 
1995), p.6. 
Tony Stephens, "Dr Mundey dons the mande of respectability", Sydney Moming Herald (9 
May 1998), p.5. 
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taken up by other organisations. For example, Woolloomooloo was saved by the 
government setting up a planning authority to administer development in which the 
local residents had a genuine say. 
Finally, Jack Mundey promotes a 'new way of thinking' in trade unionism 
when he succinctly espouses the difference between Function B and C in 
comparing his views on 'economism' to those of Lance Sharkey, former Secretary 
of the CPA. He stated in 1990: 
It would have been in the context of that period of the 40s and 
50s where the union movement was seen by many communists 
as being too narrow and only confined to economic 
considerations, wages and conditions; whereas the Communist 
Party used to argue that for a fully balanced leadership in 
unions, they should be trying to politicise the members more 
and engage in political action. I suppose it is true to say 
Communist unions were more involved in political actions, 
generally war and peace, or socialism or things supporting the 
Soviet Union in the main. Whereas my understanding of 
'economism' would certainly mean all the political things that 
we mentioned, but wider political issues relating to Australian 
conditions and our interpretation of workers' control and self-
management which were very big at the time because of the 
Trotskyist influence. Workers' control and self-management 
were bandied about by everybody in the revolutionary 
movement during these decades. I think the two examples of 
Lucas Aerospace and our Green Bans were tangible examples 
of unions putting into practice, wider meanings of political 
actions. They were concerned about products; in the case of 
Lucas Aerospace, machines that they could make that could 
suit the Third World. We were talking about the socially 
useful buildings and responsibility of the workers - the priority 
of which buildings would be built. So I think it gave a new 
dimension to the whole question of the politicisation of unions 
and that way, the economism that Sharkey meant and the 
economism of mine are in part the same but in part very 
different. ^ '^  
By adopting this 'new way of thinking', and promoting a socially 
Jack Mundey Interview, Sydney, September, 1990. 
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responsible position, the trade union movement would make itself more relevant to 
the everyday lives of citizens. With this approach, the union movement and the 
wider community could come together to solve the more pressing problems that 
confront workers and other citizens in a society dominated by capitalist values and 
attitudes. 
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THE SCAB 
By JACK LONDON. 
After God had finished with the rattlesnake, the toad 
and the \-ampire, he had some awful substance left with which 
he made a Scab. A* Scab is a two-legtied animal with a cork ' 
screw soul, a watcr-sogged brain, and a combination back-
bone made of jelly and glue. W h e r e other people have their 
hear ts he carries a tumor of rot ten principles. W h e n the 
Scab comes down the street honest men turn their backs, the 
angels weep tears in Heaven , and the Devil shuts the gates 
of Hell to keep him out . 
N o man has a r ight to scab as long as there is a pool of 
water deep enough to d rown his body, or a rope long enough 
to hang his carcase wi th . 
Judas Iscariot was a gentleman compared with the Scab, 
for after betraying his master he had enough character to 
h a n g himself, but a Scab has not. 
T h e r e is no word in the English language that carries so 
much hat red , scorn, loathing and contempt as the term "Scab. ' 
O n c e branded a man is marked for life. There is no escape. 
It is infinite'y v.-orse than the b rand that was placed on Cam. 
It goes with the man everywhere . It shadows his very foot-
s tep . It never dies, and no wonder , for it is a synonym of 
all that is mean, contemptible, unmanly. It designates the loss 
of dignity, honor , principle and manhood. It signifies that it 
,15 impossible for its owner to descend to lower depths . H e 
' h a s tried to undermine men w h o arc battling for the bread 
and but ter of their wives and little ones, and rivet the chains 
of oppression around them; he ha.^ sought to defeat hi? 
fellow.^ 
Judas Iscariot woukl never h;ive ,^unk so low. T h e 
criminal from the peni tcmiary in;iy. to snnic degree, rchabili-
ta .e hi-- ch.iracter, but the -Scab"" i> an eternal fi.xtiire, a living 
mnnume-ii of .•^elf-inflieted .Mianie. a reproach to honc-t men, 
a .sopT.'thiiiL' that bear- the mitw.irO -rmhlance of a man. but 
from v.li'-iii dignily i .f manliMoJ l i , - deparied t - r ev'er. A-
men shun the leper for fear of phv.^ieal cdntammatmn, sn 
tlu-y sli;in the ••.Scab" for fear of mor.ii conl.immation. W h e n 
a man ha'- descended so low as to deserve this title it i- as 
eternal a- ihougli i/raven on marble tablet- or plalc^ of brass 
deserts him. It even de-eend- with him to the grave. II never 
[All pennies obtained th rough sale of thi"^ leaflet goes to 
niaiiilaiii the paper, "Direct A c t i o n . ' ] 
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